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Introductory. In the experience of most parents, sometimes with dramatic suddenness, comes a time when they feel that John or Mary is no longer a child. Something indefinable has crept into the expression and behaviour of one who has for years seemed a wholly calculable unit in the family situation. He may become difficult, rebellious. She may be dreamy and unstable, unbiddable and at odds with the world. There may even be sporadic returns to behaviour which had, apparently been long ago abandoned, and the thirteen or fourteen year old boy or girl is sometimes surprisingly childish.

Conduct as a whole is often bad in the early 'teens. Marro, studying Italian boys, found a steady increase in bad behaviour from the age of eleven onwards until it reached its worst at fourteen and then slowly improved. The figures published by many different writers - for example Carr-Saunders and his collaborators - suggest that for boys the peak age for delinquency occurs somewhere between the twelfth and fourteenth years. Girls too appear to be affected, though lassitude and emotional apathy, waywardness, irritability and answering back seem to be more frequent than the more dramatic forms of bad behaviour or real delinquency.

Behaviour difficulties however are only one sign of ferment. In many other directions the personality seems to become again

1 cited by Hall Youth pp. 122-3 (London and New York 1921)
2 Young Offenders pp. 32-3 and 121 (Cambridge 1943)
as plastic and variable as it was in nursery years and even to undergo a complete change. Physically, emotionally and intellectually there seems to be a rapid, though often erratic, development, bewildering at first to parent and teacher (and often to the youth himself) and then, in the later 'teens, settling to a calmer progress to adulthood.

For some, the transition to the poise and inner harmony which characterise the mature adult is comparatively smooth and easy; for others, it is stormy and vexed: for all, the second decade of life is critical, a time of adjustment to the demands of adult life in the social and economic spheres, and a period when the youth is struggling with emotional impulses which at times threaten to be overwhelming in their strength.

Late Childhood. These developments of the 'teens often seem the more striking because, for most children, the second half of childhood which covers the first six or seven years of school life, is a period of relative physical and emotional stability. Both sexes are largely preoccupied with the tangible of the external world and little given to introspection. Emotionally, this period is the one least liable to upset, for the processes of repression and adaptation learned but slowly in early days, have reached a satisfactory balance. It is, too, a period of relative indifference to the opposite sex. The boy and girl tend to prefer the companionship of others of their own age and sex. Furrer\(^3\) confirms the findings of earlier investigators who studied the more or less rigidly governed communities which

\(^3\) The Gang Age pp.189ff. (New York 1926) see also Moreno Who Shall Survive? (Washington 1934)
tend to form among children, and describes the "Gang Age" as typically a pubescent phenomenon.

**Physical Change.** This peaceful adequacy to the demands of life does not endure. The most apparent change, at least in the succeeding few years is physical, the final growth before maturity. Burt has shown that there is little evidence for the view, still held in some medical quarters, that for all children and occurring at roughly the same chronological ages, there are periods of rapid growth succeeded by periods of consolidation. Nevertheless, even when we consider average heights and weights for children based upon large numbers measured at each age, there seems to be a perceptible spurt of growth in the 'teens. For girls, this seems to be earlier by a year, or even two, than for boys, beginning round about eleven and ceasing to be marked after fourteen. The boys seem, on the whole, to start later — at about twelve or thirteen — and finish later, — at about fifteen. Longitudinal studies based upon repeated measurements of the same children at intervals in their development show that this spurt begins as a rule just before puberty and reaches its maximum in the pubertal year itself. Physical growth, in fact, keeps step, not with chronological, but with developmental age.

4 "The Education of the Young Adolescent" B.J.Ed.P. Vol.XIII Pt.3 1943 p.128.
5 See, for example, the tables given in The Backward Child; Burt Appendix 2 (London 1937) or Simonds Physical Growth and Development pp.16-40 (Monog. of Sec. for Research in Child Devt. Vol. IX No.37 L. Washington 1944.
This would in itself account for some of the increasing variability in growth with which most who have to do with adolescents are familiar. But idiosyncrasies of development tend to be masked by averages. On the whole the tall child tends to become the tall adult and vice versa; but cases are not uncommon where the child of average, or below average height may suddenly catch up and even surpass his contemporaries in the 'teens; and gains of height of six inches or more within a two year period have been reported. Weight is even less predictable and there may be periods of over and underweight succeeding each other until stability is established in the late 'teens or early twenties.

Physiological Changes. Increase in weight and height is accompanied by changes in the internal organs of the body which, directly or indirectly are connected with variations in the glandular balance and, in particular, with the maturation of the sex glands to the point at which the boy or girl becomes sexually fertile. Their total effect is to bring about the full physiological maturity of the individual.

The heart grows larger in proportion to the arteries and veins, and the blood pressure continues to increase. The stomach elongates and becomes more capacious, and, in some cases, there are in transitory digestive disorders. The skin undergoes a change which, for a time at least, renders it more than ordinarily sensitive. Neuro-muscular control is often temporarily affected - especially in the boy - and even such habitual movements as those involved in handwriting may

7 Arlitt Adolescent Psychology p.15 (London 1937)
deteriorate. The speed at which the body uses up energy - the metabolic rate as it is called - continues to increase, until that of the adult is about twenty five per cent higher than that of the child.

In this process of change, temporary disharmonies are very liable to occur, many of which may be traced to anomalies of function in the endocrine or ductless glands, under- or over-function in which may have direct outcome in the emotional life. The thyroid, for example, which is situated in the throat, is sometimes over active for a time in adolescent girls, producing excitability, febrile energy, tension and sometimes acute, and apparently causeless, anxiety. Underfunctioning of this gland may result in lethargy and even in a degree of intellectual dulling. The adrenal glands, situated near the kidneys are intimately involved in fear and anger states and with the development of the secondary sex characteristics. Under or over activity of these may accelerate or retard the appearance of the outward signs of maturity and may, for a time, affect the youth's susceptibility to anger or liability to fatigue.

For most, however, the effect of change is probably much more indirect. Anomalies in functioning may be reflected in precocious physical or physiological changes. These, because they are new and unexpected, or because they appear, in some way, to set the boy or girl apart from contemporaries, tend to become the focus of anxiety. The youth whose voice breaks markedly sooner or later than those of his friends, or the girl who
develops, temporarily, symptoms of virilism through an over-
activity of the adrenals, are often intensely worried. The
writer well remembers an adolescent boy who was acutely distressed
by a lop-sidedness developing in his forehead - but who dared not
mention it to his friends or parents.

Many of such variations of growth in the bony structure are
due to the functioning of the pituitary gland, found between the
roof of the mouth and the base of the brain. Because of its
effect on other glands, this has been called "the conductor of
the endocrine orchestra." Excessive pituitary activity prior
to puberty may produce a gigantic stature - even of seven feet
or more; under activity may delay the onset of puberty, lead
to arrested physical growth and a great increase of fat. Such
marked abnormalities are rare but much slighter ones may cause a
degree of physical discomfort or become the centre of tension
in social situations. Rapidly enlarging hands and feet, for
example, or a nose that seems disproportionately large until
the rest of the face catches up, may lead to self-consciousness
which is intensified by the well-intentioned, but none the less
painful, raillery of friends and adults. "Gawky" and "Ungainly"
are adjectives frequently applied, particularly to the adolescent
boy, much to his chagrin and inner torment.

So too, changes in the digestive system and metabolic rate
may sometimes account for food fads, morbid appetites and the
tendency to over-eat which are often found among adolescents.
It must, however, be remembered that, since it is one of the
most purely primitive of tendencies, eating is singularly liable, at any time of life, to become the centre of emotional disturbance. In some cases it has been found that a diet rich in carbohydrates decreases the incidence of morbid appetite and over-eating. On the other hand, a marked loss of appetite, even to the point of actual starvation, occurs as a symptom of neurosis in adolescent girls. The converse tendency to over-eat, although in part physiologically determined, may also be a manifestation of insecurity and loneliness, a kind of turning back to primitive satisfactions and behaviour in a time of stress.  

Puberty. These last examples illustrate the complexity of causation which may underlie emotional developments. They show that in most cases it would be rash to ascribe directly to physiological change what may be either an emotional reaction to the change itself, or the complex product of temperamental, environmental and physical factors.

This is particularly true of what must be regarded as the central event of adolescence, the attainment of sexual maturity. Physically and emotionally it is of cardinal importance, and it is largely in the light of the onset and attainment of sexual maturity, that the phenomena of the 'teens must be interpreted. Yet we must be on our guard lest we ascribe directly to the physiological action of the sex glands what must rather be looked upon as a product of the total psychological field in which the developing child finds itself. Some time before

sexual maturity is properly reached, it is likely that the
glands, stimulated by and themselves stimulating, the other
organs of the endocrine system, are pouring their hormones into
the blood stream producing premonitory unrest in the organism
which penetrates consciousness as a vague uneasiness, almost
expectancy. Accompanying it, are the physical changes markedly
distinguishing the sexes. The girl's form takes on a more
rounded contour, the breasts develop, often with considerable
pain or irritation. The boy becomes very much aware of his
genital apparatus; his voice breaks and is frequently beyond
control; the beard begins to sprout. In both sexes the growth
of axillary and pubic hair is a source of embarrassment at
medical examinations and in the dressing rooms of sports clubs.

In the actual age of onset of puberty there are wide sex
and individual differences. With the boy the process is slower
and more intermittent than with the girl to whom menstruation,
though perhaps eagerly expected, may come abruptly and as
something of a shock. In both sexes there is a wide age range.
First menstruation may occur anywhere from 9 to 16 years in girls,
although the age range 12 years 8 months to 15 years 8 months
will include about two thirds of a normal English group. The
attainment of sexual maturity is on the average later with boys
and shows slightly less variation, two thirds of an English
group attaining puberty between 13 years 7 months and 15 years
9 months\(^9\) though of course individuals will be retarded or

\(^{9}\) Burt The Backward Child p.152 (London 1937)
advanced outside these limits. Climatic conditions and racial inheritance affect maturity in this respect markedly: inhabitants of temperate and cold climates maturing later than those of Mediterranean and tropical latitudes. Further, those of supernormal intelligence tend to mature earlier and the sub-normal to be considerably delayed.\(^\text{10}\)

Since the psychological developments of adolescence, in so far as they are produced from within, are closely connected with sexual development, it is not difficult to envisage the problem facing the youth leader or teacher confronted with a group of boys and girls of similar chronological age from about eleven or twelve onwards. Some will be physically and emotionally still children; yet others will be pre-pubescents; yet others will have embarked on adolescence proper; and, at least in the earlier years, there will be a marked excess of girls relatively more mature than their male contemporaries.

With the majority of children these physical changes proceed reasonably smoothly and any anomalies of development are transitory. None-the-less, awareness of changes, of temporary loss of control, of stronger urges and desires, and the profound redistribution of emotional forces under the impulse of awakening sexual appetites, are bound to have psychological reverberations. Attention is directed on the

self: embarrassment, and a lack of social poise, correspond to the physical gauche and clumsiness which are proverbial. The boy or girl is reaching out through a new orientation of interests, a new drive towards independence, to the world of adult experience, privilege and power. The old certainty and adjustment are lost. The new modus vivendi is not yet acquired. It is little wonder that some adolescents appear difficult, wayward, and unstable, emotionally as unbalanced as they are physically immature.

It has been the fashion to ascribe most of the intellectual and emotional phenomena of the 'teens directly to physiological changes, especially to changes in the glandular balance; and thus to regard them as inevitably arising from within. It is difficult to disentangle the effects which slight or great changes in bodily sensations or in physical tone or in output of mental or physical energy may have upon the emotional life of the individual. But it seems fairly certain that it is only in rare cases that a direct physiological cause can be assigned for a particular emotional development, and, even then, the total effect will be dependent upon innate temperamental characteristics, previous life history and the environmental influences operating at the time. Thus, while physical and physiological growth is, for many children markedly accelerated during the early 'teens and especially in the pre-pubertal and pubertal years, the psychology of adolescence must be viewed in the light of the whole mental background of the growing boy or girl, and, in particular, in the light of the conscious and
unconscious attitudes adopted by adult society towards the
maturino youth.

Primitive Societies

It is characteristic of the primitive economy that the transition from child to adult is abrupt. In a savage tribe there is no time for ten years of adolescence, and, in particular, the adolescent girl seems to be a modern, even a recent, phenomenon.

Primitive societies marked the attainment of puberty with ceremonial; and the initiation of the young into the laws, customs, traditions, and beliefs of the tribe probably represented the earliest attempt at formal education. Severe tests of the capacity to endure pain, to shift for oneself, to withstand the terrors of loneliness and so on, may have had to be undergone; but the initiation was comparatively brief, and, at the end of a few weeks, the boy or girl was received into full membership of the tribe with the right of grown-up status.\footnote{Mead writes of the Manu girl of New Guinea that the years following puberty are not, for her, marked by storm and stress: "they are years of waiting, years which are an uninteresting and not too exacting bridge between the free play of childhood and the obligations of marriage...... A girl has no need to seek a husband; he has been full accounts of the ceremonials which signalise the advent of puberty among primitive peoples are given by Hall in his Adolescence and by Sir J.C. Frazer in The Golden Bough. In his book, The Psycho-Analytic Study of the Family (London pp.61ff. Flugel presents the psycho-analytic interpretation of them.

\footnote{Mead Growing up in New Guinea p.111 (Penguin 1943)}
found. She may not seek a lover; is denied the outlet of close friendship with other girls. She simply waits, growing taller and more womanly in figure, and, in spite of herself, wiser in the ways of her world."

Environmental provocations. In our society there is no such universal custom officially separating the child from infantile habits and forcing him into adulthood. For many, the abrupt plunge into factory or office after leaving school at fourteen, is a severe initiation, for others, the social and religious observances of "coming out", presentation at Court or of Confirmation mark a step forward in the attainment of adult status. Increasingly, the complexity and economic advance of our civilisation is tending towards a prolongation of full entry to the privileges, responsibilities and rights of the grown up world. The termination of compulsory education, employment of juveniles, the right to drive a car, to enter a public house, the age of marriage, of legal responsibility and the right to vote are all subject to regulation by the law of the country.

It is not until the age of twenty-one that a boy or girl can be said to be legally and socially recognized by the community as fully adult, and in many cases, where the need arises for prolonged professional training, the state of tutelage and

---

13 In the English and Lutheran Churches, this occurs between 14 and 18; The Roman Catholic Communion is earlier, possibly as being originally adjusted to the age of puberty in a Mediterranean climate. The Non-Conformist creeds tend to set it later than the Anglican and come more into line with the period of sexual and physical maturity in temperate latitudes and modern communities.
dependence may continue to the middle twenties or even longer.

Some of the desire to prolong adolescence springs from a
recognition of the formative influences at work during the period,
and from a wish to protect the growing boy and girl from the
consequences of too early an economic pressure. But while it
is possible to defer the age of marriage, it is not possible to
prevent the attainment of sexual potency: the burden of self
support can be lightened, but the drive towards independence will
develop with increasing physical and intellectual maturity.

Hence in abandoning the abrupt initiation to the lore of the
tribe, we have set no perceptible limit to the frustrations with
which the developing personality meets in its 'teens.

Until towards the end of the 18th, and the beginning of the
19th centuries there is, proportionately, very little about the
struggles of adolescence in literature. Plato's Dialogues, as
Hall and Slaughter have pointed out, deal with some of the
problems of adolescence though with very little evidence that
they are painful crises. The Confessions of St. Augustine give
a vivid picture of the religious and sexual stresses of a young
man. In some of the saga literature, in Saxo Grammaticus, and
in our own Beowulf are portraits of heroes who, sullen and lazy
until the late 'teens, suddenly rouse themselves to action.
Shakespeare too, notably in Hamlet, Romeo, and Troilus, has
given subtle studies of young men. In none of these, however,
is adolescence treated as a period of special difficulty, or as
immune from, or specially subject to, developmental stresses.

Slaughter The Adolescent, p.5 (London 1915)
Rousseau's *Emile* and his later *Confessions*, Blake's *Book of Thel* and *Songs of Experience* do however begin to treat adolescence as a psychological and pedagogical problem. With the rise of the Romantic movement in England, the singers of the *Mal de Siècle* in France and the followers of *Herderian* in Germany and elsewhere, we find the psychic disturbances, and above all, the sadness and depression of the adolescent, capitalised as one of the most poignant themes of literature. "Le Lac", "Epipsychidion" and *Wilhelm Meister*, each in its characteristic way, deal with some of the many aspects of adolescent emotions and pre-occupations. It is not without significance that this marked increase in the treatment of adolescence as a literary theme should coincide with the beginning of the industrial revolution. It lends colour to the view put forward by Trotter, Hollingworth and others, that in our culture there are, for the adolescent, provocations to upset not so strongly presented to the child or to the adult. Ruth Benedict, too, points out that although it is a fact of nature that a child becomes a man or woman "the way in which this transition is effected varies from one society to another and no one of these particular cultural bridges should be regarded as the 'natural' path to maturity." Further, as two

15 Trotter *The Instincts of the Herd in Peace and War* pp. 49-50
Hollingworth *op. cit.* pp. 122-3

distinguished investigators\(^{17}\) of the field agree, the average adult reacts as if the problems raised by the clash of the developing boy or girl with the environment are in fact the problems of adolescence itself.

An interesting confirmation of the view that at least the age of incidence of many adolescent dilemmas is determined by the environment is given by Burt,\(^{18}\) who compiled a list of the mental, moral and emotional characteristics generally attributed to adolescents and asked a number of teachers at what age, in their opinion, the changes mentioned seemed most noticeable. The replies showed that teachers in Elementary Schools gave at or soon after fourteen; in Grammar Schools, about seventeen or eighteen; in University Departments, about nineteen to twenty-one while in post-graduate institutions, it was often put as late as twenty-two or twenty-three. Such evidence cannot of course be pressed too far, but it does seem to indicate that many of the mental phenomena of adolescence which we shall be discussing in detail in succeeding chapters are precipitated by social factors and especially by the age at which the child is called on to face the responsibilities of the adult worker.\(^{19}\)

---

\(^{17}\) Cole Adolescent Psychology (pp.9-10)

\(^{18}\) Partridge "The Social Psychology of Adolescence" pp.12-13 (Prentice Hall 1939)

\(^{19}\) An interesting case study is cited in Biographies of Child Development (Gesell et al.) It concerns a girl who menstruated at the age of three and a half. In spite of this physical precocity, however, she showed the characteristic mental and emotional developments of adolescence in the 'teens and not, as might have been expected, with a comparable degree of prematurity.
Nor should it be forgotten that in recent writing, more especially in the literary treatment of adolescence, the emphasis has been upon the youth of supernormal intelligence. Terman in his study of 1,000 gifted children concludes that a really high level of intelligence tends to make its possessor have considerably more difficulty in making social adjustments; and that while adult genius is mobile and can seek out its own kind, the highly intelligent child, who may be mentally advanced by as much as five or more years at adolescence, can choose companions only from its contemporaries. Further, physical and social maturity, though perhaps in advance of chronological age, are likely in such cases to lag behind the intellectual.

Much therefore of the picture of storm and stress and of unhappiness which marks the literary presentation of adolescence must be ascribed to the mal-adjustments and difficulties with which the supernormal and abnormal adolescent meets in adapting to an environment largely peopled by those of lesser intellectual maturity than himself. Much of it too, is incident to our culture pattern, which concedes social and economic maturity only by degrees, imposing restraints without at the same time offering adequate sublimations.


21 It is interesting to note that where adults (as in static units of the Army) are placed in an environment which deprives them of a measure of independence, puts restraint upon sexual activity and offers frustrations and thwartings similar to those which modern conditions impose upon the developing boy and girl, the result is a marked increase in moodiness, in horseplay, in increased alcoholism and seeking for excitement, and in sex behaviour which is markedly "adolescent in its expression."
The Chaos of Values. Perhaps even more important than this is the fact that our society offers to the young no coherent pattern of universally accepted values. To the adolescent, in most primitive cultures, the tribe offered a single code of sex morals, few and simple vocational choices, comparatively rigid and uncomplicated rules of social behaviour and a religion which permitted only degrees of belief and unbelief. Very different is the picture in Britain or any developed western civilization.  

The adolescent is surrounded by uncertainty and conflict in almost every department of life. In matters of sex, monogamy is sanctioned by law and custom, and premarital chastity is the accepted code: but advocates of great prestige will be found forwarding the claims of sexual experiment, companionate marriage, total celibacy, pre-marital license, one moral standard for both sexes, differential standards of sex morals for men and women and so on. The nearest relatives may be prudish in outlook, while a beloved and admired uncle is free and uninhibited. Vocational choice appears unlimited and the multiplicity of possible careers is exceeded only by the difficulty of obtaining information about them. As contacts with adult society widen, differences in manners and conventions seem more marked. In one group a local accent is condemned; in another accepted. At the house of one friend, courteous behaviour is gently insisted upon; at another's, laughed at. Wide differences in family discipline are revealed. In one family Jack has a door

---

22 This matter is dealt with very fully in relation to the conditions of American Society in Coming of Age in Samoa by Margaret Mead. (New York, 1936)
key and is allowed to come in at 11 o'clock, in another William is obliged to be in bed 8 and account for all his movements. Jill is given ample pocket money, uses cosmetics, chooses her own clothes, calls her parents by their Christian names. Shelagh is accompanied almost everywhere by her mother, wears clothes that are labelled "sensible" rather than attractive, and is taught to regard lipstick as fast and men as potentially dangerous animals. In religious matters the choice is bewildering. The family group may show as many shades of belief or unbelief as there are members; outside, dozens of sects are claimant that theirs is the right and the only way. Politics, ideals, tastes, interests, ambitions, manners, morals, all these and a hundred more most important departments of mental and emotional life, offer tangled avenues among which, with more or less conflict, a choice must be made, and that, at a time when even on the physical plane, inner harmony has not been achieved.

A Happy Time. When all this is allowed for, the period from eleven or twelve to eighteen or twenty is seen as one of crucial importance in the formation of the adult personality. But it is not to be thought of as a time, necessarily, of abrupt and startling change, in which entirely new emotions and faculties mysteriously arise from within, but as continuous with, and growing out of, childhood. Physical growth, impending maturity, and an intensification in the emotional life combine to make it a time when environmental friction is peculiarly liable to develop especially in our complex and incoherent society; but in spite of this, it can be a steady, more or less undisturbed,
process of adjustment to the new power of sex on the one hand, and to the demands of the adult world on the other.

Such, in fact, for many it seems to be. Symonds 22 found that 32 per cent. of a group of High School pupils, 30 per cent. of College, and 34 per cent. of Graduate students agreed that life was going smoothly and peacefully, or that they were full of deep joy; whereas of all groups, less than 3 per cent. described themselves as "restless, impatient, uncertain, dull, cross, confined, anxious, irritated, gloomy, miserable... no pleasure in anything." 46 per cent. of the younger group, 67 per cent. of the College group, and 69 per cent. of the Graduate School group indicated that they were "contented at times and at other times discontented; life has both favourable and unfavourable aspects." Evidence collected by the present writer from young men and women of all levels of intelligence supports a similar conclusion. 63 out of 79 men (80 per cent.) stated that they found the years from 13 to 21 predominantly happy; four were doubtful, and, of the twelve who stated that they were unhappy during the period, only three stated that their childhood had been happy, the remaining nine found childhood also a period of unhappiness. In a group of 136 women, the picture is the same. 116 (87 per cent.) of them stated that their adolescence was happy; of the fifteen who did not, four were also unhappy in their childhood and one lost father and brother as she was growing to maturity.

22 "Happiness as related to Problems and Interests," Journ. Ed. F. Vol. XXVIII No. 4 1937
This does not rule out the thesis that, for some, the process of adjustment and of building an adult self is difficult and painful; or that for many, adolescence is liable to temporary emotional upset and instability. It does however suggest that storm and stress, violent mood fluctuations, depression and the rest, are not universal and inevitable concomitants of growth; they are rather to be looked at as manifestations of difficulty in adjustment, of insecurity or frustration. This is a hopeful conclusion for those who have adolescent children or who work among growing boys and girls: for it appears likely that by careful study of individual adolescents, and of the general psychological trends of the period, and by skilful adjustment of the environment, much can be done to help the young reach maturity with the minimum of conflict and disturbance.

Certain features, both biological and social, must be accepted as unalterable. Physical growth and sexual development can be neither delayed nor accelerated. Between childhood and maturity, the boy or girl in our civilization has to become a social personality in his own right and wean him or herself from dependence on father or mother; he or she has to make an adjustment in the sexual life and come to terms with one of the most powerful of the instinctive drives. Most have also to find an economic self, seeking through work the foundation of independence and of marriage. In their several ways and on very different levels, each boy and girl, too, has to work out some interpretive philosophy. These are formidable tasks. A knowledge of them, of the laws of growth, and of the strains to
which the growing personality is adapting, will enable parent
and teacher to help each of their charges to achieve a
balanced and integrated personality which is the foundation
of happiness and success.
CHAPTER II.
FINDING A SELF.


Awareness of Difference. Some of the psychological change apparent in the 'teens must be attributed to a growing awareness of difference, of the ways in which "I" am different from "them". Reference has already been made to the wide age range within which sexual maturity is attained. Differences arising from this cause are accentuated by the lack of close correlation between intellectual maturity, physical growth, and emotional development. Environmental variations emphasise the biological divergence; and idiosyncrasies of development, of acquired attitudes and so on, tend to maximise and draw attention to the lack of uniformity in the group in which the boy or girl finds him or herself.

Before the age of twelve, most children are at school; it is safe to predict that the majority of a group of boys will like adventure stories, prefer the society of their own sex and be little inclined to introspection. Three or four years later, some will have been at work for a year or more, others will be sitting for important examinations and looking forward to years of professional training, yet others will be thinking of leaving school and wondering about a job. One boy will be avidly reading "bloods", be markedly extrovertive and still inclined mainly for the society of his own sex. Another may have turned away almost entirely from reading, be wildly enthusiastic about sport and have marked heterosexual interests. Whilst a third may have embarked upon the task of acquiring encyclopaedic knowledge like Benjamin Franklin and be passing through a phase of withdrawal
and introspection. Among girls, particularly in the early 'teens, the range of variation may be wider. In fact a miscellaneous group of young people between say twelve and fifteen will exhibit greater heterogeneity in every way than it has shewn before - perhaps than it will ever shew again when once the greater rigidity of the adult world has imposed its more limited patterns.

Environmental Frictions. This awareness of development and consciousness of difference may be fostered by a far reaching change in the relative importance of the home environment for many in the 'teens. The nature and direction of this change and some of its effects on mental life are shewn by a study made by the author of seventy-three young women, all between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one and all in the two year teacher training department of a University. The number of subjects involved is small and they are a highly selected sample of above average ability; and it is within these limitations that the results must be interpreted. Each was asked to jot down in absolute confidence, those things in their childhood and adolescent experience which had caused them happiness or unhappiness. The results throw a clear light on the way in which the emotional atmosphere in which the adolescent lives, differs from that of the child.

Even when we allow for the greater recency of adolescent experience and the way in which painful memories tend to fade, the study suggests an increase of environmental friction in the 'teens. Over three-quarters of the group rated themselves as being on the whole happy at both periods of their lives; but of
the 214 factors mentioned as stimuli to happiness or unhappiness in adolescence, nearly half are stated to have caused unhappiness whereas of the 195 factors remembered from childhood, only a quarter are mentioned as having been productive of unhappiness.

More striking is the evidence provided of the change in relative importance of environmental stimuli. Nearly all the group mention circumstances of home life in childhood as being productive of happiness or unhappiness (two thirds as a source of happiness and rather less than a third as a source of unhappiness). Only just over half the group mention home circumstances as stimuli in adolescence — rather less than a quarter stating that factors in the home brought happiness while a third mention painful clashes with parents, brothers or sisters.

This decline in the importance of the home in adolescence is matched by an increase in mentions of school and university. Well under half the group mention happenings at school as a source of emotional stimulus in childhood (one third as a source of happiness and one tenth as a source of unhappiness): but the events and personalities of school and university are mentioned by three quarters of the group as of importance to them in their 'teens (by between one third and a half as a source of happiness and by a third as a source of unhappiness). A similar trend is shown in the mentions made of various social activities. These are mentioned by fewer than one fifth as a source of happiness or unhappiness in childhood but by nearly a third of the group in adolescence.

In three other fields there are changes worthy of note. Such more or less abstract things as Religion, Nature, Injustice,
and Growing-up are mentioned only by two students as having been of importance in their childhood, but a fifth of the group mention them in adolescence, predominantly as sources of unhappiness. The converse is true of such more or less objective things as treats, money, presents, which are mentioned by few as of importance in adolescence but by a fifth of the group as sources, mainly of happiness, in childhood. The beauty or otherwise of the physical environment, life in the country or by the seaside, the distresses or comforts of evacuation and so on are commented on by a quarter of the group as of importance in adolescence and by fewer than eight per cent. in childhood.

The experiences reported by this group indicate that even those whose lives are comparatively sheltered enter a wider world in their 'teens. Youths with different vocational aims and of different levels of ability or economic or social circumstances may meet with more dramatic transformations in the transition from school to working life. For others, awakening may come by joining a Youth Club, leaving home, or entering the V1th form of a Grammar School. For the majority, there seems to be a tendency, more or less marked, for groups outside the home and immediate family circle to exert more influence in the mental life. In part, the change may be due to the break in the daily continuity of existence which comes with school leaving. Something too may perhaps, be ascribed to the desire to be grown up, to an increasinggregariousness, and to rising heterosexual interests. The indirectly expressed attitudes of adult society, the ideas which are held by many grown-ups of what should be expected of boys and girls of a given age, also play their part.
This widening of the social sphere is an aspect of the process of emancipation from the narrower and more intense influence of the home and the parents. It is only to be expected that it will be productive, at least temporarily, of heightened emotional tension. Even a well-balanced and confident man or woman feels some sense of insecurity when plunged into a society whose code and conventions are unfamiliar. The growing boy or girl has, as a rule, no reserve of self-confidence born of success, no habitual defences, on which to call. Until these are acquired, there will be an emotional ‘qui vive’ to all kinds of stimuli and possibly a rapid and extensive modification of emotional attitudes.

Consciousness of the Physical Self. Stresses arising from this general change in the social field tend to make more vivid the experience of the self. They may profoundly change or modify attitudes towards others in the environment and, in particular, they are likely to affect the conception of the self in relation to others, contemporaries and adults.

In the early 'teens and with children of average intelligence the growing preoccupation with the self may strike no deeper than a concern largely with externals. We may perhaps best illustrate the extent and nature of this from an investigation (reported in more detail in Chapters IV and V) with 196 adolescent boys and girls most of whom were under sixteen and all of whom came from working or lower middle class homes. Two thirds of the boys and over four fifths of the girls report that their interest in their own personal appearance has increased since the age of thirteen. Over half the girls and nearly half the boys state that, since thirteen, they have taken an increased interest in the impression
which they make on others by their personal appearance, by the things they can do, by the way in which they speak and by their manners and behaviour. Parallel to this are the proportions of the group (nearly two thirds of the boys and over three quarters of the girls) who also state that their interest in dancing, clubs, parties, societies, gangs and all forms of social activity, has intensified.

Sex Difference in Social Interests. With the girl, the increased interest in social activities and in her own personality as it strikes others is matched by an equal preoccupation with social relationships in general. This is not so strikingly found in boys of the same age though it may develop later. The group mentioned above was asked to write down in confidence the questions to which they would most like to know the answers. Of the questions asked by the girls, a quarter are directly concerned with problems of sex behaviour - "the right age to marry", "When should boys be taken seriously?", "Is it natural to be shy with boys?", and so on; a further sixteen per cent. concern the attitudes of parents and other adults towards going out with boys, going to the Cinema and to dances, the use of cosmetics and the like; and rather less than ten per cent. are concerned with more or less general social attitudes - "Why are German and Italian prisoners despised?", "Why do people resent American Soldiers?" Of all the questions asked by girls, just over two thirds are concerned with problems of direct personal and social reference, and less than a quarter with current affairs or matters of objective fact.

The picture presented by the boys is different. Of thei
questions, nearly one third concern current affairs — the outcome of the war, the fate of Hitler, conditions after the War, politics and so on; a further quarter ask for enlightenment about matters of scientific fact — the size of the sun, the possibility of perpetual motion, the speed at which the earth is cooling, the precise way in which an aeroplane keeps in the air, the possibilities of a cure for tuberculosis. In all, rather more than half the boys' questions are thus objective; and rather less than a quarter are concerned with personal social problems.

A very similar trend to that noted above is shewn in a far wider research into the curiosity of children carried out by W.A. Simson. He found that Sex, Human Relationships, and the Self were, respectively, third, fourth and fifth in the list of interests of thirteen year old girls from all types of school but that they ranked fifth, seventh, and ninth for boys of the same age. In older, Grammar school groups, Sex remained the principal field of curiosity with the girls, rising to a peak at the age of sixteen, whereas in the lists of contemporary boys it achieved nothing higher than third place. Throughout the same period Human Relationships are of greater interest to the girls and at the age of seventeen, are third in importance on their lists whereas with the boys this topic never rises higher than fifth place.

Some of the difference, shewn in these two researches, between the interests of boys and girls may represent an enduring core of sex difference — men have more practical and fewer social

1 "An Enquiry into Curiosity as shewn in the Written Questions of Children and Adolescents" November 1946. Thesis for the Degree of M.A. in the Library of the University of Birmingham.
interests than women. Some of it too can be ascribed to the generally earlier sexual maturity of the girl and to the more drastic form which the onset of puberty takes for her. This would tend to direct her attention to matters of sex and to social attitudes to heterosexual adjustment. Much however is to be traced directly to the different social pressures experienced by the sexes, to the different standards of behaviour expected from girls in lower middle class and working class homes, and to the atmosphere of interest in boys which is prevalent in such groups, but which is often quite absent in groups of a similar age in more sheltered conditions.

Special Points of Strain. Around these developing attitudes and at almost any point, stresses may develop, and especially in the sphere of sex. We shall discuss sex developments in some detail in the next chapter: here it may be pointed out that the desires arising from sexual potency itself and the fears which, through wrong training and misinformation, tend to gather round the earlier manifestations, may provoke more or less serious inner disturbances which sometimes issue indirectly in conflict with the environment. Most primitive communities have sought to curb the direct expression of the sex drive; and in modern Britain it is hedged around with prohibition, silence, taboos and rigid convention. The ideas of indecency and dirtiness, of social or religious prohibition which surround the idea of sex in its physical aspects are often, in the mind of the growing youth, inextricably entangled with an increased interest in the opposite sex, the early tentative flirtations, sensations of shyness and so on. Sexual activity too in the eyes of many boys and
of adulthood; and the possession of a boy or girl friend is essential to self-respect. Cinemas, glossy magazines, advertisements, novelettes all exploit, often in its crudest form, this powerful drive and excite the appetites of the young. It is small wonder that for some, even for many for a time, anxieties, feelings of guilt, and inexplicable uneasiness develop. The writer well remembers an adolescent boy who secretly treasured for more than a twelve month a corset advertisement. He was compulsively drawn to scrutinize it minutely from time to time but always with a feeling of guilt. And yet he was unable to part with it until, with a sudden revulsion of shame, he tore it in pieces, after reading a book which recommended purity in thought word and deed. This must be but one of many similar cases whose development shews no later abnormality. Where no adequate and socially approved outlets for the sex drive are available in the eight or ten years which intervene between the attainment of sexual maturity and the age at which marriage becomes possible, the pent up forces of the sex life must find some outlet - the danger is that it may be explosive or otherwise undesirable.

Closely bound up with this are the attitudes, conscious and unconscious, adopted by adults to the manifestations of maturity in the young. Flügel suggests that in many puberty ceremonials there is implicit an element of hostility to the younger generation and that some such unconscious motivation underlay the

examinations of the Mediaeval Universities. The attainment of full physical vigour is a challenge to the prestige and power of the generation in control. Growth in intelligence, and the widening field of interests which comes with emotional change, may lead the youth to throw down an intellectual gauntlet in politics, religion, or the minute details of home life. Fathers, schoolmasters and the grown-up world generally, too often rebut such callow challenges by repressive or derisory measures, reacting with ill-disguised fear against the threat to their long unchallenged dominance. It is not uncommon for the spinster schoolmistress or supervisor of young girls to rationalise her jealousy of their budding attractiveness by accusing them of frivolity: or to compensate for an unconscious hostility, by an excessive zeal for their welfare. Deeply repressed sex fears and inhibitions in parents sometimes lead to cramping restrictions being laid upon the developing interests and friendships of the child. Few adults seem able to preserve an attitude of tolerant uninvolved friendliness which concedes, as to an equal, the right to independence.

Rebellion. The development of such stresses in the early 'teens is shown by the replies of the group of young adolescents mentioned earlier, to a question asking them to state the things over which they felt inclined to rebel. Among the girls, conflicts over the discipline of the home are frequently mentioned — especially where this seems to involve unjust or different standards applied to various members of the family. One writes that she feels rebellious "When I am not allowed to go out like other girls and when I have to do most of the work at home and
my sisters do not do any;" another, "The time I'm allowed to stop out at night, make-up and clothes;" and another "When I want to wear my best clothes for work and my mother won't let me." Very frequently occurs "Not being able to go to the pictures as often as I like." This kind of cause of friction is not mentioned by the boys, among whom the difficulties seem to occur rather outside the home. "Being not able to have free speech without getting into trouble;" says one. "Things which I believe in and cannot do or say; also having to take orders off people who are not in the position, either mentally or physically, to do so." writes another. Common to both sexes, and marked in both, is a rebellious reaction to injustice, sarcasm, and lack of understanding. "Over sarcasm and not understanding" replies one girl; "favouritism", "unfairness" "her sarcastic remarks", "being snapped at for something which could be explained without." "Not being able to tell my part of the story", "Things which they have said to you" write others: and the boys - "Stubbornness of non-comprehending people"; "Because you do your best and you get shouted at", "Undeserved punishment", "Bosses' favourites bossing you about", "Not being able to speak my mind without raising ill-feelings against myself."

Two interesting American researches confirm and illuminate the findings from this group. Among 8,000 adolescents, Burgess cited by Partridge The Social Psychology of Adolescence, pp. 197-8; 205-7

4 Adolescent Psychology p. (London 19__)
found that only the girls mentioned their dress and the right
to go to unchaperoned parties as sources of friction with their
parents; whereas direct criticism, especially of their fathers,
was characteristic of boys. In another research, reported by
Arlitt into the causes of anger, and fear in childhood adoles-
cence and maturity, puts it into a wider context. In childhood,
it seems, seventy-five per cent. of the stimuli causing anger
are provided by someone trying to take away a plaything or by
conflicts over dressing and toilet: and fear seems to be caused
by violence of all kinds from persons, natural phenomena,
accidents and so on. Adults still shew irritability with
material objects but more commonly are annoyed when work or
leisure are interfered with, and there is some concern over
abstract justice or impersonal social situations. Among adoles-
cents, especially girls, social situations, and in particular,
personal slights are the predominant incitements to anger; and,
while the adult fears a threat to his job or health, the youth
is afraid primarily of situations in which he or she will appear
at a disadvantage, as well as of actual disease and accidental
violence.5

Self Analysis. Such experiences as we have been discussing,
of frustration, antagonism, or ridicule from adults or contempor-
aries - and who escapes some at least? - turn the attention
inwards; and by them, self-awareness may be deepened to minute

4 cf. cit. pp. 63-4

5 This should be compared with the closely similar findings
based on the author's group and reported in detail in
Chapter IV. p.
introspective analysis. Consciousness of individuality is no new development in adolescence; it may, in fact, as Allport points out be traced to early childhood, to the age at which the personal pronouns are used correctly at about 2½. But even at five or more, the child continues to confuse himself in play with the figures he is impersonating and to identify his private fantasies with objective fact. What is different rather is the increasing hold upon the distinction between "I" and the rest of mankind and the increasing complexity of the sentiment of the self which grows up in the 'teens. It is one aspect of the transition from the more or less ego-centric, simple and comparatively unselfconscious personality of the child adapted to a few social relationships to the more subtle self-awareness of the adult adapted to a complex series of social relationships.

This may proceed by a series of gradual modifications, or apparently, by a single dramatic happening, trivial in itself, but explosively apt for development. Meredith, in The Ordeal of Richard Feveral describes how the threat of a medical examination and the wounded pride at being whipped accelerated the mental and emotional growth of his hero in one afternoon. For others, small happenings, chance remarks of companions, unimportant in other contexts and at other ages, assume immense importance and are remembered long afterwards as marking a turning

6 Personality A Psychological Interpretation pp.161-5
(London 1936)

Compare also the evidence given by Valentine The Difficult Child and the Problem of Discipline, pp.6-7 that a period of revolt and self-assertion is normal between the ages of two and four.
point and as provoking moments of intense self scrutiny and self-knowledge.

Introspectiveness, consciousness of individuality and uncertainties of adjustment make even such familiar situations as the home, full of emotional stimuli. Patterns of behaviour acceptable in the child are being abandoned but adequate adult techniques have not been acquired; hence many boys and girls are unsure of themselves and of their behaviour in the more or less novel situations in which they find themselves as the result of growth and of coming into contact with the social world. For some, a closely knit family group provides the necessary support; for others a "crowd", or club, or a form at school, or a society, gives the acceptance that is craved; others — especially girls — form devoted friendships which supply the apparently necessary prop; yet others do not seem — so even is their development — to need a framework within which to find security. Very many for a time at least, seem to be in danger of losing their identity and imitate slavishly the conventions, slang, dress and interests of the club, friend or group of the moment. Others surreptitiously compare themselves with companions and consciously try to improve this or that in their appearance, manners or behaviour, or else they can avidly books of etiquette or write for advice to popular magazines. Some seem morbidly sensitive to slights real or imaginary, to public opinion — especially in the years up to seventeen — and shew a marked lack of humour where anything concerning the self—dress, manners, behaviour and so on — is concerned. One or two are unstable and perplexed to a marked degree and others withdrawn and morose for a time.
All these and the many other shades of adolescent behaviour are signs of stress, of uncertainties of adjustment and anxieties of all kinds. Their development under the impact of environmental and physiological change does something to account for the moods of intense dejection reported by two thirds of Valentine's men students and by three quarters of his group of women students, and for the thoughts of suicide reported by over a third of the men and over a quarter of the women.  

Valentine's is a rather special sample of high general intelligence and the problems of adjustment for a younger and more nearly average group may not be so severe: but it would be a mistake to underestimate (as many adults are prone to do) the intensity of the distresses experienced by some boys and girls. Equally erroneous would it be (as was stressed in Chapter I) not to recognise that adolescence is, for many if not for most, also a period of quickened responsiveness to pleasurable stimuli, a surge of the pure joy of living. In this as in most things, the range of variation is probably very great. So too there is great variation in the nature of the environmental factors which are brought to bear, even on individuals in the same social group. The boy or girl in the 'teens is so subject to change in the psychological atmosphere and there is so great a likelihood that internal and external stresses will coincide, that few children in our culture escape some quickening of the emotional tempo. It is this quickened responsiveness which makes the second decade of life crucial for the development of personality.

In the means by which the growing boy or girl copes with the problems of mental growth and forms an adult personality, we may make a rough division. We can distinguish between those reactions which involve an attempt to evade or withdraw from the demands which are made on adaptability and those which carry the personality forward to a closer harmony with things as they are. This distinction, as will be seen later, is in some degree artificial. Nor should it be supposed that one process is at anytime likely to be in sole possession of the psychological field. Human behaviour is complex, its determinants subtle and often indirect, concealed from the person himself as much or more than from the observer. At one and the same time the adolescent boy or girl may be vigorously adapting in one sphere of mental life and be in retreat in another. Similar forms of behaviour too may arise from very different underlying causes. We can, however, with these provisos, study some of the processes involved and some of the ways in which they show themselves in behaviour.

In very many, in the early 'teens at all events, protective reactions seem most marked - possibly because in children of average and below average intelligence, the fourteenth has been the school leaving year and the fifteenth the year of adjustment to the demands of a job. For the boy or girl in the Grammar School too the fifteenth year, which brings the challenge of an important external examination or the beginning of preparation for it, is often a markedly difficult one. The first half of 8 See Chapter VI. p.
the 'teens too is the time during which the majority of children attain puberty, an event which presents not a few with painful emotional problems. We may profitably begin then with a discussion of some of the processes by which the mind strives to defend itself against emotional pressures.

Negativism. Where the boy and girl feel themselves threatened by overwhelming emotion, there may be an attempt to reject the situation entirely, a refusal to do anything, a marked and intense contra-suggestibility directed against any person or circumstance in the environment which attempt to push the personality forward to cope with the problem. Such a phase of negativism, as it is called, is characteristic of the behaviour of the two year old just at the time when a sense of personal integrity is growing. A repetition of an even more pervasive kind, has been noted in boys and girls just prior to puberty. It may take a generalized form like that shown by a 14 year old girl, of the writer's acquaintance, whose "I don't want to" was so automatic a response to any suggestion that it became a matter for jokes between herself and the adults with whom she worked. It may show itself as a persistent argumentativeness, answering back, and even impudence, so irritating to parents whose authority has never hitherto been questioned. Or it may appear as a disinclination to make any exertion, physical or mental, for long periods together.

9 See p. and footnote.

Retreat. Closely allied to this defensive contra-suggestibility, are one or other of what may be called the mechanisms of retreat. When life becomes too difficult, the growing boy or girl may go back, regress, as the psychologist calls it, to childish behaviour, temper tantrums or other ways of protest - which have brought relief in the past. All of us are familiar with adolescents unusually childish at times in their behaviour, and if this reaction becomes fixed and carried over into adult life we get the picture of the adult 'Peter Pan'.

Regressive behaviour may show itself in a great variety of forms, not all of which can be dealt with here. The boy or girl may show fear of impending change by anxiously clinging to parents and suffering acute homesickness if they have to be left even for a short time. Others show their anxiety or repressed aggressiveness by a return to bed wetting - though this usually suggests a very deep seated maladjustment in the emotional life. Some make the attempt to discard all responsibilities and are as unreliable as a young child. In some, ego-centricty and the crude desire to attract attention at all costs, express themselves in childish or markedly anti-social forms.

Day Dreaming. The desire to retreat from the difficult demands of life may result in an attempt to enjoy in imagination what hard reality denies. A glance at the figures of Table II Chapter IV will show that a large proportion of adolescents report an increase in day-dreaming since the age of thirteen. Such compensatory fantasies offer a refuge within which the world may be refashioned to the heart's desire without the need to adjust
to the demands of hard reality. Varendonsk has shown how
such more or less undirected thinking proceeds either at or just
below the level of consciousness in all of us and stems from deep
unconscious causes, urges and desires, such as also find
expression in nocturnal dreams. Fantasy too is an important
element in creative activity and ambition; it is a kind of
mental play in which modes of behaviour and sources of satisfac-
tion can be experimentally tried out. For most adolescents, as
for most adults, it provides merely a temporary refuge from the
inevitable frustrations of life, and the hold on reality is never
more than briefly abandoned. Fantasy becomes dangerous when the
fine edge between imagination and reality is lost, when the
personality is too weak and the external pressures are too strong
and the boy or girl comes to accept fantasies as realities.
Implicit in thinking is the tendency to action and the day dream
world may seek issue in bragging or lying for example. The
latter is particularly characteristic of the maladjusted adoles-
cent girl in whom it may come to the pitch where she firmly
believes her own fantasies and is half way to serious psycho-
pathic delusion. The adolescent boy who is suffering from
feelings of inadequacy or thwarted self-assertion may seek to
give substance to his dreams by thefts, the proceeds of which

11 The Psychology of Day Dreams. (New York 1921)

12 Burt Young Delinquent, pp. 384ff. (London 1938)
Hart Psychopathology, pp. 107-8 (Cambridge 1927)
Williams M.D. "Causes of Social Maladjustment in Young
are used to buy popularity among his fellows. Sometimes sex fantasies become compulsive and issue in obscene scribblings or, as in the case of one boy of the author's acquaintance, in obscene remarks made over the telephone from the anonymity of a public kiosk.

More serious in its consequences may be the complete withdrawal from all contact with the real world. In such cases the boy or girl seems more and more to be refusing the task of adaptation, becoming more and more morose and shut in, until at last ruminations seem to absorb all the emotional energy. The patient becomes sunk in lethargy, indifferent to all environmental stimuli; there is little appreciation of what is going on around and there may be delusions and hallucinations. The condition may start with a more than usually marked increase in the time spent in reading coupled with a noticeable decline in the quality of school work, and proceed until we have the picture of fully developed schizophrenia, as it is called. Such developments are comparatively rare though this form of mental disease increases in frequency in the second decade of life, rising to a peak at about twenty-five. In most cases (50-60 per cent.) there is a family history of mental illness and even more usually there are peculiarities of development in childhood and young adolescence. From our point of view, the important thing is that a few boys and girls – especially those of a shy, sensitive type – may develop similar reactions in the 'teens which if not

met and dealt with may become habitual failures of adaptation. Markedly excessive reading which seems to have little object except the gratification of fantasy, self-absorption, marked and prolonged withdrawal from social contacts and activities, lasting depression, are signs that normal adjustments to life are not being made.

Projection. Other mechanisms directed at the protection of the immature self from the pressure of circumstances have been distinguished by psychologists. In some boys and girls, secret wishes, fears, or feelings of inferiority are powerful and at the same time repression prevents them from being fully recognised for what they truly are. Such youths are liable to project onto persons or things in the environment, the very thoughts of their own minds. Adolescents who blame their "luck" for a misfortune which springs from an obvious lack of effort, or who believe themselves the object of an unjust persecution, are examples. Perhaps some of the fears expressed by adolescent girls of dark places at night, of rough men and foreigners are projections, in a tangible form, of repressed sex wishes; and the boys who fear torture at the hands of the Japanese, or "interplanetary catastrophes" may be projecting onto the environment, their own destructive, aggressive impulses. 14

Rationalisation. Another device, which is sometimes so subtle in its expression that it is difficult to detect, is that by which the boy or girl unconsciously seeks an excuse for failing to adapt to life or to accept a new responsibility. At the most superficial level, and one which is in a large degree (though
probably not entirely) conscious, this takes the form of self-
justification and excuses for not following this or that unpleas-
ant course of action. The refusal to adapt may however take
place entirely on the unconscious level and a physical symptom
may develop which effectively supplies an excuse. "Nervous
breakdown", illness neurotically determined, hysterical symptoms
like paralysis or vomiting for no apparent reason and so on, may
all be traced to such unconscious causes.

To some or all of these devices in greater or lesser degree
many adolescents resort. None of them is peculiar to adolescence
but any is likely to develop as a way of dealing with a situation
which cannot be met and dealt with on the level of conscious
adaptation; and as we have seen, adolescence is for very many a
time of increased environmental and personal stress. They provide
a temporary breathing space in the struggle and, except for complete
withdrawal or illness neurotically determined, constitute no
undue abnormality. For healthy personal adjustment, however,
they should be recognised for what they are and not be persisted
in to the extent that they become a complete evasion of the task
of adaptation. They are indicators that the balance between the
adaptive capacity of the individual and the demands of life is
not being maintained. Adolescents who persistently complain of
being discriminated against, or who show abnormal fear or anxiety,
or who boast of powers in a direction in which they are known to
be inferior, or who plead vague ill-health for failing to do well
at school, or who are excessively reserved or shy, are not
developing healthily. Steps which lessen the pressure of the
environment and which will shew the way to healthy adaptation,
will do much to help: and, in serious cases, skilled psychological attention should be sought.

Compensation. Progress in the development of personality is not achieved by retreat. Inexorably, the boy or girl must go forward to adulthood, weaning the self from childish ways and bringing about an adjustment between the conscious and unconscious desires and the realities of life. Sometimes this is achieved by what the psychologist calls the mechanism of compensation, though whether it is adaptive or not depends very largely upon the form of activity to which it gives rise. As we have already pointed out earlier, day-dreams are a form of compensation; so may be boasting and lying; bravado or spitefulness, malicious lies, and down-right delinquency, which brings the youth into conflict with the law, may be activities prompted by a feeling of impotence or inferiority. More valuable is that form of compensation which consists in seeking success in a field different from the one which is feared. The girl who feels that she is not physically attractive, may affect to despise good looks and cultivate a reputation for intellectual success. The boy who suffers from a physical handicap may despise "flannel'd fools and maddled cads" and turn to writing stories or verse of an heroic turn. One whose progress in ordinary school subjects is not good, may compensate by becoming an authority on some subject which is so out of the way that there is no competition from contemporaries. Such compensations are not without the danger that they may be mistaken for the expression of genuine vocational talent. In other cases, the handicap or difficulty is recognised and a direct attack is made upon it. A physical defect, like club foot
or a generally weak physique, may be met by a more than usually
determined attempt to excel at sport. We have the example,
here, of Sir Walter Scott who largely vanquished his physical
handicap, and of Demosthenes who, tradition asserts, overcame a
speech defect to become, not merely a normally competent speaker
but a great orator. Examples of such over-compensations are
difficult to detect; but we must attribute much of the bumptious-
ness, conceit and excessive self-assurance shown by some adoles-
cents to their attempts – mainly on a level scarcely conscious –
to overcome a sense of anxiety or inferiority.

This process of compensation of which we have just been
talking, is a good example of the way in which some psychological
tendencies may show themselves in the form of socially acceptable
or of socially unacceptable behaviour and may in fact be adaptive
or maladaptive. This double aspect should be kept in mind as we
turn to discuss other ways in which the adolescent meets the
problems of growth. The processes which we have just been
discussing, generally serve the purpose of retreat: those we are
about to discuss are generally aimed at a closer harmony with the
environment. Their result in character formation will, however,
depend largely upon the quality of the environmental stimulus and
upon innate and developmental factors in the individual. In emo-
tional growth, more than in any other field is it true that one
youth's meat is poison to another.

Imitation. The process of development and adaptation depends
largely upon the incorporation into the individual self of ideas
and ideals from the environment. As such, it is basically the
process of learning and continues throughout life, every
experience contributing its quota of modification to the character, and each having some meaning on the conscious and unconscious levels. We should be hard put to it ourselves to analyse even in the broadest detail, the ways in which we have become what we are: but it is safe to say that the processes loosely termed imitation in popular language, have played a very large part. Under this word, several important tendencies of the human mind are subsumed; and we may perhaps follow Nunn in his distinction between Mimesis ("the general tendency shown by an individual to take over from others their modes of action, feeling and thought.") and Imitation proper which he limits to those aspects of mimesis in which the activity is conscious. Thus the infant who winks and smiles back at an adult is probably exhibiting mimetic behaviour; but the adult or adolescent who studies the way in which a tennis player makes his strokes and then tries to copy the technique, is imitating. Both of these tendencies may shew themselves in action, feeling and thought.

Mimesis in the province of feeling is what McDougall calls the "direct induction of emotion" and it is an important part of the effect which individuals have upon each other in social groups - clubs, schools, crowds, gangs and the like. Mimesis in the

15 Education: Its Data and First Principles. Chapter XI, (3rd Ed. London 1941). See also the brief discussion in Thouless op.cit.p.313 ff; McDougall Introduction to Social Psychology, Chapter IV; Stout and Race Manual of Psychology, BR. III Ch.III.

province of thought is generally called suggestion — the unwilled adoption of another's ideas or of the ideas current in a particular social group, family and so on. On the conscious level, there may be an attempt to imitate the outward appearances of emotion and thus to induce the state in oneself or to absorb the ideas of another by reasoned analysis.

Identification. Some of these processes are at work from the earliest years or even months of life. Though at first mimesis of simple actions is all that is observable, it is not long before it becomes complicated by elements of feeling and of thought and by conscious attempts to imitate. In its most complex form it becomes the tendency, seen at all ages after the earliest infancy, to play at being some striking personality in the environment. This tendency is closely linked with the fantasy life and we may adopt the term identification to cover the complex of conscious imitation, and unconscious mimesis, of suggestion and of absorption of ideas and ideals, more or less consciously, which takes place when one person tries to appropriate to himself the ways and attitudes and something of the personality of another or to absorb the characteristics of an admired group.

At adolescence these processes are perhaps less obvious than in childhood but, if anything, more extensive in their influence on mental growth. The imitativeness of the child and his suggestibility are subject to limitations and the first influences brought to bear upon him are mainly concrete and overt, proceeding from the immediate family environment. Strong identifications with parents, brothers and sisters, imitations
of mannerisms, behaviour and modes of thinking, and highly suggestible attitudes to the words of adults and of other children are normal and important throughout infancy and childhood. The direction of attention and interest outwards at adolescence, from the family group to wider social circles, - the school, the gang, the crowd, the world in general, - at once broadens the range of models, and, by the very multiplicity of choice, blurs the hard outlines. Ignorance and lack of experience heighten suggestibility as does the prestige of the object of attention. Most adolescents are being brought into contact with many varying facets of adult life which they do not at first comprehend. Hence while the identifications of the child seem intense, narrow, and relatively permanent, those of the normally developing adolescent may at times appear almost servile or a complex and wayward absorption of the superficial features of a group, at others an identification as intense as it is usually short-lived with an admired hero, at yet others a complete devotion to some abstract ideal.

If an adolescent is watched sympathetically, at least two progressive stages can be seen. At first the preoccupation with the model of the moment, - individual, group, or set of ideals, - is exclusive and followed frequently by indifference or strong contra-suggestibility the function of which seems to be protective against complete submergence of the individuality. As the youth becomes more mature in the later 'teens, these identifications

---

become less intense and more diffused, until the fully developed
and mature adult, although still susceptible to the influence of
a personality stronger than his own, or swayed by the force of
ideas, possesses an independence and individuality which protects
him from the danger of complete disintegration on the one hand or
servile imitation on the other; the swings of enthusiasm and
indifference are less intense, imitation less potent and automatic,
and suggestibility in many directions counter-balanced by increased experience and knowledge.

Family Influences. The importance of these widening identifi-
cations or the development of personality is fundamental: and it
is largely upon their quality in childhood and adolescence that
the mature personality depends. In development up to ado-
lescence, the greatest part is played by the parents and members of
the immediate family circle. From his father the little boy
learns his first lessons in how to behave as a man, and in how
women, (as represented by his mother) should be treated. By
identification with her mother, the little girl learns much of
what is expected of her sex. Children appropriate to themselves
and incorporate as part of their conscience, or as Freud calls
it, their super-ego, the praise and blame bestowed upon them by
the all powerful adults in their circle. In play, fearful
situations are re-enacted, fear inspiring personages imitated
and so controlled. The ideals of the home are absorbed or

The best discussion of the importance of family influences in
the development of the individual is to be found in the
previously cited book by Flugel A Psychoanalytic Study of
the Family.
'introjected' until they become an integral and inescapable part of the personality, against which the adult may rebel but to which he can never be indifferent. On the parents' attitudes, on the relationship between their spoken opinions and actual behaviour, and upon the child's interpretation of each family situation as it arises, will depend day by day the moulding of his growing self. The little girl sent to the door to tell an unwelcome visitor that Mummy is not at home is being apprenticed to deceit. The boy continually berated by an exacting father for failure at school is learning a bitter sense of his own inferiority. Parental quarrels have a profound effect upon immature minds and family strife is one of the principal causes of mental conflict in children. Similarly the child whose individuality is respected, who sees before him a family in which each has recognised duties as well as privileges, is learning valuable lessons in wider fields of social co-operation.

It is likely that much of this absorption of family attitudes proceeds at an unconscious level and that the influences of the home are assimilated without even rudimentary critical evaluation. Their influence is the more powerful because the more intense and narrow. Furthermore, attitudes of others as they issue in behaviour have more effect than do precepts; for, while it seems that the best and moral opinions can be instilled by training, they can coexist in the same personality with behaviour that falls lamentably short of excellence. It has for example been found that on many moral problems the opinions of delinquent and non-delinquent children are determined as much by school or home
teaching as by anything else, but that behaviour is dictated by mental attitudes, sometimes of compulsive force, nurtured in the family situation or at least by immediate environment. Our children are inclined more to do as we do, than as we say.

Lessening Influence of Parents. At adolescence, this intense ascendency of the parents and of the family tends to lessen. Home should still supply a background and a safe retreat, a place where one is valued and wanted; but it should no longer be all in all. Wider experience and contact with other groups, the office, the club, the houses of a widening circle of friends and a greater range of travel, should combine with the increased self-awareness and interest in social life to ensure emancipation. For a time, perhaps, with some youths, there may be an increase in the influence of the parent of opposite sex. The girl may turn to her father as a model of what men should be and the boy to his mother for his idea of woman: both see in the relationships between their parents a pattern of married life which represents their most intimate information on a subject which is beginning to loom as a problem. In cases where parental relationships are happy there is no danger in this, and the influence of the parent on the subsequent love life of a child will be good. Where, however, there is frustration and unhappiness in the parents' married life — even if this has not caused an open breach — the mother or father is all too apt to seek a

19 Burt The Young Delinquent, pp. 409ff.
20 See Chapter IV, p.
21 See Chapter IV, pp. 409ff.
substitute outlet in the growing child. An adolescent who succumbs to a more than usually strong tie or identification with the parent may be prevented by it from making an adequate adjustment to a wife or husband later on. It is from such involvements that situations arise in which the wife is continually critical of her husband or in which the husband makes disparaging comparisons of his wife with his mother. In other cases the child turns quite away from home and reacts violently against all the suggestions of his parents. The boy may delight in embracing extreme opinions in opposition to his father, the girl rejects even the gentlest of maternal hints. Such phases, if not allowed to become a storm centre of angry reproaches and recriminations, pass, to be succeeded eventually in early man­or womanhood, by an affection based on mutual respect. If such youths are not tactfully handled, their bid for independence may be baulked leaving a docile apron-stringed adult; or may flame into open revolt which separates parent and child for the rest of their lives.

Psychological Meaning. Progress is achieved at adolescence by a steady weaning from parental influence, a weaning which may be compared with weaning in infancy and which is apt to be fraught with as much emotional upset. The infant kept too long dependent upon the breast and the adolescent too dependent upon parents, present pitiful pictures of strain. Conflicts arising in infancy at weaning time may be reanimated at adolescence in a form more difficult to deal with; and the anxieties of the child which were shewn in tantrums and screaming fits, may become phases of acute melancholy, loss of appetite, attempted suicide, inability
to leave home, neurotically determined illness and so on, at adolescence. Some parents, especially mothers whose whole life has been devoted to their children, find it difficult to concede them independence even by degrees. Their influence is continually being exerted against outside persons, by subtle deprecation, or by continued interference, by playing upon a filial sense of duty. Such a mother as is portrayed in "Dear Octopus" is a drag upon the free development of her children. If childbearing and child-rearing has been a career, it is hard to see one's occupation go, but it must be recognised that the process is as necessary as weaning in infancy and that with wisdom and foresight it can be compassed without upset, and without enduring loss of affection.

What has been said of parents in lesser degree, is true also of other persons in the environment. Teachers, Club Leaders, Clergymen, all who come into contact with young people are likely to be taken as models. From what they do and are, attitudes will be absorbed and the values of adult life learned. The attachments to grown ups formed in the early teens are particularly liable to be passionate, the intense hero-worship of the boy, the burning "crush" of the girl.22 Such situations are fraught with danger for the young, not so much from the chance of overt homosexual experience which is relatively uncommon, but from the likelihood that, instead of encouraging the callow youth to achieve independence, the adult will seek an outlet for his or her own frustrations in the uncritical love of the growing girl or boy.

22 A good study of a rather extreme 'crush' with fatal results forms the theme of Christa Wimsloe's "Children in Uniform".
Independence. Independence can be encouraged in many ways. In the home, a room of one's own, an increasing share in the family; councils, the right to control more and more of one's personal expenditure, choice and purchase of clothes, a decreasing parental insistence on knowing all the movements and activities of the adolescent, an increasing insistence, gentle, firm, and progressive, on the duty of taking important decisions for oneself and abiding by their consequences, a respect on the part of parents for the reticence and for the opinions of their children; and a realisation on our part that what we are apt to term experience is frequently only the rather melancholy record of our failures and mistakes: all these help the normal drive towards individual emancipation. Outside the home, personal influences are more diffuse and less intensive. Friends, the school, the club, all have their part to play; and all should foster experiment with living and allow the adolescent to try out the many potential selves which are inherent in all of us. Responsibility for others, service to a community, self-government, identification with a cause which is valued in the adult world, a feeling of being needed for one's own sake, are things which can be implicit in a good youth club, school society, or pre-service organization. The approval of a group acts as a steadying influence on the immature personality, supporting and propping it until a reasonable measure of independence is achieved; practice in a wider world of behaviour than the home provides, allows the development of potentialities which might otherwise lie dormant; and the clash and conflict of desires among equals and contemporaries is a microcosm of
will be met with in the adult world.

Culture. There is a third great field offering identifications, models, precepts, and examples, many of them in conflict with the narrower range of experience of home, school and club. The growing intellectual ability of the adolescent, the wider range of interests, the sharpened introspective powers, the stir and movement of emotions and the comparative perfection of educational techniques imparted in preceding years, open up the whole culture of the race enshrined in art, and in literature. The youth may, as never before, become "the heir of all the ages."

How far these influences are brought to bear, particularly in the late 'teens is a matter of intellectual quality, of the personal influence of adults, and of educational opportunity. With some the merest superficiality of cheap novelettes is their only contact with a wider world than home and street. It is not surprising that, to such, the use of cosmetics, smoking, jive and jitterbug, tentative sexual experiment and a love of continual excitement represent the values of the adult world and the signs of maturity. For very many, the screen is a complete school of personality, offering instruction, in the most readily assimilable form, in details of dress, hairstyle, manners, behaviour, language, lovemaking and the whole conduct of life. To others more favoured by innate intelligence and by educational opportunities, all that is valuable and permanent in our culture is opened up. Emotional developments, particularly the new energy derived from sex interests, make great literature a storehouse of keenly felt experience. The classics of our tongue, the huge body of philosophic and erotic poetry, drama with its

23 See Chapter V.
portrayal of emotional conflict and concentrated energy of living may become a powerful influence in spiritual progress. The ideals offered by religion, politics, philosophy are tried out, embraced perhaps for a time, consciously absorbed or rejected, debated, criticised, and compared with the practice of their professors. Widening social experience and the expanding boundaries of the mind press the individual forward to experiment, to try the new self out in a variety of roles. If the models presented are worthy ones, these experiments will be of untold value. If they are shallow, conflicting, empty of social significance, we shall get the picture so irately drawn of modern youth by the pithy letter writers to the press. The behaviour of adolescents is a heightened picture of the adult world as they see it. It may be a caricature: it is none the less a shrewd criticism. The virtue or villainy we teach them they will execute and it goes hard but they better the instruction.

Variety of Types. The numerous patterns offered by an advanced civilisation such as ours, though many of them may be in conflict offer advantages as well as sources of stress and friction. There are few intellectual and emotional types who cannot find rest somewhere within a group. Some few aberrations from the norm, such as overt homosexuality, are tolerated at hardly any level; others only in certain cliques or social strata; yet it may be said that the healthy extrovert of boundless physical energy and the quietist, the philistine, the aesthete, the man of action, the man of ideas, the constructor, the pioneer, the poet, the visionary, the artist, the critic, the cynic and
individualist, all these and a thousand more can at length find themselves in harmony with others of their kind. The multiplicity of pattern makes the finding of a self at adolescence difficult and is paid for by a greater incidence of minor maladjustments and perhaps by neurosis. It complicates the search for happiness and harmony but it offers for all a greater possibility of self realization, and since one individual may be a member of many groups simultaneously, social, political, religious, regional - to each of which something of the self is given and from which sustenance is drawn, it makes for rich variety in the adult character. The duty of society towards the new generation is to foster individual choice and variation, to make smooth the way to identification with suitable groups and to see that, by its own tolerance of aberrations which are not socially undesirable, the youth reaches maturity with the minimum of frustration and maladaptation.

Aspects of the Self. We have been talking so far as if the self at maturity were a unitary thing. In one sense this is true. In another sense the remark of William James that a man has as many selves as there are groups to which he belongs is also true. It is perhaps best to think of various aspects of personality being at one time dominant and at another subordinate. We are all acquainted with the man who appears quite different in personality in his own home from in the office. Few of us are the same in all circumstances and indeed such an inflexibility might just as much imply a pathological weakness of character, as too great a variability. It is also true to say that in some directions our adjustments to life are more successful than
in others. A good adjustment to marriage for example may coexist with unhappiness in one's vocation and a severe crisis of doubt in religion, or a woman happy in her job, certain of her philosophy of life, may find heterosexual adjustments a continual source of strain. Such conflicts, unless they become insistent, although they may cause unhappiness, need not interfere with efficiency and harmony in other directions, and indeed a successful adjustment of, say, the social self may do much to compensate for conflict in the sexual or vocational spheres. Equally obviously the desirable thing is adjustment at all points.

Integration. The adolescent then is proceeding from the relatively simple self of childhood adjusted to home and to the demands of school to a complex and facetted self which has to make compromise with a social environment compartmented in many more directions. The youth is putting off childish things and ceasing to be dependent, physically or intellectually, on his parents and those adults, like teachers, who stand in a parental relation to him. This independence has to be achieved by all of us and in all the major fields of human activity, social, vocational and sexual. Beyond everything, however, and in all the spheres of living, something like a unity has to be established. The keystone of this unity will be a master sentiment concerning the self embracing ideas and adjustments built up from experience and taking full cognisance of strengths and weaknesses both in relation to one's fellows and to the demands of the environment.

Thus adolescence may be likened to an emotional weaning during which the uncompromising egotism of infancy and childhood has to
be merged with altruistic impulses and ideals to form the foundation of a mature outlook. Temperament, intelligence, instinctive life, ingrained habits of response built up from earliest days, the influences of home and school, of parents, brothers, sisters, and companions, have to be moulded to adapt to the less protected and more exacting adult world. Little wonder is it that, at times, Jack or Jill is "changeable, longing and liking; proud, fantastical, apish, shallow, inconstant; full of tears, full of smiles, for every passion something, and for no passion truly anything." Such instability may be the sign of a character in flux. It offers possibly the last opportunity for shaping the emergent personality. The wise parent or teacher stands a little aloof, ready with affectionate understanding, ready with help and a timely word of encouragement or idealism when life seems to be hard. In our own way each of us has to work out our own salvation. No one can find it for us and a solution that comes ready made is apt to fail in a crisis. The best that the older generation can do is to see that worthy materials are at hand, worthy objects for identification, worthy causes to serve and great ideals. We can also see that the fundamental needs of the developing mind are not frustrated; and that the faith and fire of the young do not meet with the heartbreaking cynicism of the old.
CHAPTER III

LOVE AND FRIENDSHIP

Sex Development. The growth and integration of character of which we have just been speaking may be profoundly affected by the adjustments which are made in the sex life. We have emphasised before that developments in this sphere, which, for many, are a marked feature of the 'teens, cannot be traced directly to the action of the sex hormones, or even to the attainment of puberty. Sex expression is very largely a matter of cultural regulation; and even within the broad pattern prevailing in a society such as ours, there exist wide differences between one group and another. Boys and girls in single sex boarding schools, for example, are in a profoundly different mental atmosphere with regard to sex than their contemporaries in, say, coeducational day schools, or factory workshops. Overt sex behaviour such as flirtation, the writing of love letters, marked shyness in the presence of members of the opposite sex and so on, may be delayed in the boy or girl from the segregated boarding school until two or three years after puberty has been attained. In the coeducational school they may appear only in a very mild form and perhaps be condemned by public opinion. The influence of companions in other environments may induce a precocious interest even before puberty; and the presence of young adults in a factory workshop may give a sudden, and not necessarily desirable, turn to the sex interests of an adolescent worker.

Such environmental differences are contributory factors to
the wide difference in the age incidence of the rise of interest in the opposite sex and in the form taken by the first advances. Both in the strength of the innate impulses themselves and in these influences, personal and environmental which modify them from birth onwards, the differences between individuals, even in one comparatively unified group, are wide. Nevertheless, the attainment of puberty is the central psychological and physiological fact upon which many attitudes of the adolescent and of society in general tend to precipitate; and fundamentally the problem for each boy and girl as they pass from childhood to adulthood, is that of making an accommodation between a biological drive which has perhaps intensified markedly in the teens and the demands of the particular social setting in which they find themselves.

In this development we can distinguish roughly certain broad phases, shown by many boys and girls in our society. The early stages are described in a whole colloquial vocabulary of terms and phrases — "puppy love", "necking", "petting", "crush", "pash", and a great many more — hostile, indulgent, ironic or merely descriptive. Later, comes the canalising of affection and passion, romantic first love with its humility and boldness, its depreciation of the self and over-valuation of another. Through time or change, distance or accident, such first love usually fades: it is seen as an illusion, and not "the marriage of true minds". It is followed by others and in such experiments the youth perfects and matures his own personality and learns to look beyond the "phantom of delight" to the

"...Creature not too bright or good
For human nature's daily food."
Some over valuation of the sexual object is probably present even in the love of the most developed adult, but it is only when the young man and woman can maturely recognise their own and each other's true worth that they are ready to choose a mate, to make that monogamous adjustment to another which Thouless¹ regards as probably an innate pattern in man. The change of the 'teens is from the self-centred, self-regarding world of the child to a more selfless preoccupation with the well-being of another. When the 'teens have passed and marriage is no longer an egoisme à deux, the protective and altruistic impulses which form an important component part² of the emotions related to parenthood but which are present in the noblest human love, should again widen in scope to embrace the growing family and broader social groupings.

Importance of Integration. The successful achievement of this cycle of development depends upon an integration of the emotional and physical aspects of the sex life. It is an unhappy fact that, under modern conditions, many fail to achieve to the full the potentialities of this development, with an inestimable loss of happiness to themselves and of value to society. Freud's view that maldevelopment in the sex-life is the cause of all neurotic illness has been challenged by experience of psychological breakdown in war;³ and it has been shown that the

¹ General and Social Psychology p.159 (London 1937)
² McDougall Introduction to Social Psychology pp.36 & 438 (23rd Edn. London 1930)
³ McDougall Abnormal Psychology passim (London 1936)

Miller E. (Ed) The Neuroses in War Chap.I & XI (London 1940)

H. Gruclson Miller (Ed) Functional Nerve Disease (1940) Contributions by Priore and McDougall.
frustration of any powerful innate drive - for example those of self-assertion or self-preservation - may lead to mental disaster. To the adolescent, however, making adjustments in many fields, sex is frequently the most devouring problem, a new and inexplicable power for which he is unprepared by previous experience, and the expression of which is hedged about with secrecy and prohibition. A maladjustment in this field, developing either before or during adolescence, may turn away many associated currents of the emotional life and seriously hinder, if not thwart altogether, the establishment of a unified personality well adapted to daily life.

The Oedipus Complex. Much of the ease or difficulty with which the problem is faced will be dependent upon the previous life experience of the individual boy or girl; and we may perhaps consider here briefly the conception of sexuality and sex development held by the psychoanalytic school. Freud and his followers hold that the sex adjustments of the adolescent and adult are dominated in a peculiar and universal way by experience in infancy and early life. They suggest that the gratification found by the infant in suckling, defecation, thumbsucking, attention from the mother and the like, is erotic and psychologically closely akin to the sensuous pleasure of adult sexuality. According to this interpretation, the first love object is the child's own body and especially the external orifices. As minister to this form of gratification, the mother becomes the recipient of a peculiarly intense love. In the little boy, this persists; and collateral with it, goes a
jealousy and hatred of the father because of his rights to the affection of the beloved mother. On the unconscious level the boy wishes to be rid of his father and to enjoy a literally incestuous possession of his mother. Opposing this however is the power of his father, and the feeling of love and respect for him. This, the social taboo on the incestuous relationship which he desires, and the fear of castration for overtly sexual behaviour, unite to repress the sexuality of infancy and lead to a period of latency which lasts until immediately prior to puberty. This early love for the mother, and the mingled sexual jealousy, hatred, fear and love for the father, constitute the Oedipus Complex of which so much is heard in psychoanalytic writings and which is held to dominate the later love life as well as being the nuclear complex of the neuroses and the beginnings of religion, ethics, and even of society and art.

With the girl, the development is held to be more tortuous. In the female infant, the same auto-erotic phase occurs and the same direction of libido, or intense desire, on to the mother. In some obscure way, (Freud suggests it is because fathers favour their daughters) this early fixation on the mother changes in direction during infancy and the little girl comes unconsciously to wish to be rid of her mother and to enjoy exclusive sexual possession of her father. This, to correspond with the Oedipus Complex, has been named the Electra Complex.

The supposed importance of this conception to a study of adolescence lies in the effect which these early infantile complexes are alleged to have on sexual adjustments later. It is suggested that, especially in the case of the boy, the fixation
on the mother may dominate his love choice in one of two ways. He may fall in love with a woman resembling his mother as closely as possible — even, in the detail of age, choosing a mate much older than himself. Or, if the feelings of unconscious guilt attached to his repressed incestuous longing for his mother are too great, he may be influenced by them to choose a woman as unlike his mother as possible. In the girl similar and complementary effects of the Electra Complex are supposed to be traceable.  

Evidence. This is a bald statement of the tenets of the psycho-analytic school who adduce in support of their thesis much evidence derived from their own studies of admittedly abnormal adults and children. There is little statistical fact one way or the other; and the objective evidence which we do possess suggests that the universality of the Oedipus Complex is far from proven. Nor does there seem to be much evidence for the specifically sexual nature of the delight of young children in thumb sucking, exploring their own bodies.

4 It is impossible to give more than a selection from the vast Freudian literature which has grown up around these topics. The reader is referred for an elementary treatment to Flügel, Introduction to Psychoanalysis (London 1932) or Crichton-Miller, Psychoanalysis and its Derivatives (London 1933). A more advanced treatment is found in the works of Freud himself or in Jones, Papers on Psychoanalysis (4th Edn. London 1938). For an example of the application of extreme Freudian views to the study of adolescence, the reader should turn to Mannin, Commonsense and the Adolescent (London 1937).

5 Valentine, The Psych. of E. Childhood, Chap. XVIII. The Supposed Oedipus Complex.
suckling, defecation and the like. The work of Moll and
Havelock Ellis\(^6\) seems, further, to dispose of the idea of a
period of latency in the sex life between infancy and puberty.
The fact of the matter appears to be, as Valentine\(^7\) concludes
after a full discussion of a wide range of data, that "any
sexual sensations and impulses are only of a very mild kind
from early infancy at least until a year or two before puberty".

Thus, until eleven or twelve with most children, the sex
instinct and the sex sentiment,—the biological drive and the
emotional complex of feeling and experience — are imperfect and
probably largely independent. Neither normally occupies a
central position, physically or emotionally, in the life of the
child. Deliberate erotic stimulation in childhood, too great
an emotional demand by either parent, sexual shocks and the like
will undoubtedly disturb the development of this "proto sexuality"
as Thouless\(^8\) calls it, and produce conflicts which come strongly
to the surface with the access of sexual energy at puberty. In
some, perhaps in many, cases of neurosis, an Oedipus or Elestra
Complex, or something very like it, may be a factor of importance.

Sources of Conflict. With physiological maturation, however,
sex assumes a dominating place in the emotional life; and it is

6 Moll The Sexual Life of the Child (London 1912

7 The Psychology of Early Childhood p. 351
Chapters XVII and XVIII of this book contain, so far as I
know, the only truly objective evidence on these vexed
questions.

doubtful whether in a modern civilisation and without an adequate sex education, any boy or girl achieves an integration between the physical and emotional aspects of sex in the 'teens without some conflict and struggle. To the girl, first menstruation, and to the boy, the first ejaculation whether accidental or the result of self-manipulation, comes as something of a shock. The close juxtaposition or identity of sexual and excretory organs - themselves associated with nursery conflicts over training in cleanliness - tends to link the new physiological activity with ideas of dirtiness and shame. This may be the more upsetting since sex is a subject on which few young people care to confide in adults who have in the past not direct questions with evasions or embarrassed fairy tales.

**Masturbation.** More usually however, conflict arises, in boys especially, around masturbation. Infantile explorations of the body sooner or later find the genitals, stimulation of which, possibly even in the earliest years, gives pleasure. This pleasant occupation the infant or child finds discouraged by stern disapprobation, even by threats, for, in the mind of many adults, still lingers the unhappy misconception that childhood self-manipulation is a stigma of degeneracy. With puberty, physical sexual tension rises and research indicates that masturbation is practised by between 70 and 99 per cent of boys with a peak incidence in the early 'teens. In girls, largely

Buhler From Birth to Maturity (London 1937) pp. 182-4 following Freud, Jung, Bussmann, Hirschfeld, Meirowsky, and others.
See also Havelock Ellis The Psychology of Sex Vol. and Dickenson and Beam The Single Woman (London 1934)
because the tension is less noticeably directed to the genitals by perceptible local changes, conscious masturbatory processes may be less common. Prior to puberty such practices are probably unaccompanied by sexual imagery, but later, at least in the boy, erotic fantasy soon provokes a genital reaction which makes the connection unmistakable to consciousness. The social attitude which rates the physical side of sex as something shamefully secret, the well-intentioned but dangerously misleading books which spread the superstition that "self abuse is the high road to insanity," and the teachings of religion that the cravings of the flesh are sinful and that total abstinence is possible, all unite to provoke a crisis of painful self revulsion.

It is now generally agreed by psychological and medical opinion\textsuperscript{10} that while very excessive masturbation may cause marked nervous and physical exhaustion, even frequent indulgence is unlikely to have serious or lasting effects in itself. The emotional reaction to it provoked by ignorance and wrong training is, however, a serious danger. Feelings of unworthiness, hours of lonely and unavailing struggle, intense moral conflict, anxiety lest outward signs should lead to discovery, and a guilty sense of uncleanness, may lead straight to psychological disaster. Fear of insanity has led some adolescents to suicide, and more to suicidal thoughts. One boy covers the secret loss of self-respect by boisterous self-assertion; another, by an obsessional preoccupation with cleanliness; in yet others, moods of withdrawal, gloom and depression persist for days. For most, though

\textsuperscript{10} Read Struggles of Male Adolescence p.158 (London 1928)

Havlock ills op. cit., Vol. 1.
the crises are keen, they pass eventually with increasing maturity and especially with growing knowledge. Apart from neurosis the serious dangers for development lie in the possibility that sex expression, even in marriage, may become fixed at the auto-erotic level; or that, regarding the practice filthy, the adolescent may dissociate in his mind the physical aspects of love from those based on affection and esteem. "She Stoops to Conquer" is an interesting comic study of such a serious psychological situation.

**Sex Consciousness.** Studies of adolescents in many different countries have revealed that sex consciousness begins about the age of 12 and that some kind of enlightenment on the topic, usually from playmates or corrupt domestics, is received before that. Such initiations frequently come as a shock of repugnance or disgust, and remain as a horrid guilty secret. In early adolescence, this half knowledge becomes more highly charged with emotion, forming a factor in the friendships of boys and girls and in the formation of secret societies with vaguely obscene ceremonial. Ethel Mannin describes one such to which she belonged and in which 'it' was discussed and obscene

11 Read op.cit. p.159.
Jones op. cit. p.396 ff.

12 Flugel Psychoanalytic Study of the Family pp.111-1 (London 1921)

13 Hughes cited by Hollingworth Handbook of Child Psychology p.887
Carnivet "Enquête sur l'initiation sexuelle" Arch. de Psychologie Tome, XIII No. 91 Jan. '32.
rhymes recited. Another case within the author's knowledge in which the principal occupation was undressing in secret places. Often an acute awareness of double entendre induces an obsessional avoidance of common words for a time, or the teacher will notice an inexplicable tension in a class of fourteen year olds. Dictionaries, medical works, and encyclopaedias are surreptitiously consulted by youths in search of information with which a wise sex education would have provided them. Two fifteen year olds of my acquaintance spent a whole long day at the public library investigating the sex life of the whale in vain — a laboriously indirect way of acquiring knowledge!

So far the developments and conflicts we have been discussing represent what might be called the more ego-centric aspects of sex. Throughout adolescence and even in adulthood they may form the background, the accompaniment, as it were, to the social aspects of the sex life and the interrelation between the two is subtle and profound. In this sphere too there are probably wide divergencies between the sexes. The research referred to in Chapter II (p. ) suggested that with girls, interest is early concentrated upon the behavioural aspects of the sex life, whereas, at least in his early 'teens the boy is

14 Deutsch op. cit., p.157
Mannin Common Sense and the Adolescent pp.150-2 (London 1)
Falden and Cedar Paul (trans.) A Young Girl's Diary pp.22-23 (Nov 1936)
McCundy Problems in Dynamic Psychology p.316 (
still preoccupied with finding out facts and with conflict over auto-erotic practices. As with all generalizations about adolescents, however, this is subject to a multitude of individual exceptions, and the field in which conflict arises - even the presence or absence of conflict - will depend upon previous life experience, the stage of physical and emotional maturity reached in relation to contemporaries and the kind and extent of the enlightenment possessed by the individual both as to the facts and as to the emotional experiences connected with sex.

Parental Influence. With this reservation in mind, we may trace in broad outline the growth of the more outwardly directed emotions of the sex life. In the early stages this seems to take the form of a generally sharpened awareness of others. One of the first signs may be a profound change in the balance of the influence wielded by father and mother. For example, among the students studied by Valentine, 15 54 per cent. of men and 39 per cent. of women reported a decline during adolescence in the father's influence and 44 per cent. of men and 25 per cent. of women a decline of the mother's. On the other hand, the father increased with 45 per cent. of the men and 27 per cent. of the women, and the influence of the mother with 40 per cent. of the men and 42 per cent. of the women.

In general, however, the ascendancy of the parents, love for whom is frequently complicated by clashes with their authority and disillusion as to their infallibility, tends to

There may be a feeling that "they don't understand" which may amount to a fierce, but usually secret, resentment against one or both, often without adequate foundation in fact. One youth of my acquaintance nourished the fantasy, only half held, that his mother was trying to poison him with some peach jam, which he resolutely refused to eat. Burt\textsuperscript{16} records examples of fantasies in which the child believes that its father or mother are not the real parents, a circumstance most liable to arise when there is any mystery attaching to either parent or when one is dead or has married again.

**Friendships.** The close dependence upon the parents which is characteristic of the child, is replaced by a growing outflow of emotion to contemporaries. We have seen already something of this tendency away from the home and towards a wider social environment in the two groups of adolescents described in Chapter II; and Valentine's\textsuperscript{17} older and more highly selected student group recorded an intensification of the impulse to seek the company of others in 60 per cent. of cases. Partly this is due, no doubt, to the need of the growing personality for support from its contemporaries; but in part, too, it is to be ascribed to emotions which will later canalise on a single object of love. Equally characteristic of the period is a tendency to form passionate attachments to members of the same sex. The object of this affection may be a contemporary who becomes a "best friend" with whom everything is done, all secrets shared and all tastes

\textsuperscript{16} Burt Young \textit{Delinquent} pp. 370-4, 385 ff; 484-5; and especially pp. 549-590.

\textsuperscript{17} loc.cit.sup.
held in common. It is not at all uncommon to find, among fourteen or fifteen year old girls particularly, inseparable couples who obstinately refuse even to go from one end of a building to another on a momentary errand unaccompanied. When circumstances force them apart, they write to each other daily, as do the young ladies in Jane Austen’s Love and Friendship or Rita and Hella in a Young Girl’s Diary. If a rival appears on the scene, they suffer acute pangs of jealousy; and they frequently indulge in a lovers’ ritual of parting. Two fifteen year old girls known to the writer never separated for the night without emotional embraces, kisses and the recitation of “Be good, sweet maid, and let who will, be clever...”

Such friendships are equally characteristic of the adolescence of boys, with whom, however, they are usually less overtly emotional, less exclusive of others and less subject to jealousy.lovets-Tereschenko cites a diary description by an adolescent of the sudden dawn of such a friendship with a “first long talk” about the sciences and history, and the emotional perturbation which followed it. Sometimes the friendship between two boys forms a nucleus around which grows up a group with kindred interests. One such case within the writer’s knowledge. J. and P. became firm friends in the Vth form at school, though superficially their interests were very different. J. was absorbed in botany, bird life and the biological sciences generally. P. was pursuing a course in the humanities with interests mainly literary and artistic. Each however not merely tolerated but
shared as a junior partner in the pursuits of the other. In common they had a love of walking and went on long expeditions together, each pursuing his own or seconding the other's occupations. Round them grew an outer group of youths with something in common with one or both. This larger group spent hours discussing political, philosophic, religious or social problems, listening to music and so on. The competition of hetero-sexual interests eventually broke up the 'crowd' but the intimacy of J. and P. persisted through separation, marriage and parenthood to be a steady formative influence throughout their lives.

This relative permanency of adolescent friendships - especially of those formed in the late 'teens - is in strong contrast to the ephemeral companionships of childhood which rarely survive separation or differential development. Evidence of their universality is provided by Wheeler19, three-quarters of whose student group and rather more of whose workers reported the formation of important friendships in the 'teens. Their influence in the development of personality cannot be overstated. Such attractions may be an important causative factor in crime,20 or, by the clash of viewpoints and interests within a steady framework of affection, they may act as a training ground of respect for the integrity of another's personality and help to formulate the adolescent philosophy of life.

19 The Adventure of Youth p.74 (London 1945)
20 Burt op.cit. pp.129; 607.
'Crushes' and Hero Worship. Not infrequently the attachment is not the friendship of contemporaries, but springs up between a younger and an older youth of either sex, or between an adolescent and an adult. Such "crushes" are usually more ephemeral, though during their brief span, they may be deeply, even dangerously passionate. Unlike attractions between equals, the psychological causes are markedly different in each of the partners. For the younger, the attraction to a senior or to an adult may be a transition between emotional dependence upon a parent and adjustment to contemporaries of the same or opposite sex. For the elder the uncritical devotion of the younger may satisfy pride, appeal to protective impulses; or, in the case of the older boy, something feminine in his junior may be reminiscent of girls to whom he is not yet adjusted.

In boys' schools, especially where segregation is strictly enforced as in boarding schools, attractions between adolescent seniors and pre-pubertal juniors are by no means infrequent, often as the result of a school play in which young lads take female parts. For the most part these attractions are brief, lasting a few days or weeks only and are marked by a desire for the company of the other, jealousy at interference, and romantic emotional devotion.

With girls the "crush" or "pash" is often more one sided and more usually directed to an adult - the Gym or Games Mistress or women of an athletic, perhaps slightly mannish, build. The accompanying emotion is intense and an epidemic of "g.p.s" may spread until a school or camp is entirely disorganised. Adolescent girls write verses, perform labours of love, bring
flowers and expensive presents, cherish photographs, lie in wait for the object of their love who becomes the centre of a realm of fantasy. "My last and most painful crush" writes a graduate student in a confidential essay, "was the unfortunate Gym Mistress. If I should meet her on my way to school, as I daily planned to do, I was so overcome I was almost incapable of speech. As I was games captain at the time, I had many opportunities of being with her which I was quick to seize upon. Often in an afternoon, I would stay behind to paint hockey balls or blow up netballs or have a general tidy-up of the Games Room. If she were away from school for even a day I was ridiculously disappointed. Always I was imagining myself injured on the hockey field or in the gymnasium so that I might be lifted up by her. There was perhaps in this an unconscious desire for physical contact, although I never felt this desire with a boy friend."

Such attractions are more common in segregated schools and do not seem to occur with such violence where normal heterosexual objects are available. Co-education diminishes the tendency, though the less intense and more valuable projection of ideals on to another, which is the basis of hero-worship, persists. In such passionate attractions between members of the same sex, and particularly between boys, the danger of actual homosexual experience and of consequent shock or continued perversion is always implicit but greatly exaggerated. Where it does occur the danger lies in the guilty conflict engendered in the sensitive mind rather than in permanent inversion. The wise adult is
unobtrusively watchful and avoids if possible dramatic intervention which may precipitate the very crisis it seeks to avoid. Distraction by alternative activities is the most sensible course; and the grown-up recipient of the ardent affection of an adolescent girl, by matter of fact treatment, can use her influence to kindle interests and form the malleable character.

Flirtation. The formation of such intense friendships, crushes and hero-worship may be contemporary with or just antecedent to a rising interest in the opposite sex. Of the group of adolescents studied by the writer 70 per cent reported increased heterosexual interests since 13, a finding confirmed by Valentine’s older group and by Wheeler’s. The rise of such interest, however, shows great individual variation. Kuhlen and Lee found that, although boys and girls from 11 to 17½ chose the opposite sex as companions in an increasing proportion as they grew older, even at 17, a quarter of the group still clung to their own sex.

At first this attraction may be generalized, embracing a group of the opposite sex. In his study of adolescent diaries, Lovetz-Tereschenko reveals what he calls a phase of "pan-love for schoolgirls," an emotional preoccupation with girls of a certain age. During this comparatively early stage, there frequently is a series, — breath-takingly kaleidoscopic sometimes —

21 loc.cit.  22 loc.cit.
24 op.cit. pp. 140ff.
of flirtations. The adolescent appears, as St. Augustine says of himself, to be "more in love with loving than anything else," and Hamilton found that his subjects reported an average of seven love affairs. Though ephemeral, however, the feelings aroused may be intense and "the burning rods of jealousy" are keenly felt. These affairs are often the subject of confidences between friends of the same sex, and the whole emotional state is vaguely and allusively referred to as "that" - itself a symptom of the shyness and reserve which accompany these early heterosexual approaches.

Withdrawal. This phase of flirtation is sometimes followed by one of withdrawal. The short periods of segregation enforced by many primitive societies around puberty suggest that it may be biologically determined. The psychological explanation has been put forward that such a phase of withdrawal is a defensive retreat from the overwhelming increase in the sex drive and that it gives time for the new desires to be integrated and for the personality to learn control.

Serious attachments. Later, the love life takes a more mature turn. Generalised attraction and flirtation give way to more serious attachments. At first, especially if love for the parents has been very marked or if the weaning process has not worked itself out, the adolescent boy or girl may fall in love with a person much older and more mature. Not infrequently such affairs culminate in marriage and, unless the element of parental fixation is too strong, can be successful. Some such unconscious

25 A Research in Marriage (New York 1929)

26 Vide Meredith 'The Ordeal of Richard Fevereall, Chap. XIV
motive may have lain behind the marriages of Dr. Johnson and
Shakespeare each of whom married a woman considerably his senior.
Women tend to choose mates somewhat older than themselves rather
more frequently than do men, a tendency fostered by economic
conditions and not undesirable biologically. For a man the
choice of a mate markedly older than himself is undesirable both
biologically and economically and a great difference in age may
lead to psychological difficulties in middle life.

More usually this love for an older person is an inter-
mediate adjustment, followed, in the late 'teens and early twenties,
by attractions to closer contemporaries, one of which culminates
in marriage. The evidence accumulated by Hamilton suggests
that, among persons of good intelligence, the peak of love
affairs for women is at or just before twenty and for men between
twenty and twenty-five. There are minor peaks, which probably
represent rather flirtations than fully developed love affairs,
for girls at fourteen and for boys between fifteen and twenty.

The importance of these preliminary phases of flirtation
and trial friendship is that they permit of experiment and allow
the world-without-end bargain to be entered on with a vision
unclouded by the romantic illusions of early youth. Each should
advance a stage further the emancipation of the self from
dependence upon the parents, should teach tolerance and respect
for another's personality. Young men and young women who have
thought themselves in love many times before are less likely to

27 cited by Hollingworth loc.cit.
be bowled over by an overwhelming hunger of the senses and to have their heads turned by the first signs of a reciprocated interest. The danger that flirtation may precipitate into physical expression outside marriage is exaggerated, though recent American research indicates an increase of pre-marital sex experience among adolescents. 28 Most young people, though less ignorant of the facts of sex than were their parents, have a certain protective fear of physical experience which carries them unsoaked through a very close intimacy; 29 and where self control has been built up on the basis of economics, ethics and a respect for the rights of another, it is less likely to fail than when founded upon obtrusive parental watchfulness or religious prohibitions. A successful and happy marriage, as Terman's research showed, is dependent more upon the home surroundings of the partners, on the happiness of their childhood, the example of their parents, and on those qualities of personality which have been developed from earliest years, than on such things as sexual compatibility, income, religious training or virginity at marriage.

Sex Education. 30 If we see healthy sex development as the steady convergence and ultimate integration of two aspects, physical and emotional, of the same psycho-biological source, growing side by side from earliest infancy, we shall be in a

28 Partridge op. cit. pp. 162-3 following Folsom, Newcomb and Bromley.
29 Yates Friendships in Adolescence, p. 9 (London 1936)
30 Sex Education by C. Bibby (London 1944) is a most useful book for parents and teachers. See also the Board of Education pamphlet on the subject (No. 119 H.M.S.O. 1943)
position at once to estimate the value or danger inherent in each developmental phase and to decide the broad principles upon which sex education should be based. Knowledge fully and unemotionally imparted to the growing child whenever questions arise, the acceptance by adults of sex as a matter of fact and of course, will do much to prepare for the dramatic physical developments and to prevent the fears and struggles to which ignorance gives rise. Well before puberty the child should be acquainted with the appearance, names and functions of the organs of both sexes, should know the facts regarding birth and should be in a position to laugh at the stork and gooseberry bush school which confounds innocence with ignorance. Such information comes best from beloved parents, not as something imparted as an awful secret in hushed voices and on special occasions, but as naturally as the child learns about birds and flowers, oil wells, why daddy has to go to the Office, and any of the numerous topics on which eager questions are asked. As such, sex education begins with the child's first question and may be put on a comprehensive basis by adequate scientific teaching in school.

Armed in this way with information, the pre-adolescent is less liable to the shock which the unprepared receive when given garbled versions by playmates, or corrupt adults. Such factual education should be complete prior to puberty. It is essential too that the phenomena of menstruation, of nocturnal emission and of masturbation should be viewed in their true light and divested of exaggerated emotional significance. The girl should be informed of the biological meaning of her monthly
periods and taught to rejoice in it as a symbol of her femininity. Some psychic tension before and possibly during the period is normal, but pain and prostration are usually more symptomatic of wrong psychological attitudes than a necessary concomitant of the period. Medical research is rapidly dispersing the superstitions which from time immemorial have surrounded it. In the sex training of the girl, on this topic, it is important to avoid the suggestion that menstruation is an illness, that it is unclean, "the curse of Eve", or even that it need lead to greatly diminished activity. She should be encouraged, but not forced, to take exercise as at any other time, to bathe and to mix freely with contemporaries. In the same way, the right attitude should be built up towards childbirth as a thing to be accepted joyously rather than as a fearsome ordeal. Thus many fantasies and much maladjustment of the emotional life will be avoided.

The boy too should be forewarned. He should be reassured on the subject of the effects of masturbation and should be told that while emissions are normal at his age, and even later under special circumstances, self manipulation, like any other form of self indulgence, is something which should be kept in bounds. It is necessary energetically to combat the fear of insanity, or of mental or physical deterioration, which is still woefully current and the cause of so many crises in the lives of the young.

It seems advisable too that both sex should know precisely the facts about venereal disease. Many a youth is haunted by a groundless fear that he has caught something from a towel or public lavatory and passes through untold agonies. One boy tried to
purchase a revolver to shoot himself because he thought a
discharge of semen a symptom of venereal disease; another worried
for weeks over the appearance of hair follicles on his genitals.
Public opinion on this subject has advanced in the last few years
but there is still much room for misunderstanding in the minds
of the young.

Emotional Training. A knowledge of the facts of development
is however not enough. One can be well instructed on the
anatomy and physiology of sex without having a well adjusted
emotional attitude and it is precisely in this field that right
training is most important and most difficult. The sentiment
of sex is built throughout life and the child's ideals will be
influenced first by the home. The attitudes of the parents to
each other, the unconscious emotional complexes governing their
acceptance of their own sex role, the genuineness or otherwise
of their love for each other, the presence or absence in their
manner of embarrassment over natural functions, all these and a
thousand more, will reverberate in the minds of their children,
and do much to determine their development.

The quickening of the emotional life generally and of the
sex interests in particular, at adolescence offers a great
opportunity for emotional training, for the maturing of right
attitudes and the eradication of wrong ones. Each one of the
emotional experiences of the growing girl or boy, the crush,
hero-worship, the passionate friendship, the flirtations, the
romantic first love, is educative in the highest degree. Each
should be tending towards a truer conception of the personality
of another, should bring the self into sharper focus and should
be teaching respect and tolerance, stripped of illusions but pregnant with idealism.

Socio-cultural control and integration on the highest level of which the individual is capable will not however come about unaided. Education for the adolescent should recognize this and seize upon the new social awareness for giving practice in living with others, in accepting responsibility, and in behaviour. At home the adolescent should be encouraged to give and receive hospitality without too much adult participation or supervision. His or her friendships, however awkward they may seem, should be respected and not be made the subject of vivisecutions, or worse; of jealous scenes. Unchaperoned expeditions away from home, youth hostelling and the like, days out cycling or walking, the pursuit of common interests, the common sharing of difficulties and inconvenience, of effort and self-denial are an essential preparation for maturity.

On the school however rests the responsibility for the refinement of emotional response through aesthetic education. If interest in music, the arts and, particularly, in literature, is to arise at all, it is most likely to dawn in the late 'teens. The intensification of a taste for reading can be directed so that, finding his struggles reflected in books, his ideals coherently set forth in action, his philosophy taking shape in eternal verse, the youth loses something of his loneliness and sees himself truly at one with the past and future of his race.
Evanescence of Adolescent Emotional Experiences. Though the developments in the sex life which we have just been considering are of cardinal importance to a study of our field, the emotional life is evolving in many other ways. Many adults are unable to remember clearly the emotional disturbances of their own adolescence and are disposed to deny that they themselves were anything but calm and collected during the period. Nothing is more evanescent than the memory of emotion, especially if it is attached to experiences which mean something very different at another stage of development; and, for those who have secret diaries kept during their 'teens or who come across old letters, essays, pieces of verse, short stories and the like written during the period, it is an instructive, and probably painful, experience to reread them in the late twenties or thirties. Poets and artists seem able to revive within themselves something of that intense susceptibility to emotion which seems peculiar to some adolescents and in this awareness of their own past women seem superior to men.

Sources of Information. Information about the emotional life of adolescents is difficult to obtain, since each developing child is apt to consider that his own feelings are different from those of others and to attempt a concealment the more difficult to penetrate in proportion to the intensity of the disturbance. Much therefore of our information is derived from diaries written at the time, from a study of delinquent or neurotic adolescents,
from the reports of the more self-conscious and intelligent who
continue at school after fourteen and from the retrospections of
adults. Such data may well be sophisticated by the special
nature of the groups studied or by the age of the subjects. In
order to supplement it by a picture of the more ordinary adoles-
ccent in the early 'teens, the present writer collected reports
from 196 boys and girls, all but forty-one of whom were between
the ages of fourteen and sixteen, and the remainder under the
age of eighteen. Rather less than half had left school at
fourteen to enter offices and factories and the others were
attending full time technical or commercial courses. The group
can therefore be considered representative of adolescents of
average ability from lower middle and working class homes. 1

Each answered a questionnaire containing a large number of
items. Each was assured of secrecy: no names were put on the
papers which were sealed up on completion. All were asked to
cross out any question which they did not wish to answer or to
hand in a blank sheet if they were not prepared to be absolutely
frank. The fulness of the replies suggests that these young
people entered into the spirit of the enquiry and that they did
their best to answer as truthfully as they could. Against one
source of error inherent in surveys of this kind, it was not
possible to guard - the tendency to unconscious falsification
through the inability to express feelings, through misunder-
standing of the questions or through the operation of unconscious
factors. In the present case, such errors might be expected to

1 Replies to some sections of this questionnaire have already
been alluded to in Chapter II.
minimise, rather than exaggerate, the incidence of the changes studied - especially as the questions were framed carefully to avoid any suggestion of what constituted a desirable answer.

Intensification of Instinctive Drives. Some of the results of this enquiry have been mentioned earlier and more will be given in Chapter V. Tables I. and II. are confined to an analysis of those sections of the questionnaire which deal especially with the emotional life at this stage of development. In Table I. are shown the proportions of boys and girls who record intensifications in certain major fields. The actual question asked was "In which of the following have you taken more or less interest since you were about thirteen? (Cross out first of all any in which you are not now and never were interested at all.)" There followed twenty-four topics (listed in full in Table III. Chapter V.) some of them covering more intellectualised expressions of emotion and interest. Those given here are the ones which might be held referable to the primary innate dispositions, or to the sentiments, or complexes of emotionally-toned ideas based directly upon them, and relatively independent of the effects of differing levels of intelligence.

Hence each is given in the table under a schematic heading which suggests the main motive force or forces which underlie it - though of course into almost all of them many other things enter. Table II. presents the results of a number of other questions which illuminate some of the changes in Table I. and bring collateral evidence of the scope and effects of development in these formative years.
TABLE I.

Questionnaire on Adolescence.

Intensifications since the age of 13 years in certain interests which may be traced to instinctive tendencies.

196 Adolescents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interest</th>
<th>Girls Per Cent.</th>
<th>Boys Per Cent.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased interest in the opposite sex.</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased interest in social activities.</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>59.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased interest in expeditions away from home.</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased interest in personal appearance.</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>66.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased interest in games and sports.</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>72.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased interest in young children and babies.</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TABLE II.**

**Questionnaire on Adolescence.**

**Behaviour and Emotional Change.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keeping a regular diary</th>
<th>110 Girls</th>
<th>86 Boys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mood Changes.**

(a) Fluctuation between being in good spirits one moment to being bored, downcast or fed up the next.

(b) Increased moodiness since 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>70.0</th>
<th>56.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Increased Aggressiveness directed at adults.**

(a) Finding one's self up against authority 'Often' and 'very often'

(b) 'inclined to answer back and do the opposite to what you are told by adults'

(c) More inclined to be rebellious since 13

(d) More inclined to answer back since 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>69.0</th>
<th>46.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Able to confide most secret thoughts to an adult.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>73.0</th>
<th>59.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Attitude to Parents**

- Increased love for father
- Decreased love for father
- Increased love for mother
- Decreased love for mother

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>53.0</th>
<th>50.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Desire to run away from home**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>19.0</th>
<th>38.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Day Dreaming**

(a) Do not day dream

(b) Day dreaming has increased since age 13

(c) Day dreaming has decreased since age 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2.6</th>
<th>4.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Night Dreaming**

(a) Do not dream at night

(b) Night dreaming has increased since age 13

(c) Night dreaming has decreased since age 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3.0</th>
<th>11.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>55.0</th>
<th>27.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>16.0</th>
<th>7.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>25.0</th>
<th>16.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
From the two tables we obtain a clear view of the intensification in nearly all the major departments of the emotional life both of boys and of girls. Not merely in sex, but in the desire for contact with one’s social group, in the urge to assert the self, in the wish to be free of restraint and supervision and to seek new worlds, is this quickening felt. The ferment shows itself, too, in the most intimate relationships. There is an overflow into the emotional catharsis of confession to a trusted adult or to the dumb pages of a diary. Moodiness, fantasy and dreaming increase, suggesting that the emotional being is profoundly stirred.

Sex differences. Clearly discernable too are the early stages of that divergence in development between the sexes which is completed only when the distinctively masculine or feminine cast is assumed by the adult character. Approximately equal percentages of boys and girls report an increased interest in the opposite sex, and in expeditions away from home; nor is there marked difference in the proportions who report increased aggressiveness, and changes in their attitude to their parents. But many more girls than boys report an increased interest in social activities, in their own personal appearance, and in young children and babies. More girls, too, mention the keeping of a diary, and increased moodiness, day-dreaming and night dreaming. More boys than girls note an increased interest in games and sports and in the desire to run away from home.

Bare differences in figures do not, however, give the whole picture. The difference between the sexes is something more than a mere difference of emphasis; it is as much qualitative
as quantitative. Something of this has already been shown in the analysis made in Chapter II, of the causes of rebellion mentioned by the boys and girls of this group — the girls chafing at home discipline and the boys being more general in their revolt.

It may also be illustrated more fully by the kinds of answer given by girls and boys to other questions in the present questionnaire. Asked to state which person in real life, in history, or in fiction, they would most like to be, the boys confined their answers to characters like "The Prime Minister", "a successful engineer", heroes of the sporting world, romantic rogues — "the Picaroon, a cracksman", Robin Hood, the "Saint", — and the more glamorous members of the fighting services — airgunners, flying officers, Merchant Navy Officers and the like. The ideals mentioned by the girls, on the other hand, are divided between those in which the sexually desirable aspects of womanhood predominate and those which emphasise altruistic or protective impulses. Of the first, "Heroine of a Romance book or picture", Betty Grable, Greer Garson, Jeanette MacDonald and the vague "Film Star" may be taken as examples. Of the second, Florence Nightingale, "a children's nurse", "mother to a few young children", Edith Cavell and Grace Darling are illustrative. There are some choices indeed in which aggressive or dominating impulses can be observed. One girl said she would like to be a seaman, two wished to be ringleaders of a gang of schoolgirls, and another chose Amy Johnson

The subjects of day-dream mentioned by the boys, though there are a few who mention sexually motivated thoughts, are mainly ideas of dominance, their own future success, adventure, "aeroplanes", ships and other mechanical workings." travel, "the farm
I am going to have and what I am going to do when I get home from school." In the day-dreams of the girls "getting married", "what sort of family I will have", and thoughts of boys apparently bulk large; when their thoughts turn to other things, it is to topics like "stage life", "entertaining the troops", "nice clothes" and so on in which display of the person and its social reference are the important features. This difference coheres with that already mentioned in Chapter II between the questions asked by the boys and those asked by the girls. It will be remembered that the boys were mainly preoccupied with questions of scientific fact and current affairs, while the girls were concerned with problems of sex behaviour and social attitudes.

In another question, each was asked to write down the things of which they were most afraid. The differences here, both qualitatively and quantitatively, are striking. All the girls wrote down at least one source of fear, the average number given being two and one third. Of the boys one third left the question blank or wrote "none" and the average number reported by them was one. The most widespread fear among the girls is of darkness, "dark places at night" "dark houses" "dark and lonely roads" — a dread expressed by forty-two per cent. of the girls and by only nine per cent. of the boys. The second category shows an equally pronounced difference. Thirty-five per cent. of the girls are fearful of rats, mice, spiders, frogs, toads, snakes and the like, which do not receive a mention by the boys. Fierce animals — bulls, cows, rams, dogs and horses — are feared by thirty-two per cent. of the girls but are mentioned by only twelve per cent. of the boys. A quarter of the girls mention such things as drunken
men, German prisoners, fierce looking men, and another twelve per cent. expatiating on more imaginary horrors - murder books, or films, ghosts, atrocity stories, haunted houses, churchyards at night, nightmares, - the only parallels to which among the boys are the nine per cent. who express themselves afraid of authority as represented by game-keepers and policemen and the fourteen per cent. whose fears take the abstract form of an interplanetary catastrophe, destruction, ghosts, quicksands, and great heights.

An interesting feature of the fears recorded by both sexes, and one to which we shall return, is the proportion who fear death and illness or violence. Of the girls, twenty-one per cent. mention death, drowning, suffocation, "injections and needles", and a further sixteen per cent. bombs, air-raids, burglary, accidents, fire, thunder and lightning. Of the boys, while only nine per cent. mention death and illness, twenty-one per cent. seem fearful of murder, air raids, being tortured to death, physical pain, and accidents like a car smash or a collapse bridge.

In fear arising in personal situations, again, the qualitative difference is marked, though the numbers reporting such fears are about ten per cent. of each group. The girls fear loneliness, "saying the wrong things" "going astray and doing wrong", "giving people the wrong impression of myself", the boys, such situations as "future unemployment" "not paying my way when I am older", bankruptcy, "making a bad show of anything", "doing people bad turns".

Much the same tendency is observable in the somewhat scanty evidence afforded by this enquiry of the content of the nocturnal
dreams of these adolescents. Among those who recorded the main things about which they dreamed, there were many more girls who recorded "nightmares", "Murders", "being chased by strange men" and so on: the boys report "the day's events", and adventure with greater frequency.²

The Boy. From the data provided by this questionnaire, and from other sources, we can piece together the lines of the general emotional development of boys and girls in their 'teens. We can see, too how, from the impact of the environment and increasing self-awareness, as well as from certain innate differences in the balance of the instinctive impulses, the characteristic aspects of masculinity and femininity are finally determined in the adult.

Greater aggressiveness both in the affairs of life and in sexual activities is sanctioned and expected in the male by society, even from the early years of childhood. Hence, any innate differences between the sexes in this respect, we should expect to find exaggerated by social pressures. The picture we have of development in the early 'teens in the boys of this group is one of increased aggressiveness tending to seek overflow at first in a general revolt against adults, in sport, and in the quest for more or less impersonal knowledge. In the early years of adolescence, the boy is, not uncommonly, untidy, dirty,

² Kirstins Children's Dreams Chapter V (London 1920) comments on the falling off, after fourteen, in fear dreams among the boys, an increase of the death element in the dreams of girls, an increase in dreams of bravery and adventure among the boys, and, in both sexes, an increase in references to school activities.
irresponsible, assertive, given to fisticuffs and roughness - a hooligan, in short, who disdains as unworthy and effeminate all attention to the niceties of civilised living. It is a phase which corresponds with the peak age for male delinquencies and with a marked impulse to form gangs which may unite under hair-raising names to terrorise a neighborhood.

To such gangs, the opposite sex is frequently as much an object of the chase as of purely sexual attractiveness. One little Camorra of my acquaintance prided itself upon the fine collection of girls' hair ribbons which it had acquired. Organised games - the rougher the better, frequently - provide another outlet for this gregariousness and pugnacity. The writer well remembers one adolescent Rugby enthusiast chanting to his approving comrades:

.......... O! let the hours be short,
      Till fields and blows and groans applaud our sport!
and:
      We must have bloody noses and cracked crowns,
      And pass them current too........

Slightly later in the development of the boy, gregariousness may become more socialised; attention becomes focussed on the self, but it is a self for many, in which the aggressive dominating elements are uppermost, as can be seen from the ideals which boys adopt and from their day-dreams. It would be rash to say that sexually motivated thoughts are absent. Few boys, indeed mention marriage and children, which are a constant theme with girls, or the idea of service to others; but sexual curiosity is probably strong quite early with many. In the early 'teens the sexuality of the boy, while it may prompt him to a general (and often carefully concealed) interest in girls, seems to be
predominantly auto-erotic. Self display and showing-off are frequently the first methods of approach followed by the rough horse play which accompanies the early flirtations. Early impulses to approach an individual girl, singled out from her fellows, may be inhibited by the fear of ridicule for a long time, and tenderness of devotion are late in developing.

The Girl. The emotional development of the girl, when it is studied in detail, is very different. At adolescence, as many girls as boys in the present survey, reported an increased tendency to rebellion against adults; but this aggressiveness is shown in emotional and social contexts very different from those of the boy. Aggressiveness in a girl is not fostered by society to anything like the extent that it is encouraged in a boy. Moreover, it seems to be associated in her development with increases in tender, protective feeling, and in a greater proneness to the inhibiting emotion of fear, in both of which innate sex differences are increased by social pressures.

Hence the assertiveness of the girl tends to take the form of answering back; and experience suggests that, whereas overt aggression is common with the boy, at home, at school, and among his comrades, the girl is more inclined to passive resistance, to sullenness and withdrawal. The writer well remembers one adolescent girl who, rather than carry out the suggestion that she should do some drawing, sat with a drawing board and paper on her knee for a whole afternoon, smiling when she was addressed but deaf to all urgings. The boys in the group thought her stupid: the other girls, whilst not imitating or appearing to

3 See Chapter II I
sympathise with her stand, shewed a mysterious understanding of her feelings.

So too the gregariousness of the girl seeks a different expression. Gangs of girls are far less common than gangs of boys. The tendency is for girls to form loose societies within which are pairs of close friends wrapped up in each other. The impact of such mixing with others is shewn, not so much by the desire to dominate by feats of prowess, but in an increased interest in the self as it strikes others in its more passive aspects - in what is worn, in manners, speech, behaviour - an interest in which ranks as the most compelling of all the interests of the girl at this stage of development (see Table III. Chapter V.) and probably, for many women, constitutes the major preoccupation of their lives.

This interest in the social aspects of the self has as a corollary a more intense scrutiny of the inner life which is doubtless fostered by the earlier maturity of the girl sexually and by a predominance in her psychological make-up of those impulses and emotions which react mainly upon the self, turning inwards rather than outwards - like fear, grief, self-submission and so on. These may be, and frequently are, accompanied by an introspectiveness which finds vent in the writing of diaries and in intimate confidences bestowed on friends and parents. Over half the girls as compared with little more than a quarter of the boys claimed, in the present investigation, to maintain a private diary; nearly three quarters of the girls, but only rather more than half of the boys felt the impulse to confide their most secret thoughts to an adult.
This evidence, reported in this Chapter from young adolescents coheres with that from delinquent and older groups. Burt\(^4\) as a result of his studies of delinquency, comes to the conclusion that the one well-established difference between the sexes is in the relative dominance of two major groups of instinctive impulses. He points out that the crimes committed by boys are those prompted by one or other of the aggressive impulses - anger, assertiveness, curiosity, acquisitiveness and the like. Hence boys are prone to crimes of violence, excessive fighting, burglary, wandering and so on. The girl, on the other hand, is more susceptible to the inhibitive impulses - fear, grief, sorrow, disgust, self-satisfaction and so on. She is therefore generally less prone to delinquency, and the faults she more frequently commits are lying and attempted suicide which spring from the inward turning impulses. Sex offences which are also more characteristic of girls tend to reach their maximum in later adolescence\(^5\) when physical maturity has been attained. Hence it follows that while the peak age for the detected delinquencies of boys is 13, the greatest number of detected female delinquencies occurs at the ages of 18 and 19\(^5\).

Olive Wheeler\(^6\) carries the matter a stage further. From her study of groups of students and workers, she concludes that, in the male, the impulses which tend to predominate are egotistic -

---

4 The Young Delinquent pp.491-2. Table pp.15-16.

5 Carr Saunders, Mannheim and Rhodes: Young Offenders pp.52 and Appendix pp.160-5 (Cambridge 1942)

6 The Adventure of Youth pp.75-6

"Variations in the Emotional Development of Normal Adolescents"

the desire to assert the self, to dominate and to achieve whereas, in the female it is those which have social reference which are in the ascendant. Such a suggestion is strikingly confirmed both by the analysis which she gives of the day dreams of her group and the similar tendency noted in the reveries recorded in this chapter from these younger children.

Sources of Conflict. It is into this system of emotionality that the powerful feelings associated with sex - which Burt finds usually falls among the aggressive impulses - have to be integrated at adolescence. For the boy the process seems relatively simple. The energy of the sexual impulses reinforces the egotistic aggressive trends. The desire to assert the self may be expressed in the attainment of economic independence which in turn makes marriage possible. The necessity of choice between marriage and a career rarely presents itself. The 'teens, for very many present a simple progress forward to the attainment of compatible goals. Friction is incidental but not inevitable; hence the boy is usually less moody, less inclined to introspection, less subtly aware of the movements of his own mind, less inclined to find recompense in absorbing day dreams than the girl. To the girl, in whom ambition has kindled, the conflict between sex and a career must soon present itself. In the early stages of adolescence it seems likely that the power of the sex instinct reinforces her weaker aggression; but quite early, the more narcissistic and self-regarding elements of her psychological make up prevail and she becomes more interested in herself as an object of love and admiration, as the quarry and not as the hunter. The conflict may begin quite soon between the social
emotions, which turn her thoughts to a home and babies, or to ideas of service to others, and her weaker egotistic impulses which might make her envious of the distinction open to the boy. The genesis of such a conflict is indeed seen clearly in those girls of the present group who choose masculine heroes, or dominating, rather than cherishing or sexually desirable, women. There is reason to surmise that this conflict is more pronounced in highly intelligent women to whom a professional career is open and may well explain the fact that, although there is no essential difference in average intellectual ability between the sexes, fewer women than men attain eminence in professional or public life.

**Fantasy, Dreams and Moods.** That for many children, and especially for girls, this transformation of the emotional life is not achieved without difficulty is shewn by the proportions who report increased fantasy, night dreaming and moodiness. Each of these is a way in which the deep-seated drives of the personality, entirely or partially thwarted in the daily life, find an outlet. The emotional tensions of the adolescent and the lack of developed techniques of redirection or sublimation of emotional dispositions inevitably produce frustrations and conflicts which can, temporarily at all events, find no other escape.

Day dreams, as was pointed out in Chapter II, are a form of play in which the demands of reality are for the time abrogated though perhaps not entirely forgotten. They may perform many functions: it is from day-dreams not too far removed from possibility that ambition and workable schemes for the future arise;

---

7 See Chapter VII. p.
art, too, is an embodied projection of fantasy. On the other hand they may provide a catharsis, or an indulgent respite from the narrow claims of the real here and now. It is only when the disproportion between desire and cold fact grows too great and the hold on reality slips, that danger arises.

Many of the desires which spring from instinctive sources are, however, incompatible in any form with waking fantasy. Jealousies of brothers and sisters, aggressive wishes against the parents, many sex thoughts to which shame has become attached are thrust into the deepest layers of the mind, inaccessible to consciousness. Such emerge only when conscious control is most deeply in abeyance as it is in sleep. Deepest of all, lie emotional complexes so incompatible with the standards of waking life that, if they emerge at all, even in dreams, they are so heavily disguised in symbols that they are hard for analysis to detect; or they fly, even in their dream form, beyond waking recall. The quickening emotional life in adolescence is apt to reanimate or reinforce such deeply repressed desires, wishes and fears. If they threaten to break through the barrier of repression, the mind reacts with anxiety or fear, which appears causeless since the cause is so deeply hidden. On the other hand an equally (apparently) causeless elation may be the reaction to some unconscious appeal to buried impulses of self-assertion. Such deeply repressed systems may provoke dreams which are forgotten on waking but which determine the mood of the succeeding day or they may be so well organized as to be almost a co-conscious personality which inspires apparently causeless
changes in the feeling tone from hour to hour. The somatic disturbances of adolescence, particularly glandular upset even when it is slight, the heightened susceptibility to the environment and the difficulties of adjustment which beset the period may unite to facilitate such disintegrative processes.

It is not therefore surprising to find large proportions of boys and girls reporting increased moodiness and fluctuations of emotional tone. With some the swings are mild; with others violent. In extreme cases we get the picture of cyclic insanity - of moods of acute melancholia followed by periods of elation, in both of which, all touch with reality is lost. Some boys and girls tend to project their unconsciously determined anxieties and fears (and sometimes their desires) on to the environment, seeking an object on which to discharge their feelings. Such perhaps is one of the explanations of the more or less irrational fears recorded earlier in this chapter - the girl reacting against her sexual urges by a fear of dark places at night, of molestation by German prisoners, or rough looking men, and the boy projecting his aggressiveness on to natural forces, interplanetary catastrophes, earthquakes and the like, which may direct their aggression against himself.

As adjustment to reality, and control of the emotional life, are gradually achieved, and as more and more legitimate outlets and redressions for the instinctive energies are found, fantasy, dreaming, and moodiness diminish. None of us however finds a

8 McCurdy The Psychology of Emotion. (London 1915)
completely satisfactory relationship to our environment; hence these three closely related activities continue throughout life, though the themes and the roots from which they spring vary. The high pitch of intensity which is not uncommon in adolescence, would be abnormal in maturity and would indicate some serious maladjustment; our assessment of the possible dangers to future stability in adolescent moodiness, of daydreaming must therefore be based upon a scrutiny of the provoking factors in the emotional life and in the external environment.

Wandering. The general intensification of the emotional life of which we have been speaking so far, may seek many other outlets or give rise to other characteristic moods in the adolescent. A glance at Table I. will show that high proportions both of boys and of girls report an increased interest in expeditions away from home. The roots of such a desire are obscure and many motives may combine; but it does not seem unlikely that there is a rudimentary migratory impulse which, with increasing physical power, experience and growing self-reliance, prompts the desire to get away from the familiar environment of home or street. Each weekend in the spring and summer sees pairs and clubs of young people seeking the "wild wood and the downs". Expeditions on cycles into the night, rambles in the country, explorations of remoter parts of the city, continuous and unceasing travel on buses, trams and underground railways, day-dreams of distant lands, visions of Chimborazo and Cotopaxi, - all these in their differing ways are symptoms of the same restless urge to seek

fresh woods and pastures new. This "locomotor restlessness" may ally itself with other impulses asserting themselves vigorously in the teens — with the desire for fierce physical activity which some shew, with sex, with an enlived curiosity, with the impulse to hunt, or with an acquisitive tendency seeking expression in a collection of photographs, fossils, butterflies, birds' eggs or wild flowers. One sixteen year old of my acquaintance went cycling in the long dark evening hours of the early part of the year to find solitude. Two others, pursuing dawning interests in natural science, a newly discovered delight in each other's company and the desire to test the limits of their own physical endurance set themselves the task of covering as much distance and seeking as much knowledge of wild life as they could in four days. They tramped 130 miles and on their return slept for over twenty-four hours. Others, in whom gregarious impulses are pronounced, enjoy the wide companionship of large camps or youth hostels.

Such excursions away from home, far from being hindered by motives of caution, should be encouraged. For, apart from the satisfaction which they give to powerful drives, they are part of the process of psychological weaning from the domination of the parents. The boy or girl who shews no desire to get away from the home and its cherishing supervision may be seeking to prolong the process of growing up, may be suffering from crippling conflicts or finding maladaptive satisfaction in a surrender to day-dreams.
Wandering or the desire to wander may however be prompted by other and more serious causes. Of Valentine's student group, forty per cent. of the men and thirty-five per cent. of the women confessed that they had at one time or another contemplated running away from home. The proportions in the present writer's younger group (Table II) are smaller but similar. The nature of the emotional state which prompts such thought is well revealed in the words of one of my own graduate students, who writes "In moment of extreme anger (with her mother) I thought of leaving home and made plans even to the extent of leaving a bitter farewell note. Practical details such as where I should go, how I should live were not considered......" Two American studies of adolescents who did actually run away from home indicated a heavy preponderance in both sexes (68 out of 76 cases) of those who gave reasons implying a desire to escape from unpleasant situations in the home and especially from conflict with father or mother.

Suicidal Thoughts. Overt conflicts with the environment are probably also the conscious reason for some of the suicidal thoughts of the adolescent since both running away and self destruction are not uncommonly thought of as a means of punishing an unsympathetic family or parent. "They'll be sorry when I'm dead" may lead to fantasies in which the funeral, the flowers,

10 "Adolescence and Some Problems of Youth Training"

11 Albert "Some Factors Related to Running Away among Adolescents'
Howe "Runaway Girls in New York"
the remorseful friends, relatives and parents are all pictured. We have seen too how frequent is the thought of death among the
fears, especially of adolescent girls. It seems strange, that
just when the capacity for enjoyment seems enhanced, the thought
of death should occur, sometimes as a fear that banishes sleep
lest the heart should stop beating, sometimes coupled with intense
experience, sometimes as an alluring experiment. The suggestion
has been made that the preoccupation with "worms and epitaphs"
is mysteriously connected with rapid growth, and, especially in
girls, with fantasies of pregnancy. 12 Flügel 13 argues that
where the thought of death leads to the contemplation of, or an
actual attempt at suicide, it is what he calls nemesisim, the
turning upon the self of aggressive impulses not permitted
expression against others, usually the parents. Moods of intense
depression such as are reported by more than sixty per cent. of
Valentine's students are perhaps obscurely motivated thus, though
the general threat by invigorated instinctive forces to the
barriers of repression built up in childhood may well be the
more general cause.

Threats of suicide and the contemplation of it are more
common than serious attempts. In Valentine's group, 14 although
about a third confessed to having contemplated suicide, only two
actual attempts were reported. Among serious attempts, Burt 15

12 Deutsch The Psychology of Women Vol. I. pp. 175-9 (New York 194
13 Man, Morals and Society pp. 81-3 (London 1945)
14 Ioc. cit. p. 58 and footnote.
15 op. cit. pp. 485 ff.
found that excess of grief was rarely a major cause; but the
desire to punish others, over pressure at school, homesickness
and, in the later 'teens, the pangs of despised love or of
jealousy may be potent motives. It is in the late 'teens too
that sporadic cases of 'folie à deux' occur, in which two young
people prevented by parents or circumstances from marrying, die
together. In others, the thought of death becomes fascinating
to the extent that experiments with ropes, shot guns, and the
like are carried out, sometimes with accidentally fatal results.

Such a fascination too may account for the delight which
the young find in the more gloomy and pessimistic verse of our
own and foreign literature. One small group of boys in a V1th
form for a time adopted De Vigny's 'Mort du Loup' as embodying
their final philosophy of life — a stoic resignation which could
only flower in an early death. We are told too that the publi-
cation of The Sorrows of Werther, of Artzibashev's Sanin and
Weininger's Sex and Character were each followed by a wave of
suicides among adolescents.

Mid-Adolescence a Climacteric? In this there seems to be
something of a crisis in the middle 'teens. In her study of
the moral conceptions of children, Eve Macaulay finds that
suicide is not mentioned as a crime before the age of eleven;
and, up to the age of fourteen, by not more than three per cent.
At the age of fifteen, the proportion of mentions rises abruptly

16 Spiel "Books in General" New Statesman and Nation, Feb.16th
17 Macaulay and Watkins "An Investigation into the Developmen-
of the Moral Conceptions of Children" Forum of Ed. Vol.IV
Nos. 1 and 2.
to twenty-three per cent, and at sixteen to thirty per cent, after which it declines until from nineteen onwards it is mentioned only by ten per cent. This agrees with the evidence presented by Hall who suggests that the "curve of despondency" reaches its peak at or just after fifteen.

There are other indications that at some time in the mid-teens there is a climacteric, after which some of the tumult in the emotional life subsides, leaving the way clear for more intellectualised developments in the mental life. After the age of 15-16 there is a marked decline in the number of male delinquents which suggests that the instinctive life is more fully in control. So too, in her research previously mentioned, Macaulay found that from 15-16 onwards "sins of the spirit"—selfishness, hypocrisy, moral and spiritual cowardice—begin to predominate over crimes of violence mentioned by her groups. She states too that, whereas from 14 to 16 there is a steadily increasing number of both sexes who, when asked whom they would most like to resemble, reply "I want to be like no one but myself"; this is a choice which disappears after the age of sixteen.

Austin, in her study of vocational ambitions of adolescents, draws attention to the anomalies shewn in the replies of her fifteen year olds which suggest that at this age they are finding life particularly difficult. The major peak for adolescent

religious conversion for boys was found by Starbuck\textsuperscript{20} to be about sixteen and for girls a little earlier.

The change in behaviour may be equally marked. The author and his colleagues were struck in running an experimental Youth College, with the improvement in steadiness of purpose, the diminution in aggressiveness, and the socialising of all the impulses shewn by the same boys and girls after sixteen compared with their excitability, lack of control, and crude emotionalism a year or two earlier – an observation confirmed incidentally by a headmaster of a similar school.\textsuperscript{21}

We may perhaps connect the change with maturation in intelligence which, for the average youth, reaches its limit of growth at sixteen or thereabouts. Emotional control depends upon an equilibrium between the restraining and directing power of the intelligence and the strength of the instinctive impulses. It is not, apparently, until the intellectual grasp is almost at its maximum that it is adequate to cope with the newly aroused desires of the adolescent, and the affective life can be disciplined to calmer and less extreme expressions. The point of rest and the age at which it is found, will depend upon the strength of the emotionality, the capacity of the intelligence, and the outlets and sublimations offered, as well as on the repressions enforced, by the environment.

\textsuperscript{20} The Psychology of Religion (New York 1903)

\textsuperscript{21} Fearnley Lane "In Praise of the Day Continuation School" Occupational Psychology Vol. XVII No. 2 1945.
Varieties in Behaviour. At the risk of repetition, it must be re-emphasised that wide generalisations about the emotional developments of adolescence are difficult and probably valueless if they are applied unmodified to individual boys and girls. As the evidence cited in this chapter suggests, there is a great range of variation both in the age at which developments take place, in the intensity of the emotions felt, and even whether certain developments occur at all. Some of this variation is a matter of individual constitution, some of it due to differing experiences and environmental stimulus, some of it, as we shall see in the next chapter, springs from difference in intellectual level. One thing however does seem to be certain: for most, the early teens for a variety of reasons, are a period of insecurity greater than is normally to be expected at any other stage in life.

It is this uncertainty both about the control of powerful feelings and over the way in which the new demands of life are to be met, which accounts for the instability of adolescent behaviour. Conduct at one time may shew curious regressions to patterns discarded in childhood and at others an unexpected maturity; abnormal aggressiveness, morose depressed withdrawal, arrogant self-assertion, elation, conceit, bumptiousness - in fact all those extremes of behaviour that indicate a spirit in ferment - may be expected as a part of development, without anticipating an enduringly serious disturbance. Such manifestations should be treated as signs that adjustment is proving difficult; and steps should be taken accordingly to reduce the strains and pressures to which the personality is reacting.
The trained observer, watching any group of young people will perceive evidence of such upsets. In one group, which came under the attention of the writer, more than a quarter shewed varieties of behaviour and conduct sufficiently extreme to be described, (at any other period of life) as neurotic. Among the boys for example there was a general physical restlessness; in some, this broke out into acts of apparently senseless violence against chairs or tables; in others in noisy, excitable roughness and 'monkey shines'. One boy was given to attracting attention by elaborate 'fits' in which he lay inert upon the floor or apparently lost the use of a limb. Another was obstinately sullen and monosyllabic even with his fellows; another so shy that he blushed whenever he was spoken to; in yet another the passing maladjustment took the form of an officious assigning to himself of hard physical jobs which he abandoned before they were completed. Among the girls, there were as many shewing behaviour difficulties. One was found in a small store room with the door locked, weeping bitterly because her particular friend had - only temporarily - joined forces with someone else. Another, who always slept between her parents and refused to go to sleep anywhere else, was dominated by strange superstitions and horrified the other girls by stories of attacks upon her by rats. A third did her best, by calculated impertinence alternating with sullen obstinacy or fierce and stormy outbreaks of temper, to occupy the centre of attention. Another delighted some and shocked others of her companions by tales of nocturnal adventures with soldiers - most of which were grossly exaggerate and by salacious remarks and snatches of song which she intended
adults to overhear. A fifth was so inordinately sensitive to the opinion of adults that her eyes filled with tears at the least breath of censure.

Instances of this kind could be multiplied from any group of boys and girls in their early 'teens. The problem arises as to what a responsible adult, teacher or youth leader, can do to ease the difficulties and upsets of such young people. Undoubtedly there are some in whom the disturbances are so profound that the skilled attention of a psychologist is essential either as a preventive or as a therapeutic measure. Most however can be helped to deal with their conflicts by a knowledge of the causes and by a manipulation of the environment so that it provides the needed outlet for emotion or a necessary framework of security whilst the crisis lasts.

In the last forty years there has been much research into the emotional development of children. From this it has emerged that defective or uncertain home discipline, parental dissention, lack of affection, overgreat attachment to one or other parent, doubt over parentage, unusually harsh treatment, marked physical, social or economic differences from companions - anything, in fact, 22

The important subject of the causation of problem and delinquent behaviour in children has been the subject of many investigations and nothing like a complete bibliography can be given here. The classic study in the field is that of Burt (The Young Delinquent) to which copious reference has been made. The following will also be found of interest: -

Healey Mental Conflicts and Misconduct. (Boston 1933)
Norwood East: The Adolescent Criminal. (Louis 1943)
Ackerson: Children's Behaviour Problems (Chicago 1942)
Williams: The Causes of Social Maladjustment in Children.

(Inst. of Iowa Studies in Child Psychology. No. XV. 1942)
which emphasises difference or contributes to a feeling of insecurity - are peculiarly liable to cause emotional difficulties in children. Where such conditions exist, they are likely to have their maximum effect at adolescence when they combine with other, less controllable, sources of difficulty to issue in delinquency, psychosis, or more or less serious psycho-neurotic disturbance. Hence it follows that amelioration of such conditions at the earliest stage will do much to forestall trouble later. As a positive measure we may emphasise here what is perhaps the cardinal need of the adolescent boy or girl - the need for the secure affection of a trusted adult and for acceptance by contemporaries. "Whatever you do, we like you; we are willing and anxious to understand your point of view, to give you the chance to achieve independence, to meet you on an equal footing, and to give you your share of attention. We prefer that you should act thus and thus; the result will be for the advantage of all of us; but whatever you choose to do, you are sure of our affection." - such an attitude, not of course expressed in so many words, but clearly manifest in the adults in the environment, will do much to diminish the anxieties and fears and conflicts of the growing youth until the techniques have been acquired which will protect the sensitive spirit from the casual blows of social life.
CHAPTER V.

THE MIND GROWS UP.

I. Intelligence and Specific Abilities.

General Intelligence. Although we have so far concentrated upon the emotional developments of adolescence, we should not fall into the error of under-rating the intellectual aspects of the mind. The emotions provide the springs of action, but the intellect adapts their crude energy to the business of social living. The desirable result of growing up would be a personality in which the emotions are under the control of the intelligence and in which the intelligence provides, for the emotional energies, outlets which are not merely satisfactory to the individual but of service to the community.

Intelligence has been defined by Burt as 'inborn, general, intellectual efficiency'¹ and by Victoria Hazlitt as "the problem solving organisation of mind"². Spearman, on the basis of his own and the researches of others, describes it as the ability to perceive the essential relationships between items of knowledge and to make use of those relationships to educe further correlative thoughts apposite to the matter in hand. For example, if we perceive the essential relation between "hat" and "head", it can be applied to find a word to complete the relation "glove - ?" Spearman demonstrated mathematically that this ability enters in greater or lesser degree into all conscious activities,

¹ The Subnormal Mind p.23 (Oxford 1937)
² Ability p. 24 (London 1926)
and, to avoid the inaccuracies and misconceptions surrounding the word intelligence, he called it 'g'.

**Innateness of Intelligence.** It is also generally agreed that this general factor, 'g' is innately determined a property of the nervous organisation, which, although disease may stunt its growth, is not a product of education, experience, knowledge or environmental influences. Throughout the first two decades of life, there is an increase or saturation in this general ability, which roughly keeps pace with physical age. During the few years after birth growth is very rapid until, at age 4, about a third of the maximum for the individual is reached. The rate of maturation seems to slow down somewhat after that but by the age of 11, about four-fifths of maximum capacity is attained. Thereafter the increments are much smaller; until, for all except the supernormal, growth in inborn capacity ceases in the mid 'teens at about 16.

**Intelligence Quotient.** For practical purposes it is possible, by a knowledge of the average capacity of children at various

---

3 The Nature of Intelligence and the Principles of Cognition, (London 1923)

4 A concise summary of the evidence in favour of the innateness of 'g' is given by Burt in his article "Ability and Income," (B.J.Ed.P. Vol. XIII, Pt.2, 1943) and the whole topic of Intelligence Testing is dealt with by Knight in his book Intelligence and Intelligence Testing, (London 1933)

5 C.A. Richardson and C.W. Stokes The Growth and Variability of Intelligence, p.30 (B.J.P. Monog. Suppt. No.18) See also Dearborn and Rothney Predicting the Child's Development (New York 1941); Jones and Hsai: "Differences in Mental Growth and Decline" J.Ed.P. Vol.XXIV. No. 3 1933.
stages of chronological development, to establish a mental scale. Such, in fact, is the basis of the well known Binet Tests and the many tests founded upon them. These contain a series of graded problems of increasing difficulty, all of them designed to evoke intelligent behaviour and assigned to the level at which 75 per cent. of children of that chronological age last birthday are able to solve them. Thus if a child can solve all the problems appropriate to his chronological age, his mental level is average for his years; if he solves those of an age level higher than his own, he is advanced; and if he is able to solve only those problems appropriate to a child younger than himself, he is retarded in intellectual development. The relationship between a child's mental age and his chronological age is frequently represented by a percentage ratio — the Intelligence Quotient or I.Q. arrived at by the formula:

\[
\text{Mental Age} \times \frac{100}{\text{Chronological Age}}
\]

Thus a mental ratio of 100 is average, of more than 100 above average and below 100 subaverage.

Commonsense confirms what research has shown, that there are wide variations in ability among children and adults. All men, at least in intellectual capacity, are not born equal. In fact, it seems that inborn intelligence is distributed in the population

6 Burt Mental and Scholastic Tests (London 1921). The method of measuring development by means of the Intelligence Quotient or Mental age from which it is derived has much against it from the mathematical and scientific viewpoints. It is however the method most generally in use and is effective for rough comparative and diagnostic purposes.
In a way very similar to height or many other biological characteristics— that is, there are a great many who fall round about the average and a much smaller number who are of a very high or very low capacity. Plotted as a curve, the frequencies with which the various intelligence quotients of an unselected sample of schoolchildren of a given chronological age occur, would produce a bell-shape familiar to statisticians as the "curve of error". Roughly three quarters would have intelligence quotients falling around the average of 100 I.Q. and between the limits of 1.085 and 1.0115; while, below 1.085 would be found rather more than 12 per cent. and above 115 rather less than 12 per cent. of the group.

It has been found too that the supernormal mature intellectually at a greater than average rate and the subnormal at a slower than average rate. This differential speed of development means that as time goes on, the differences in ability, apparent in early childhood, increase: but these different rates are such that, although there are a few exceptions, the intelligence quotient itself remains approximately constant. The effect of

\[ \text{The lower end of the curve is swollen by the small proportion whose intelligence has been affected by birth injury, cretinism and other pathological factors.} \]

\[ \text{There are some cases of variation in I.Q. which cannot be explained except on the assumption of individual anomalies of growth (vide, for example, Terman 'Genetic Studies of Genius' Vol. II pp.25 and Dearborn and Rothney 'Predicting the Child's Development' pp.230-7) and some conflicting evidence that there are sex differences in the rate of maturation. In the main, however, marked variations in I.Q. from age to age are ascribable to factors (emotional disturbances, lack of comparable testing material, specific environmental influences and the like) which are referable rather to weakness in the measure of intelligence than to any marked divergence from a reasonably predictable pattern of growth. Certain diseases like epilepsy may bring about progressive deterioration in the intelligence; and glandular disturbance may have an effect though the evidence is conflicting on this point.} \]
this is best illustrated by an example. A child who on his fifth birthday has an I.Q. of 115 - i.e., 15 per cent. higher than average, will have a mental age equal to that of the average child of 5 years 9 months. A child of the same chronological age but with an I.Q. of 85 will have a mental age of 4 years 3 months. Between these two children there is thus, a difference equivalent to eighteen months of mental growth. Ten years later when both reach the chronological age of fifteen, the brighter child will have a mental age of 17 years 3 months, and the duller of 12 years 9 months - a difference of 4½ years of mental growth. If we take a greater extreme and consider the difference at adolescence and later, between very high ability (say I.Q. 150 and above) and the borderline of mental defect (I.Q. 70) the range is even more striking and may be twelve mental years or more.

The Effects of Intelligence on Adjustment. These facts have an important bearing upon our subject. They serve to emphasise from another aspect the wide range of individual variation which will be found in any group of adolescents and the very differing levels on which their mental adjustments to life will be made. There is little or no correlation between mental and emotional development as such; but, in a thousand ways, intelligence modifies behaviour and influences environmental adjustment from birth. Much conduct, for example, depends upon the ability to learn desirable responses and many moral judgments are dependent upon a thorough understanding of all the factors in a given situation. Intelligent appraisal of a situation is frequently necessary before adequate steps can be taken either to achieve desired result or to compensate for failure or disappointment.
The turning aside of the energies of an instinctive drive into channels satisfactory to the individual and acceptable to the community, sublimation as it is called, will be accomplished very differently at different intellectual levels. Intelligence is in fact the moderator; happy adjustment will depend very largely upon the balance between intelligent control and the power of the emotionality.

The very dull — the mentally defective as they are commonly called — those whose intelligence quotient falls below 70, form a small proportion of our population (about 1–2 per cent.) They are now usually detected and made the subject of special educational provision for the educationally subnormal. It is the child whose intelligence is above this level but below the level for which normal teaching methods and syllabuses are designed and whose low ability renders some degree of educational backwardness inevitable, who may feel continued frustration, difficulty and lack of success in his schoolwork. It is not therefore surprising to find that three-quarters of delinquents are drawn, not principally from the mentally defective, but from the I.Q. range 70–95; nor is it strange to find among those whose progress in school has been markedly poor, a high proportion who show emotional disturbance in adult life.

The increased emotional tension of adolescence puts a greater strain on the adaptive power of the intelligence. An adequate sentiment of the self, the acquisition of moral

7 Burt The Young Delinquent, pp.234ff.
sentiments and their expression in conduct, the processes of integration and of control will all to a large extent depend upon intelligent discrimination. The fourteen year old with a mental age of less than twelve is more likely to find the new power of sexual appetites or of increased aggressiveness difficult to cope with satisfactorily, than is his more intelligent contemporary.

Vocationally too this lower than average level of ability must operate as a handicap. It has been found that where a job makes demands upon an individual which are beyond his mental powers, anxiety, revolt, excessive day-dreaming, or other symptoms may arise. An adolescent's conception of what will be demanded by his future job may be wildly inaccurate; he may simply view it as an escape from school where his limited ability has been a source of continual frustration; but unless wise guidance or rare good fortune direct him to something within his compass, discouragement, occupational drifting and unemployment may continue so long as to render him unemployable. Such consequences seem to be peculiarly characteristic of those whose failure to adapt to school was so marked as to lead them to truancy.

The possession of superior intelligence may also have its difficulties, particularly if it is not recognised by the school. Most children with an I.Q of 115 or higher have in the past been


sent to some form of secondary school, grammar or technical, at the age of 11 or a little later. In these more exacting surroundings their adjustment will depend upon how far they diverge from the general level of the more intelligent group in which they find themselves. If they are well below the general average (and cannot therefore fulfil the demands made upon them by parents or teachers,) they may become anxious, aggressive or delinquent. Every teacher in a grammar school has experience of boys or girls who adapt badly to the academic curriculum and whose behaviour especially between the ages of 13 and 16 is very difficult. 11 Not so easily identified are those adolescents who, finding the work beyond their capacity, react by quiescence masquerading as laziness or by absorbed reverie.

With the child of outstanding brilliance, the danger arises more from a lack of synchronization between intellectual, emotional and physical development. A bright boy or girl of thirteen may be physically and psychologically early in puberty and emotionally only on the level of a chronological contemporary; but high intelligence may have accelerated school progress so far, that form companions are two or even three years in advance in physical and social development. Such a disparity may well produce in the adolescent, quite unwarranted feelings of difference and inferiority - especially in boys' schools in which physical prowess is the surest way to the esteem of contemporaries.

11 See the Summary of researches on this point given by C.W. Valentine and W.G. Emmett "The Reliability of Examinations" Part II (London 1932.)
In general, it seems, difficulty is liable to arise whenever the individual differs markedly in intelligence from the rest of his group or when there are wide discrepancies between the three main fields of development, mental, physical and emotional. Such disparities can, of course, arise at almost any age, but they are more frequent and more likely to cause trouble at adolescence because individual differences are reaching their maximum and because the increasing awareness of change focusses attention on the self.

Special Abilities. The 'teens bring other developments in the cognitive field in addition to the slow maturing of general intelligence. Modern research indicates that there are abilities which are, to some extent, independent of general, all-round, capacity. Most of us are acquainted with extreme types; for example we are familiar with the kind of man or woman whose thoughts flow easily into words and the contrasting individual who, although just as intelligent, finds verbal expression difficult. Similarly there are those who are 'hopeless at figures' and others to whom numerical symbols are an easy instrument of thought. Success in any task it appears, depends upon the general or 'g' factor plus one or more of these 'group' factors, as they are called because they enter into one group of related activities and not into another. Among the group abilities so far identified by experiment are (i) verbal ability (v) which seems to consist of two sub-abilities, verbal-literary and verbal-linguistic (ii) number or arithmetic ability (n) which enters into all operations involving the manipulation of numerical symbols;
(iii) spatial perception (k) which is involved in making comparative judgments of areas and shapes, for example in dressmaking; (iv) manual dexterity which seems to be required by most operations requiring skilled use of the hands; (v) mechanical aptitude (m) called forth by the understanding and construction of mechanisms, and (vi) musical and artistic ability. It seems probable that there are other group abilities or "factors of the mind", not all of them purely cognitive and that into any task there enters also some factor or factors specific to it.

The degree in which any or all of these group abilities are possessed by an individual and the rate at which they mature shows wide variation. Most of them only become of importance, relative to general ability, in the 'teens. It is true that a few very exceptional children show marked talent in a specific direction in childhood and this is particularly the case with musical ability; most usually, however, such precocity is as much an expression of high general intelligence as of special gifts. With the majority of children, it seems that at the age of 8 - 9, general intelligence is over seven times as important in school progress as verbal ability, seventeen times as important as arithmetical ability and over twenty times as important as manual ability. Two years later, on the threshold of puberty,

A mass of research and discussion has developed round the important topic of group abilities. The reader is referred to such books as:—

Alexander: Intelligence Concrete and Abstract, B.J.Monog.
Suppt. No. XIX.
Burt: The Factors of the Mind, London 1940
Holzinger "Preliminary Report on the Spearman-Holzinger Unitary Traits Study" Reports No. 1 and 2 Psychometrica II 1937
Thurstone Primary Mental Abilities, Chicago 1939
the group abilities are becoming more important but general intelligence is still nearly four times as important as verbal ability, twelve times as important as arithmetical, and six times as important as manual ability. In early puberty, 12-13, the special abilities are more prominent, but general intelligence is still nearly three times as important as verbal ability, twice as important as arithmetical ability, and four and a half times as important as manual ability. During mid and late adolescence, the evidence suggests that it may be possible to distinguish mental types of a complex kind made up of constellations of capacities and emotionally toned dispositions. Vernon for example, identified scientific-mathematical, Arts or Humanistic, and practical types of ability among his University students, and traces of a literary-scientific division are reported by Shakespeare in his study of elementary school children.

Such abilities, and the comparative lateness with which they declare themselves, are obviously of great educational and vocational importance. It seems to suggest that 11 is too young an age at which to select children for education supposedly adapted to special abilities, since, by that age, they are hardly likely to have made themselves felt with certainty. In individual cases, too, the possession of a high or low degree of an important

ability, declaring itself in the 'teens may make difficulties. One may, for example, find a boy of considerable general ability who, because his verbal aptitude is low, meets with marked difficulty in the later stages of a grammar school career; or with a girl, with a flair for literary subjects, who finds mathematics intolerable. It sometimes happens that a special capacity is possessed in a marked degree without commensurate intelligence. Extreme cases of this are rare — the 'idiot savants', spectacular calculators or musicians who are otherwise mentally defective — but it is not so uncommon to find marked executive ability in say art or music in company with an intelligence no better than average. Where such an anomaly of capacity arises, frustration is not unlikely, especially in the vocational field. In a few cases, one or other of the special abilities of educational importance may be so markedly poor as to produce, for example, a specific retardation in an important field — reading, spelling, or arithmetic — at an early stage in the educational career. Such defects, if not quickly detected and met by special teaching methods, quickly become centres of emotional disturbance.

Interests. The cases which we have been citing so far are the exceptions; for most, adolescence brings a maturation both of the intelligence and of the special capacities, which runs side by side with growth in the emotional and physical spheres. The total effect of development is to bring about a great expansion

and differentiation in the field of interests, a complex resultant which cannot be ascribed to growth in one direction only, though the increments in intellectual power, absolutely small in themselves, are fundamental in determining the level at which the interests and capacities of the adolescent will function.

It seems that with about half or more of a normal group of children, intelligence develops in the 'teens to the stage at which there is a pronounced, even apparently sudden, increase in the ability to reason with the aid of symbols and in the understanding of abstract concepts. For example, at a mental age of six a typical child defines words like 'horse' or 'mother' only in terms of use - 'a horse runs or draws a cart' 'she minds the babies'; at a mental age of ten, the child will assign the object to its class or describe it: 'an animal', 'one who cooks our dinners' 'a lady'. It is not until a mental age of 14 that words like 'kindness' 'justice' or 'charity' can be defined and not until 15, that the average child can give the difference satisfactorily between such concepts as "pleasure" and "happiness", "poverty" and "misery", "evolution" and "revolution". Cole cites researches which shew that from eleven onwards there are steady increases in the capacity to understand allegories, parables, cartoons and double meanings generally. So too an increasing mastery of educational techniques, wider experience and growing

All these examples are taken from the London Revision of the Binet Scale. (Burt)

knowledge cause reasoning to be more used as an instrument of thought, though the absolute changes in power may be small. By fifteen, the adolescent of normal mental calibre or better, though he will have far to go — is equipped emotionally and intellectually, to lay the ground work of a more or less coherent integration of emotional dispositions, interests, spiritual values and experience on which to frame a mature personality.

II. Interests and the Formation of Character.

Some of the raw materials from which such a philosophy will be framed we have already discussed in Chapter IV. The two tables which follow carry the matter a stage further. Table III, is based upon the answers of the 196 adolescents described in Chapter IV, to a question which asked them to record increases or decreases in interest in a number of fields of activity since the age of 13. It gives a picture of the development in boys and girls of normal intellectual calibre in the early and middle 'teens. Table IV. is a composite presentation of data provided by Valentine\textsuperscript{18} and Wheeler\textsuperscript{19} derived from older groups of probably superior general ability. Between them they show something of the range and development of adolescent interests.

\textsuperscript{18} "Adolescence and some Problems of Youth Training"

\textsuperscript{19} The Adventure of Youth, pp. 56, 73-4 (London 1944)
### TABLE III.

Proportions of Adolescents of Average Intelligence Reporting Increases in Interest in Various Fields since the age of 13.

(196 Adolescent Boys and Girls aged 14 - 17.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Per Cent. Boys</th>
<th>Per Cent. Girls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature (wild flowers, scenery, gardening, animals, science, biology,</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>astronomy etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the lives of great men and women.</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>our own personal appearance (dress, hair, figure, face, carriage etc.)</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>86.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the impression which you make on others by:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Your personal appearance</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) The things you can do</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>53.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) The way in which you speak</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>53.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Your manners and behaviour.</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>going for expeditions away from your parents.</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>56.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sports, physical training, swimming, athletics, etc.</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>56.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>making things.</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion - have you become more or less sincere in your faith? Does it</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean more to you than it did?</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>38.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Things which older people do or say.</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members of the opposite sex.</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Boys. Per Cent.</th>
<th>Girls. Per Cent.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Activities, dancing, clubs, parties, societies, gangs etc.</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>79.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History, (Historical customs, personages, old buildings, furniture, social life.)</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poetry, (of any kind - in books, newspapers etc.)</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collecting things - photographs, letters, stamps, autographs</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What your own future is to be.</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>62.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books and Reading.</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>69.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politics and how the world is governed.</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travelling abroad.</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger Children and Babies.</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Things to Eat and Drink.</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV.

Proportions of Valentine's Student Groups and Wheeler's Student and Worker Groups reporting Increased Interest in Various Intellectual Fields in Adolescence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>73</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Valentine's groups specified as the "writing of poems", in Wheeler's only as increased interest in poetry. In Wheeler's groups reported as a favourite occupation or subject of study and no separate figures presented for the sexes.
The most marked feature of these tables is the way in which each records an intensification of interests in almost all the major fields - an intensification which, to judge by Table III, is shewn in the early 'teens by more girls than boys. In their several ways these tables shew how adolescence with its maturing of the intellectual and quickening of the emotional powers, opens the mind to a world of new experience.

Confirmatory evidence is supplied by Lancaster's analysis of 200 biographies. Of these, 120 shewed a craze for reading at adolescence; 109 became great lovers of nature; 58 wrote poetry; 58 shewed a great and sudden development of energy; 55 shewed great eagerness for school; 53 devoted themselves for a season to art or music; 53 became very religious; 46 developed scientific interests; 31 were passionately altruistic; 23 became idealists; 15 would reform society. Rothney making a study of American adolescent boys found that vigorous sports, group games, etc., are liked by more than 90 per cent.; between 70 and 80 per cent. enjoyed adventure films, reading magazines like 'Life' and 'Punch', telling and listening to jokes, reading scientific magazines, visiting museums, going to plays, and musical comedies, listening to murder and mystery stories; between 60 and 70 per cent. enjoy reading books on sport, playing cards, reading news summary magazines, arguing about many problems, reading mystery and adventure stories; rather more than half

20 cited by Hall *Youth* p. 147

like keeping live pets, arguing about politics, reading about local and foreign political situations, general science, reading book reviews; between 40 and 50 per cent. like dreaming and musing about the problems of life, reading books and articles about people, psychology, modern and classical novels, making collections of stamps, minerals etc., and debating; rather more than one third enjoy reading biographies, historical novels, reading poetry and going to Sunday School; a quarter or less like reading Shakespeare, histories of literature, religious books and papers, philosophic essays, writing poetry or composing music.

Physical Activity. In this material and that of Tables I & II it is possible to discern a number of tendencies which, although they may express themselves in different forms, appear to be characteristic of the development of adolescent interests. Marked in all groups is the great increase in the delight taken in physical activity, in exertion for its own sake - an expression of exuberance which affects no small proportion of girls as well as boys and is as much, if not more a characteristic of intellectuals as it is of the more nearly average in ability. We have already discussed this as an aspect of the intensification of aggressive and gregarious impulses which may find an outlet in team games. The opportunity which it offers for physical education and for social training, for the disciplining of pugnacity and assertiveness to the needs of the group, for the perfection of muscular co-ordinations and for the sheer "letting off of steam" is one which we neglect at our peril in education.
Yet it should not be thought that every adolescent boy or girl, all the time, needs exhausting physical exercise, compulsory games, the heartbreaking strain of competition with physical superiors. There is a complementary need for rest, for periods of physical idling, even for lounging in sheer creature comfort while the spent energies recuperate.

Reading. A similar burst of energy in the intellectual sphere is shown by many who develop a craze for reading or for academic study. Much of this fervid absorption in the printed word must be ascribed to the food which adventure stories, novels and romance provide for a quickening fantasy life; to some, reading is part of an omnivorous passion for knowledge, either in a particular field or as a foretaste of what the world has to offer; others seek in literature some crystallisation of their own vaguely conceived ideals; to yet others, books for the first time become consciously used as tools in the service of a widening intellectual grasp.

In this field sex differences, and differences between those of high and of low intelligence, are marked. Throughout adolescence, girls on the average read from 10 to 30 per cent. more than boys, a difference which continues into maturity though among intellectuals and in certain spheres of interest,

22 Jenkinson: "What do Boys and Girls Read"? p.172 (London 1940)
See also: Jordan Children's Reading Interests (Oxford 1926);
Terman and Lime: Children's Reading (New York 1931);
Gray and Munroe: The Reading Interests and Habits of Adults (New York 1929)

23 Gray and Munroe cit. sup. pp.21-3
gifted boys may equal or surpass girls of the same mental calibre. In the kind of books read, especially in early adolescence, the differences are even more pronounced, and show more clearly perhaps than anything else the differences in the strength of the various instinctive forces in the two sexes. These differences begin to become evident at about the age of nine when the boy turns to books of a more realistic nature from the fairy stories which continue to delight the girl. In the early teens the divergence grows wider. The interests of girls are principally concerned with fiction which portrays home life, home and school, and love. "Those authors popular with girls appeal largely to the following instincts: maternal, kindliness, attention to others, response to approval and scornful behaviour. With boys, books concerned with war and scouting, school and sports, and strenuous adventure which appeal to "instincts of mastery, fighting and love of sensory life for its own sake" are the most popular. It is only in the later teens that boys begin to develop an interest in romantic fiction and even then by no means universally; but increasing numbers of informational books - on hobbies, science and even current affairs - enter into the choices of the more intelligent. The following diagram based on the replies of 464 boys and 440 girls from Grammar schools, Intermediate and Technical Schools, and in the upper classes of what were then Elementary Schools, clerical and industrial workers, members of youth clubs and pre-service training units, bring out fairly clearly the critical nature of the

* See Table IV.
24 Terman and Limon cit. sup. p.68
25 Jordan cit. sup. pp.27-8
All the researches which have been made into adolescent reading tastes tend to the conclusion that by the age of 15 or 16, generalisations, such as could have been made in the years of childhood, are no longer possible; and much the same range and variety of interests is apparent in an adolescent group as among adults. Intellectual differences are shown in the numbers of books, magazines and newspapers read, and in the quality of the choices made. Whereas those whose intelligence is not of a high level tend to confine their reading to the poorer sort of trash, the brilliant boy or girl is more versatile in interest and, especially the boy, includes a far greater proportion and range of non-fiction. As one highly intelligent girl puts it, "At the age of 15, I was not a more omnivorous reader than I was previously, but the books I read were of higher standard.....The Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám gave me such pleasure that I learnt much of it by heart. Browning, Wordsworth, Tennyson, gave me great enjoyment."

At the other extreme are found those who may perhaps acquire more or less laboriously the techniques of "barking at print" sufficiently to scrape through school in a state of passive indifference or dislike. When school is left with a sigh of relief, this distaste reinforced by the disturbances of the early 'teens and perhaps by the attitude of a social group, results in the lapse of large numbers of boys and girls into semi- or even total illiteracy."

* See Chapter VI. pp........

26 Morgan: Young Citizen p.85 (Penguin 19 )
The Cinema. With such youths and even with adolescents of a more normal level of attainment, the cinema must be considered as a mental influence equally potent with the printed word. From the research of the Cinema Commission of Enquiry, it seems that film memories are apt to be more particular and less general than, for example, the memories left by the words of a teacher, and that this particularity remains characteristic of them over a period of at least twelve months.27 This suggests that film experiences are more vivid and striking than would be for example a verbal description of similar happenings - a matter of some importance when we consider the content of films in relation to adolescent inexperience. Even in this respect however, frequency of attendance may tend to blur the sharpness of memory; and increasing age seems to bring an increasingly critical approach, especially in the more intelligent, to the 'realities' of the screen.

Enquiries with English groups suggest that there is a small but steady rise in the numbers of regular attenders at the cinema throughout adolescence and a drop in the small proportions of those who never attend. It seems that between 10 and 20 per cent. of adolescents attend regularly twice a week, between 30 and 40 per cent. once a week and the remainder once a month or sometimes. Barely 2 per cent. never go. Among boys, attendance seems to be slightly more frequent than among girls and over twice as frequent among children of average and below average intelligence as am

27 Marchant: The Cinema in Education. p.47 (London 1925)
the more able grammar school children — though this may be because homework occupies much of the time of this latter group. There is evidence, too, which suggests that poorly adjusted children visit the films more frequently than normal healthily developing, boys and girls. 29

Against the films many charges are brought — that they cause delinquency, have an over stimulating effect upon the passions, or at least that they are bad for the eyes. It may be true that "for the most part they give us not art but a show," 30 that the morality offered is crude, that the "mass-produced film titillates what is bad and stupid in man; it ensures that dissatisfaction shall not burst into revolutionary action but shall fade away in dreams of a better world. It serves up in sugar coating what really needs combating." 31 It is however doubtful whether the content of most films is on a lower level than that of women's magazine stories, of the Victorian or modern 'penny dreadful', the Mediaeval ballad, or the ruck of popular drama of this or any preceding age. In the opinion of cautious investigators, 32 any

28 Jenkinson op. cit. pp. 94-6, 237-8
Spencer School Children and the Cinema L.C.C. 1932

29 Hardy "The Out of School Activities of Well-Adjusted and Poorly-Adjusted Elementary School Pupils" J.Ed.P. Vol. XXVI No. 6, 1935
Bannister and Hauken: "The Environment and the Child"
Carr-Saunders et al. loc cit p.93

30 Morgan: op.cit. p.95

31 Arnheim Film pp.170-8 (London 1933)

32 Burt Young Delinquent pp.143ff.
Spencer op.cit.
Ford: Children in the Cinema.
Miller E. article in Sight and Sound No. 20, p.132
connection between the Cinema and delinquency among adolescents is very indirect. An excessive passion for the cinema (which may itself indicate maladjustment) may lead to thefts of money to pay for entrance; false values and stimulating scenes may precipitate a crisis in those who temperamentally or otherwise are already disposed to antisocial conduct. On the other hand, the realistic presentation of retribution overtaking a wrong doer may, as one adolescent remarked, "teach you that crime doesn't pay."

This is not to say that the vivid realism of the cinema is entirely without effect. Other considerations suggest that the influence of films will be in proportion to the lack of experience of the viewer in the field with which they deal. To the adolescent boy or girl they are a source of fantasy material in the same way that novels and romances are. In their striking presentation of social techniques, of ways of behaving, of dress, hair style and so on they are a school in which the increasing self consciousness of adolescents dispose them the more willingly to learn. The elaborate Payne Fund studies of the effect of the cinema provide ample evidence, from the accounts written by adolescents themselves, of their influence. For example of 458 high school girls, 62 per cent. acknowledge that films have given them ideas on how to dress, beautify themselves or do their hair; and of the same group 33 per cent. admit that they tried to imitate the love technique of certain stars, sometimes with unfortunate results. Many, both children and adolescents, reported that their emotions had been aroused or stimulated by incidents seen on the screen, though the effect is usually short lived. For example 61 per cent. of the adolescents shewed, in their movie biographies,
a film had frightened or horrified them; 50 per cent. of girls and 26 per cent. of boys record that they have difficulty in controlling their crying in some films; and the investigators conclude that the emotions aroused by the portrayal of love and passion “particularly when experienced by adolescents.... are the most vivid form of emotional possession." "There is," they write "ample indication that many high school girls seek in such pictures a romantic love thrill, even though its setting be imaginative and vicarious. The repetition and accumulation of such experiences ... seem quite important in stimulating, nurturing and organizing love impulses and amorous feelings." 33

Somewhat similar results were obtained by the writer from a group of 52 English boys and girls all between the ages of 14½ and 16. Though the vague phrase "getting experience" occurred most frequently in answer to a question concerning the benefit derived from film going, one girl wrote that the films "teach you how to make love", another that she liked "to watch their technique", and another "they help one to learn the ways and means". Apart from this, however, one must not neglect the motive of escape, of leaving behind for a space, possibly drab or irksome home surroundings, of "rest", "change", "something to do" and "escape from boredom"; nor the mental attitude which underlies

33 Blumer: Movies and Conduct (New York 1933) p.31-33, p.44; pp.74-77, pp.93-9; p.103; p.107
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the remark "I prefer Musical Comedy because I like 'happy ever after' endings and want to forget the troubles of the world for a while." To some however, musical films feed nascent, though ill-formed and inarticulate, aesthetic interests. Such films, one girl writes, "make one realise that there is beauty in the world" and another states that she goes "for the joy of hearing some of the masterpieces from Handel or light opera parts."

It may be said perhaps that the films appeal to much the same field of interests as does literature of all kinds and are as likely to be harmful or beneficial in their effects. Where the adolescent is equipped with developed critical attitudes, has a background of knowledge and experience, and is emotionally stable, cinema going is unlikely to be excessive or harmful. It may in fact enlarge experience in a way which reading could never do. The danger lies in the fact that many films present to the inexperienced a set of values in which the stress is upon passive acceptance, upon crude sensationalism or upon ill-adaptive wishfulfilment and that, with the habit of reading literature of a good quality undeveloped, the screen may become the sole source of social, aesthetic and emotional training. But for most even this danger can be over-estimated. Hard reality instils an awareness of the gulf between the silver screen and the drab street. The principal criticism which may be brought against the commercial cinema is, not that it corrupts, but that too many films miss the chance of elevating and refining public taste.

Aesthetic Impulses. In most researches into adolescence there are signs - especially towards the second half of the 'teens - of the development of aesthetic impulses. We have commented on
this in connection with films. Table III shows that appreciable percentages, especially of girls, record increased interest in Music, in making things, and in poetry, and a similar but more pronounced tendency is shown in the figures of Table IV, in which more than half of the student groups and rather more than a third (more men than women interestingly enough) of the workers state that Music, Art and Poetry held increased interest for them in the 'teens.

The question of the psychological foundation of aesthetic emotions is a vexed one bedevilled, on the one hand, by the highly subjective, metaphysical nature of much current aesthetic theory, and on the other by the difficulty which surrounds controlled experimentation. The evidence given by Margaret Phillips\textsuperscript{34} suggests that experiences which would be recognised as aesthetic occur throughout life, correlated not so much with age as with the existence of surplus energy: as, however, the intelligence matures, it brings with it the ability to grasp more complex wholes. Adolescence, with its generally increased flow of emotional energy, and especially the latter half of the 'teens, is preeminently the time when emotion, intellect, and the desire to create, unite with interests in nature, poetry, music, visual art, drama and so on to give an increased intensity to all sensuous experiences. Thus may grow either a genuine aesthetic sentiment: or, possibly because of inadequate teaching or of frustrations in other directions, a pseudo-aesthetic one, which fiends in the jargon of this or that art, the means of self display.

\textsuperscript{34} The Education of the Emotions Chapter VII (London 1937)
an emotional refuge, or an outlet for the fantasy life. Experimental Learning. With most youths, the motivation and expression of such interests are complex, compounded of many impulses, intellectual and emotional. With one, a dawning interest in Nature may unite with a love of descriptive poetry and painting into a pantheism which finds food in the writings of the Lake poets and the English water colourists. In another, scientific interests may provoke the avid reading of technical books, whilst an enthusiasm for jazz exists side by side with a craze for grand opera. Yet others, with a true aesthetic rapture or from a passion to win praise, may for a season engage in the practice of an art or craft. In another, reading, a passion for collecting, a roused curiosity and the desire to achieve technical perfection in drawing or photography may unite in an amazing burst of productivity which leaves behind it a residual life-long delight in visual expression.

Many of such activities are mere evanescent crazes, especially in the early 'teens when they provide an outlet for temporary conflicts. To the more stable adult, the boy or girl seems to be developing a butterfly mind which settles permanently nowhere; but rapid swings of interest, sharp enthusiasms, are a good rather than a bad sign. Too few interests may indicate an arrest of development, a poverty in the mental life or a self-absorption which prevents the outward flow of intellect and emotion to the environment. Changes in the field of interests must be regarded in the light of experimental learning, as the trying on of mental garments, until one or more are found to fit the growing mind;
early specialisation of interest is apt to be intense and narrow, too strait a jacket which cramps the spirit. The ideal would seem to be an ample range for experiment coupled with the discipline of some liberally conceived normative demands in the educational field, a training in carrying through some projects to the end, however bitter, along with the chance to follow a fleeting fancy in many fields. The sad thing is that for many adolescents the normative demands of school have ceased at fourteen to be replaced by work which offers neither career nor vocation. The aroused interest in reading, in creative activity, in art, in nature, receiving neither stimulus from education, impetus from the environment, nor understanding from adults spends itself on sentimentality and sensationalism, on newspaper verse, romances and thrillers from back street shops, musical films of dubious aesthetic value, and crudities of taste in furniture, decorations, housebuilding and the like. It would be foolish to contend that the highest aesthetic and cultural development are open to the meanest intelligence; it is a council of despair and frustration to suggest that the stirrings of mentality in the ‘teens cannot be moulded by education and opportunity to form the basis of a rich popular culture.

A Point of View. The interests and crazes of which we have been speaking in this and the preceding chapter are of critical importance to development. Not only may they indicate the future vocation of the adolescent or provide him with the relaxations of leisure in future years, but they give the materials from which the youth will build a more or less conscient set of ideals, a moral and an ethical code. Very many think out
no very comprehensive philosophy; they are content merely to accept the morality and principles of the group to which they belong, to conform to convention absorbed from the environment. The first brief weakly shoots of idealism meet perhaps with mockery or rebuff and a half-hearted cynicism is the result. A few never reach the mental level necessary to grasp the abstract concepts of right and wrong, of justice, truth, loyalty, honesty and the like. In some rare spirits the struggle and the mental torment begin early and continue long; reforming zeal, impulses of altruism, a desire for the abstract good of the human race may blaze into a fierce dedication to a cause, a dedication which may be vexed with storms of doubt and feelings of utter unworthiness, or curiously alloyed with selfish ambition.

Religion. Not uncommonly this awakening to spiritual values takes the form of increased interest in religion; in some the typical phenomena of dramatic conversion may take place. Forty or fifty years ago this might have been considered the typical development but in the last decades, religion as an interpretation of life has been accepted by a steadily decreasing proportion of people; nor has materialism or rationalism replaced it as a positive creed and our age may be described as one of unbelief rather than of disbelief. This decay of religion inevitably has its effect upon the adolescent. The mechanistic materialism of science deprives the modern youth of a sense of personal importance in the scheme of things; but his ego is none the less rebellious against personal extinction. "Modern man" writes C.G. Jung.36

35 Durant The Problem of Leisure p.16 (London 1938)

36 Psychology and Religion p.59 (Yale Univ. Press 1938)
"Protestant or not, has lost the protection of the ecclesiastical walls carefully erected and reinforced since Roman days, and on account of that loss has approached the zone of world destroying and world creating fire." It is perhaps to the existence of this void that we may attribute the readiness of youth to follow authoritarian political doctrines of the extreme left or extreme right. The only alternative seems to be the development of a personal religion, inside or outside the established creeds, an ethical code, and whatever explanation of life the individual can devise and accept emotionally. Such a spiritual evolution is likely to be more difficult than political or religious conversion; but its effects may well be more lasting and at least equally valuable.

A reference to Table III will show that, even in the comparatively early 'teens, over one third of the group of normal adolescents record an intensification of their interest in religion and that forty percent of boys and a quarter of the girls note a rising interest in politics. In the more mature groups represented in Table IV, the proportions who claim to have had religious experience are much higher, except among the male workers, in whom, possibly, though no evidence is provided, politics took its place. It may be as Hall contends, that "religion will always hold as prominent a place in woman's life as politics does in man's, and adolescence is still more its seed time with girls than with boys."

As in other things, religious or political conversion takes an immense variety of forms. To a few, conversion comes as a
thunderclap, followed by an exaggerated introspection and ritualism. "I endured mental torture for a year due to introspection, making long lists of my sins and a conviction of my worthlessness," writes one girl. Others comment on a slow growth or intensification of interest in the late 'teens. With some, usually the more intellectual, religion or politics is merely the form taken by vaguely formulated but sincere humanitarian ideals; with others it is an intensely personal experience finding expression in "brooding, depression... weeping, reading the Holy Scriptures and self inflicted tortures." In yet others the approach may be primarily aesthetic, even in a sort, mystical - the music, ritual and solemnity of the church may arouse an emotion never previously felt.

Whether conversion be sudden, or slow, religious, ethical, social political or aesthetic, preceded or succeeded by a crisis of doubt, self-distrust or despair, whether it be superficial and transitory or deep and lasting, will depend upon biological and cultural factors, upon intelligence, emotionality, life experience and the formative influences operative at the time. It is however safe to say that few escape some quickening of the spiritual life.

In his study of religious conversion in the early years of this century, Starbuck found that the great majority took place between the ages of 12 and 25 with peaks at 12, 16 and 19.

38 Hollingworth The Psychology of the Adolescent, p.183 (London 1914)

39 The Psychology of Religion, p.41 (London 1914)
The average age for "spontaneous awakening", "a new life given to old beliefs, a new sense for God, a sudden delight in prayer" was about 14 for girls and about two years later for boys. Slightly later but undoubtedly connected with this phenomenon is the opposing one of doubt. A research of Barnes showed that for boys there is an early wave of doubt (probably stemming from the increased aggressiveness on which we commented in Chapter IV) culminating at 14 or 15 followed by two or three years of comparative calm, and Starbuck's data confirmed by Fritsch and Hetzer's study of adolescent diaries, demonstrate an even greater wave of doubt at or just before 13. For women the incidence of doubt, as that of conversion, is about two years earlier than for men.

The incidence and the intensity of adolescent conversion and religious fervour have been ascribed to the increasing power of the sex drive - as indeed has all religious emotion. But, as Thouless argues, it would be a mistake to attribute the awakening spiritual fervour of the adolescent solely to a sublimation of sexuality. Altruism and the change from the ego-centricity of childhood, a desire to escape from the, at times, overwhelming aggressiveness of the early 'teens, "the weight of too much liberty", the influence of persons in the environment, may all contribute. And, without the development of the intelligence at least to the point at which abstract concepts become possible
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and a train of reasoning can be followed to its conclusion, and without an intellectual sense of remoter ends, the problem of religion and of a person philosophy will not arise.

An Interpretive Principle. This discussion of the intellectual developments of adolescence may perhaps be concluded by an attempt to formulate an interpretive principle. We have already seen that in the teens the intelligence reaches nearly to its maximum and at the same time special capacities and aptitudes declare themselves decisively. This puts at the disposal of the emotional life an intellectual instrument as good as it is likely to be.

The development of aesthetic, altruistic, religious or intellectual interests will be dependent upon the power of the intelligence and the constellation of special abilities; the strength with which they are felt, upon the level of general emotionality; and the form which they take, upon education, environment and other social pressures. Many adolescents expect from religion, or philosophy, or political faith, a solution of their own personal conflicts; for them, the moral and spiritual demands and the restrictions embodied in the church or in an authoritarian political creed, represent the institutionalisation of early parental authority, and forms, as it were, a half way stage in emancipation from the parents. Others project their conflicts into the domains of philosophic discussion or find refuge in absorption in music, painting, poetry, the study of nature, or the pursuit of science. In some the aggressive tendencies are so powerful, and the emancipation from parental influences so difficult, that, for a time, there is a belligerent atheism, an
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energetic denial of values, which produces a painful but usually 
shortlived cynicism. A classic example of such development is 
that of Shelley, but his "Necessity of Atheism" could be 
paralleled in many a school-boy essay. Such a phase, it seems, 
is commoner in boys than in girls.44

McDougall 45 has shewn that on instinctive bases and as a 
result of incorporating influences from the environment, emotion­
ally toned systems of ideas are built up throughout life. The 
maturation of intelligence in the teens means that for the first 
time, many abstractions can be comprehended and incorporated 
- ideals of justice, truth, loyalty, unselfishness, morality, 
ethics - and the complex ideas which are essential to the develop­
ment of adequate sentiments for religion, art, politics, and so on come within the mental grasp. The relatively intense emotion­
al activity of the period, the coincidence of puberty and the 
years which follow it, with important changes imminent or actual, 
in the individual's life, unite to sensitise the mind as never 
before to all kinds of environmental influences. The turning 
outwards of the mental life from the dependent ego-centricty of 
childhood to the more maturely interdependent social orientation 
of the developed adult, gives a new direction to the old sentime 
and forms the foundation for new. One may say that adolescence 
is pre-eminently the period in the life span when the whole 
character of the individual takes on a shape which may be late 
modified, but never radically changed. The formation of

44 Wheeler op.cit. p.75

45 McDougall. Introduction to Social Psychology, 
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character depends upon the formation of sentiments; strength of
color depends upon their integration into a hierarchy under
the dominance of an adequate master sentiment of the self. In
these malleable years, the boy and girl have to find their level
in relation to others, and have somehow to reconcile conflicting
aspects of their nature into a harmonious union.

Freud has pointed to the effects both on action and on
thinking of emotional dispositions which, because of their incompati­
bility with the ideals of the conscious life, have become
repressed, thrust down into the unconscious mind and inaccessible
to introspection. Some desires must be repressed; but by
adequate training and guidance, by offering opportunities for the
redirection of the instinctive forces which prompt them, they need
not breed pestilence in the unconscious. If urgent, unsatisfied
needs remain in the youth, or conflicts are left unresolved,
energy is absorbed which might be applied to the business of
living. Where this is extreme, we get the exhaustion states of
neurasthenia; but even in a mild form, frustration and conflict
thwart the growth of character, warping the sentiments and
perhaps preventing the growth of the most worth-while.

The aim of education — and in this home, school and society
each has a part to play — must be to provide, through books, music,
and art, through vital experience, and the example of fine personal­
alties, and through the satisfaction of fundamental needs, the
materials and the necessary conditions for the growth of the most
comprehensive sentiments of which the growing boy or girl is
capable. No society can afford to be indifferent to the fact
that any group or organisation which makes the youth feel himself
necessary to others is in a peculiarly strong position to
influence his growth and, through the sentiment it inspires,
permanently to shape his outlook on life. The cultural unity
of the primitive tribe allowed the one initiation and indoctrina-
tion of the public ceremonial. Certainly until the middle
nineteenth century — even for many today — institutionalised
religion offered a framework within which to formulate a more
or less personal philosophy. Scientific materialism, the shock
of two major wars in a generation, and the chaos of values,
virtues and morals which we see about us now, make the quest for
a satisfying point of view free of doubts exceedingly difficult.
Literature, radio, personal precept and example, the Cinema, the
Churches, offer discordant values. Education should not impose
a code, however well chosen, but offer techniques and guiding
principles and provide a breathing space for experiment. Thus
each boy and girl according to their needs and abilities, may
select the materials from which to build a satisfying and personal
interpretation of life, moral, ethical, or religious.
CHAPTER VI.

LEARNING TO LIVE.

I. Has Popular Education Failed?

Illiteracy. More than fifty years of free, universal and compulsory education, although they have achieved much, have not succeeded in making us an educated and cultured nation. On the basis of studies carried out before the recent war, Burt estimated that at the age of sixteen one per cent. of all boys and girls are illiterate - that is unable to make any use whatever of reading and writing; and that a further ten per cent. are semi-literate - that is unable to write an intelligible letter or to read more than the headlines of the simpler newspapers. Between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five, the proportions increase to between one and a half and two per cent. illiterate and fifteen to twenty per cent. semi-illiterate. The upheaval of the recent war is not likely to have lessened these numbers. In 1943 the present writer tested a representative group of 135 boys and girls all of whom had left elementary schools within the previous year or two and all of whom were normal or dull normal in intelligence. They were, in fact, representative of about two thirds of our population. Of this group half were educationally backward all round. In the fundamental processes of arithmetic, they were retarded on the average one educational year in addition, two in subtraction, and more than three in

1 "The Education of Illiterate Adults" B.J.Ed.P. Vol.XV.Pt.1.1945
Multiplication and Division. From a simple piece of concrete
description, more than half the group was unable to gather five
out of fifteen salient facts. Words like "gutted" and
"consumption", phrases such as "starting off on the wrong foot"
and the least trace of irony, however obvious, were beyond the
comprehension and outside the experience of any but the brightest.

Educational Interests. Inevitably such a poor grasp of the
essentials of education will hinder developments in other fields.
Table V shows the results of an enquiry with a very similar
group of 45 boys and 90 girls, all of them aged between fourteen
and sixteen and all products of elementary schools. Each was
asked to indicate his or her attitude to a number of "subjects"
such as might be included in the curriculum of a Day Continuation
School or Youth College. Within this somewhat limited field of
topics, there is little unanimity of interests. There is no
subject liked "very much" or "quite well" by two thirds of the
boys, and only four (cookery, dancing, music and typing) by two
thirds of the girls; and there is little or no overlap between
the sexes. The figures in the fourth column which show the
proportions of the group who dislike the twenty-eight activities
offered are a shrewd index of the failure of education to make
an appeal to such youth.

3 "The Educational Interests of a Group of Young Industrial
Workers," B. J. Ed. Vol. XV. Pt. 3. 1945
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Liked very much</th>
<th>Liked quite well</th>
<th>Would join in</th>
<th>Disliked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.  G.</td>
<td>B.  G.</td>
<td>B.  G.</td>
<td>B.  G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cookery.</strong></td>
<td>0  53</td>
<td>0  24</td>
<td>0  12</td>
<td>100 10^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Needlework and Dressmaking.</strong></td>
<td>0  34</td>
<td>0  29</td>
<td>0  16</td>
<td>100 21^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Embroidery.</strong></td>
<td>0  19</td>
<td>0  29</td>
<td>0  26</td>
<td>100 26^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art (that is design, painting, painting china, modelling, etc.)</strong></td>
<td>0  11</td>
<td>15  14</td>
<td>11  21</td>
<td>73 53^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dancing - of all kinds.</strong></td>
<td>20  71</td>
<td>2  19</td>
<td>4  3</td>
<td>73 7^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keep-fit - rhythmic exercises and games.</strong></td>
<td>20  30</td>
<td>23  19</td>
<td>4  16</td>
<td>47 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dramatics (reading and acting plays, making costumes, props, etc)</strong></td>
<td>0  11</td>
<td>0  13</td>
<td>7  32</td>
<td>93 43^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Making and Working a Puppet Theatre.</strong></td>
<td>0  2</td>
<td>2  4</td>
<td>11  20</td>
<td>87 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Producing a Newspaper or Magazine.</strong></td>
<td>2  0</td>
<td>7  10</td>
<td>7  17</td>
<td>84 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Home Craft and Household Science</strong> (electrical gadgets, gas and other fuels, laundry work etc)</td>
<td>4  1</td>
<td>7  10</td>
<td>16  20</td>
<td>73 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discussion Circle on any topic of interest (e.g. films, wireless etc.)</strong></td>
<td>7  1</td>
<td>11  8</td>
<td>20  22</td>
<td>62 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Music - from swing to classics.</strong></td>
<td>4  38</td>
<td>7  29</td>
<td>13  18</td>
<td>76 16^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning about living creatures, especially ourselves.</strong></td>
<td>7  2</td>
<td>7  7</td>
<td>9  14</td>
<td>78 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shorthand.</strong></td>
<td>7  2</td>
<td>44  21</td>
<td>4  9</td>
<td>91 26^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Typing.</strong></td>
<td>2  54</td>
<td>4  14</td>
<td>4  9</td>
<td>89 22^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First-Aid, Home Nursing etc.</strong></td>
<td>2  22</td>
<td>0  30</td>
<td>4  23</td>
<td>93 24^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hygiene.</strong></td>
<td>0  14</td>
<td>0  8</td>
<td>9  26</td>
<td>91 52^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Handicrafts of various kinds, woodwork, metal work, rug-making, leather-work and so on.</strong></td>
<td>44  11</td>
<td>18  24</td>
<td>9  17</td>
<td>29 48^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workshop Drawing.</strong></td>
<td>22  0</td>
<td>24  0</td>
<td>22  8</td>
<td>31 92^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The use of Workshop Tools.</strong></td>
<td>27  1</td>
<td>36  0</td>
<td>18  6</td>
<td>20 93^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Studying various mechanisms, (petrol, steam, oil, etc.)</strong></td>
<td>47  1</td>
<td>11  0</td>
<td>16  6</td>
<td>27 93^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reading and Discussing any books brought by members.</strong></td>
<td>7  1</td>
<td>4  10</td>
<td>7  27</td>
<td>82 62^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Workshop Calculations.</strong></td>
<td>33  0</td>
<td>24  0</td>
<td>20  6</td>
<td>22 94^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Arithmetic.</strong></td>
<td>24  2</td>
<td>27  9</td>
<td>18  21</td>
<td>31 68^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Letter Writing.</strong></td>
<td>0  9</td>
<td>11  22</td>
<td>16  19</td>
<td>73 50^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education.</strong></td>
<td>4  17</td>
<td>7  17</td>
<td>13  18</td>
<td>76 49^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Study of Local Conditions (industry, housing, government, etc.)</strong></td>
<td>4  2</td>
<td>9  0</td>
<td>13  18</td>
<td>73 80^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modern History.</strong></td>
<td>2  2</td>
<td>20  7</td>
<td>9  11</td>
<td>69 80^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^2 Inter-sex differences of 23 per cent. or more are 2.5 times S.E. of difference.
The table brings out strikingly the practical and non-verbal nature of the preferences of both girls and boys of this particular intellectual and educational background. In the boys' list there is no subject into which verbal mastery enters to any great extent though the characteristic sex preferences for number and mechanical things are much in evidence. In the girls' list, though in view of the known verbal superiority of girls one might have expected differently, there is a similar predominance of practical, non-verbal, activities. The only subjects which could be said to have a marked verbal bias are two of a vocational nature - Typing and Shorthand - in which manual and perceptual skills are paramount, and Dramatics, which relies for its appeal, not perhaps primarily upon its verbal element, but upon impulses of display and identification with adult characters.

If those subjects which are disliked by fifty per cent. or more of each group are examined, two other tendencies are discernible. There seems to be a disinclination to take up those activities which are unfamiliar to the average elementary school child (for example Nos. 8, 9, and 11). In part at least, this confirms the observation of Wray and Ferguson who comment upon the aversion shown by the average adolescent worker to live thinking. In part, it may be a fear of the new and of failing in the attempt, for, if any characteristic is outstanding in the make-up of such children as these, it is their poor educational morals. The second tendency is a distaste for those subjects

4 A Day Continuation School at Work, p. 15 (Longmans 1920).
in the elementary school curriculum in which they have had little demonstrable success (for example Nos. 4, 13, 25, and 27). The entire absence from the boys' list and the scanty representation in the girls' of any subject of aesthetic appeal is striking, and there is in neither, any indication that social or political awareness has been aroused at school.

These facts are a severe indictment of education as it has been conceived so far - at least in our elementary schools. On the basis of the figures given at the beginning of this chapter it seems that there cannot be less than two and a quarter million illiterate and semi-literate adults in our population at present. That there are more is probable since, among weak readers who are not technically semi-literate, there may be a gap of as much as two or more educational years between their ability to translate printed symbols into spoken words and their power to understand what they laboriously construe.

Two Races of Men. More serious even than this, socially and politically, are the signs that in our society two races of men are growing up - a dwindling few to whom words, spoken or written, are the instruments of thought, and who hold discourse still to be "man's noblest attribute," and an increasing many who can be appealed to only through the eye. The immense popularity of magazines with the maximum of pictures and the minimum of letter press, the circulation of "newspapers" which consist of photographs and comic strips with a medium of potted comment, and the figure

5 Burt, loc.cit. sup.

6 Wall, 'Reading Backwardness among Army Men,' Pts. 1 & 2.
B.J.Ed.F. Vol.XV.Pts.1; Vol.XVI. Pts.3.
of eighteen and a half million attendances weekly at the cinema are evidence that

......prose and verse, sunk into disrepute
must inquity a dumb art that best can suit
The taste of this once intellectual land."

Nor can it be said that among a large proportion of those educated in our secondary grammar schools is the spirit of informed curiosity alive. How many of these will admit quite frankly that they "had enough of that at school" when the higher pleasures of the mind come under discussion?

Causes. Backwardness in the tool subjects of education has been the subject of considerable investigation, in recent years. Children whose intelligence quotient is below 85, more or less inevitably, have a lower standard of achievement than the average, though with adequate teaching methods suited to their more limited ability, all but the dullest can achieve a useable standard of literacy. Defective powers of visual or auditory analysis, specific defects in imagery - for example, the boy who cannot visualise words or who cannot "hear" sounds in his mind - and weakness in short or long term recall, can, if undetected and not met by special remedial training, hamper or prevent the acquisition of the three "R's". So too, defective vision, hearing or speech, weakness in neuromuscular control, poor physical tone, irregular attendance at school, in fact any hindrance or handicap, especially in the critical early years, may operate singly or in combination, as a contributory or more rarely as a primary cause.7

7 Burt, The Backward Child.
Schonell Backwardness In the Basic Subjects. (London 1942)
Emotional Difficulties. We have already discussed the close connection between emotional difficulties and educational failure; and there seems to be no reason to doubt that temperamental defects are in some cases the cause of backwardness and distaste for school. In others, a failure in the early stages of learning to read may give rise to a persistent emotional disturbance, the results of which react upon school progress in a cumulative way and carry over into adult life not merely as poor educational morale but as a gesture of despair and self-distrust which eventually develops into neurosis. The present writer found that a group of one hundred illiterate and semi-literate adults, nearly two thirds were suffering from disturbances in their emotional life which would be called neurotic. Whether because of this or because of the mere rusting of basic skills, the backward school child tends to become the more backward adolescent and the still more backward adult; as time wears on the gap between potentiality as represented by intelligence, and educational achievement increases, especially in those whose abilities are lowest.

Dislike for School. These are the most serious cases, most of whom, even when their special handicaps are met by specially devised methods, will not achieve more than a limited mastery of verbal and arithmetic tools. But for many children whose attainment reaches a satisfactory level without special assistance, it seems that school holds no compelling attraction in the 'teens.

8 Reading Backwardness etc. cit., sup.
Questioning elementary school leavers in East London, King found that nearly three quarters of them had no further use for school at all. Only half of a group of 323 men all educationally normal questioned by the present writer stated that they looked back on school with any pleasure; seventeen per cent. had actively disliked it and another third had been indifferent. Some of this distaste is due to the prolongation of childhood status, appropriate perhaps in earlier years, into the 'teens, some of it to a lack of reality and satisfaction in the curricula; much of it to the mistake of presenting material prematurely to the boy or girl. This last, though a grievous mistake, has been excusable when the school life ended at fourteen; but Shakespeare or Shelley thrust in raw or never mood down unwilling threats teaches nothing but disgust, bewilderment and failure. The crises in the instinctive life of the early 'teens also, for which few of our schools have made allowances, and the complete failure of most of our curricula to provide emotional education, must bear no small part of the blame.

The Community. We cannot however lay the responsibility entirely upon the schools. Undoubtedly very many of them have been isolated from the life of the community, playing little part in it, and with their eyes fixed rather upon the past than upon the present or the future. But there is much justice in the criticism that "the community which they enter is often unworthy of the young people who may come from a soundly run school with

10 unpublished material.
high aims and a reasonably satisfactory attitude towards work, and find themselves in adult groups where the main aim among the unambitious is to get out of as much work as possible and among the more ambitious 'to get on in the world' the criterion of success being the amount of earnings." These are but aspects of a self-perpetuating vicious circle. School and community interact. If the school can offer no sincere conception of the good life which should be led, it is unlikely to arise spontaneously in the majority when school is left behind. On the other hand, it is difficult for the schools to offer a coherent set of values set over against a world in chaos. 11

II. Education for the Adolescent and the 1944 Act.

The Effects of the War. Society has been slow to recognise the folly of ceasing educational provision in the early formative years of adolescence. The first few years of the recent war, however, with their heightened tension, disruption of home life, and high wages for juveniles in industry, throw a sharper light upon the problems presented by boys and girls in their 'teens, and the public conscience awoke to the fact that a generation might be cast away before our eyes. The war however merely intensified symptoms which were obvious to the discerning in between the wars, speeding up a disruptive process which, if allowed to continue, must inevitably mean that at least half our community will arrive at the age of suffrage insufficiently literate to grasp even the simpler issues involved.

The Youth Movement. One result of the stirring of a social conscience has been a great expansion in the organisations which provide leisure occupations for adolescents and the change of emphasis from merely preventive to constructive activities.

It is estimated that in 1939 in Nottinghamshire, less than 15 per cent. of boys and girls between the ages of 14 and 18 were members of youth organisations. By 1942 these figures had risen to 46 per cent. of boys and 17 per cent. of girls; and in 1944 the proportions had reached 52 per cent. of boys and 46 per cent. of girls. Much of this increase, doubtless, is due to enrolment in pre-service units of one kind or another and the compelling motive which this represents has largely passed with the return of peace. We may expect that, even with the most favourable conditions, the membership of all kinds of voluntary youth organisations will not exceed 60 per cent. of the 14-18 age group and will probably be less.

The value of a good club to the development of boys or girls cannot be overestimated. It gives the opportunity for largely unsupervised activities and should throw the onus of organisation, government and responsibility on to the adolescent. It offers the chance for informal education, providing a wider back-ground than the home can give, and a less formal one than most schools. With all these and other advantages, the club can yet be only an auxiliary in the education of the growing

12 Barnes Youth Service in an English County. King George's Jubilee Trust 1949.

13 This agrees with Kitchen's estimate of the proportions of adolescents who would voluntarily join in spare time educational activities, see "From Learning to Earning" p. 42.
youth. It is neither just nor practical to expect the efforts of club leaders and young people themselves to provide in meagre leisure time all the training that is critical a period of development demands.

School leaving. Prior to 1939, three quarters of our boys and girls left full time education at the age of 14 to enter shops, offices and factories in the dawning years of adolescence. Of the remainder, about half—and those the best favoured by nature or circumstances—continued in some kind of full time educational provision at least until mid-adolescence at the age of 16; and the rest pursued part-time study either on one day a week or in the evenings after a day's work. The Fisher Act, passed at the end of World War I, was an attempt to remedy some of these inequalities and injustices by, among other things, the establishment of universal part time education for several years after the end of the full time school life. Rugby alone has retained compulsory part-time day continuation education and some enlightened firms have set up schools of a similar nature for their young employees; but public opinion generally was insufficiently enlightened to prevent the Fisher Act from passing into abeyance in the interests of short-sighted economy.

The Education Act, 1944. The 1944 Education Act is a bold step forward. Under its provisions, education is to be organised in three consecutive stages: (a) the period before the beginning of compulsory school life, for which there is to be a greater provision of nursery schools and classes, with an emphasis on

14 H.C. Dent, A Landmark in English Education, (London 1943) p.7
health and social training; (b) the period of childhood, for which the common Junior or Primary school is to cater up to the dawn of puberty; and (c) the period of Secondary Education extending full-time to fifteen (and later to sixteen) and followed by at least part-time education to the age of eighteen. There are a great many other provisions in the Act, which has been described as "the greatest and grandest educational advance this country has ever made." From our present point of view, the most important thing is that, for the first time in our history, the period of adolescence is recognised for all children and not only for the favoured minority, as primarily of educational significance. By the abolition of fees for secondary education, by a greater provision of maintenance grants, and by an extension of the school meals and medical services, much has been done to ensure that it is so and that all children in truth have that equality of educational opportunity which we have never had in the past.

Variety of Provision. A natural corollary of the extension of secondary education to all adolescents, is a variety of provision to meet the needs of differing types of child, and the obligation laid on parents and public authorities to see that each boy and girl receives the kind of education for which he or she is best fitted. On the precise kinds of curriculum and school which are to be set up, the Act is, rightly, vague. Much experiment and clear thinking will be required in the next decade, before we can be finally committed to anything but a very flexible scheme. Most education authorities are, however, following the

14. See previous page.
general lines suggested in the Norwood Report on the Curriculum and Examinations in Secondary Schools\(^1\) which in itself embodies suggestions made in the earlier Hadow and Spens Reports on education for the adolescent.\(^2\) The Norwood report proposes three principal types of secondary provision, Grammar, Technical and Modern. Of these, the first is intended for "the pupil who is interested in learning for its own sake, who can grasp an argument or follow a piece of connected reasoning." The second - Secondary Technical education - is to cater for those "whose interests and abilities lie markedly in the field of applied science or applied Art." The third - that to be provided in Modern Secondary Schools or courses - is to be suitable for the pupil "who deals more easily with concrete things than with ideas.

The neatness of this categorisation appeals more to the administrator than to the psychologist who recognises the difficulty of selecting children on the basis of special aptitudes at the early age of eleven or twelve. Further, in spite of what the Norwood report says explicitly, to the contrary, these divisions correspond much more to what we know of levels of general intelligence than to any distinction of psychological types.\(^3\) Provided however that the administrative framework is

---

1. H.M.S.O. 1943.
2. See also: The Education of the Adolescent (Hadow Report) H.M.S.O. 1927.

4. Though it ignores much of the evidence, especially of psychologically trained witnesses, on which the earlier reports were based.

not, in practice, rigidly based upon such arbitrary classifications of pubescent and pubertal children and provided that there is ample opportunity for children to transfer from one kind of educational provision to another without disadvantage, the scheme proposed, may work satisfactorily.

The Multilateral School. In practice, the best solution seems to be the establishment of the Multilateral School which shall cater for a cross-section of adolescents of all levels of ability and aptitude. Such a school can provide a common curriculum, treated at different levels of difficulty, during the first year or two of adolescence, followed later by a number of increasingly diverging special courses. This is the solution proposed by the E.C.C.: and that it is practicable where numbers are large enough and buildings available, is shewn by the success of the well-known Kirkaldy High School. The method has many advantages. It ensures that "parity of esteem" for the differing types of provision which is rightly considered of great importance. It enables specialisation to be delayed until aptitudes and vocational aims are readily detectable; and it allows of transfer from one kind of course to another with the minimum of disturbance. It has too the great advantage that children of differing interests and abilities are educated together, to the advantage of all.

Certain arguments have been urged against the Multilateral school. The most serious is, that to cater efficiently for the wide range of individual variation, the school must accommodate upwards of nine hundred pupils - some say 1200 or more. These numbers are too large to allow an intimate and personal

atmosphere without special measures being taken. In areas of scattered population, moreover, it may well be impossible to obtain large enough concentrations of children for a multilateral school, without many of them having either to live on the premises or travel for long distances. The Act encourages experiment of all kinds to meet local conditions, and various modifications of the multilateral idea — combinations of Grammar and Modern Secondary courses, of Technical and Grammar courses, for example — have been proposed and will be tried out in the next few years.

County Colleges. An equally important section of the Act is that referring to part-time education after the ending of compulsory full-time schooling at the age of fifteen (later sixteen). The years from then until the age of eighteen, which, as we have seen, are of crucial importance in mental development, will be regarded for most as a period of adjustment to the working life, a tapering off of compulsory education. All adolescents, not otherwise catered for, will be required to spend in educational activities, at least one day of each week for forty-four weeks of the year (or two continuous periods of a month or one continuous period of two months). To meet the needs of such adolescents, County Colleges are to be set up within three years of the date of the raising of the school leaving age (i.e. in 1950) with the declared objects of providing as the Act itself says, such "physical, practical, and vocational training, as will enable them to develop their various aptitudes and capacities and will prepare them for the responsibilities of citizenship."

19 Youth's Opportunity Min. of Ed. Pamphlet No. 3 H.M.S.O. 1945.
We now have the administrative framework— with a few shortcomings here and there — for a truly democratic and child-centred system of education. In the past too many children have been educational misfits, either because a high economic valuation was set upon one type of secondary education, or because the child was looked on as a lump of raw material which could be moulded to any shape if only the pressure were hard and continuous enough. Apart from the inefficiency and unhappiness revealed by the figures cited at the beginning of the chapter, it has been calculated that not less than forty per cent. of our most able children have in the past failed to receive the education for which they were best fitted. Now, there is no legal impediment to prevent any child being educated truly for life. Success will depend upon teachers, administrators, parents and public opinion. It will depend upon a clear realisation by them of the goals of individual development, on a sure knowledge of the laws governing growth in all its aspects, and on an intelligent awareness that the kind of education which we give our children and adolescents will shape the whole future social and spiritual structure of our society.

Educational Needs of a Democracy. We have insufficient space here to discuss in detail, all the kinds of provision which will be necessary. We can however now attempt a synthesis between what is known of adolescent developments and adolescent needs on the one hand, and, on the other, the demands of society. Fortunately there are many answers to the question "What is the best education for the adolescent"? and it is from them that will spring the rich diversity of personalities which is the strength of our society.

of a free and evolving community. We may, however, be agreed on certain desirables in society itself, a clear definition of which will give clarity to our educational aims. The democratic way of life implies the complete legal and political equality of all men and women; it implies too the right to develop all one's powers and aptitudes within the social framework and encourages independence of development, freedom of thought, personal, rather than collective or central, responsibility, and the inviolability of all the personal conscience. Of necessity, it involves the clash of views on all important issues, a recognition of the binding nature of majority decisions and yet the protection of minority rights. It involves revolution by persuasion, and tolerance preserved in the teeth of passion. This demands of the citizen a vigilant and critical mind, some sense of social purpose and a responsiveness to issues other than purely personal ones. A full realisation of the ideals of democracy is impossible, too, without a cultural unity in the nation which cannot come to pass if there are social distinctions in education, if rich and poor, able and less able, spend their educational life in water-tight compartments with different ethics and objectives.

These requirements imply that in each, the power of critical thinking should be developed to the full capacity allowed by native endowment and, as a necessary instrument, the power of communication in words. Such a training will be useless unless it includes the ability to discern the ways in which emotion may interfere with reason, a knowledge of the limitations of one's own powers of analysis, and of the point at which judgment should be suspended. Suggestibility and contra-suggestibility -
readiness to believe everything one is told or the unwillingness to believe anything - must be dissipated by an adequate body of knowledge and by practice in finding information from unbiased and objective sources. Hence education must develop curiosity in all directions rather than satiate or destroy it in some or all, and it must concentrate upon educating a personality rather than a mind or body, on ethical and emotional development as well as on the acquisition of skills.

Adolescent Learning. The child is often prepared to accept the need for learning simply on the prestige of the teacher. The adolescent questions the utility of studies. He desires to know whither they tend and of what use they are likely to be. If the teacher knows not the answer or does not live it in his own life, a natural result is loss of interest. The content of the education offered to youth must be demonstrably connected with the world as it is; the school must in truth be a school for life. Otherwise we get the sorry spectacle of the boy or girl forced to stew at this or that because of an alleged cultural or disciplinary value and gaining in the process nothing but a stultified curiosity and a mass of inert ideas. We must for ever cast out the idea, implicit in so many of our curricula, that "knowledge by suffering entereth." Adolescent education must be founded on the adult motives for learning - interest, reality, and clearly presented and worth-while goals.

Education must, too, be a whole process, not a matter of imparting information for so many hours a day, attending societies in fragments of leisure time and leaving all the rest to chance and the influence of the home. School, home and community must
somehow be brought into a clear and unequivocal integration. This can be done by a change of attitude on the part of some teachers and some parents who should come together, not merely on a social basis, but for the more serious purposes of community life. It can be done too by a deliberate orientation of the school to the facilities and needs of the neighborhood. Only in this way can the growing child be offered a coherent set of values, a sincere conviction that the good life can be led. We must not accept the position that by paying teachers to instruct our children, we have abrogated either our right to influence education or our duty to integrate its products with the adult life that flows round the schools.

The Syllabus. Such ideas imply that the syllabus must be directed forward and outward. To use the modern phrase, it must provide a series of "fields of activity" progressively coordinated with a clear aim in view—that of allowing each growing mind to frame for itself answers to the questions which beset it. It must develop techniques of analysis and synthesis, modes of behaviour ranging from personal good manners to that consideration for others which bids us clarify our own thinking before it finds expression in words. Facts can always be found if we know where to look for them; the ability to handle and manipulate them is something to be laboriously trained. It is on the distillation of wisdom, and not alone the gathering of scattered petals of learning that right living depends.21

21 In what follows the writer is indebted to the Interim Report of the Council for Curriculum Reform (London 1945) and "General Education in a Free Society"—Report by Harvard Committee (Cambridge, Mass. 1946).
The pitiful inarticulateness of so many adults who, to express their deepest emotions, must mouth the words of a popular song or who are mesmerised by publicists' slogans, suggests that the core of education should be the mother tongue. Clarity and precision of speech, and writing, the use of English as an instrument of thought, comprehension of the printed word as a means of obtaining information, should all be made focal points of teaching in the early 'teens.

This does not mean the continual working of arid examples in correct speech or dull comprehension exercises. The teacher should seize upon the experience provided by the cinema, the desire to make things, the rising interest in nature, in collecting and so on, and show how these may be forwarded by a command of English. The working instructions for making a model aeroplane, a cookery recipe, a dress pattern, provide real occasions for exercising comprehension. So too a systematised collection of postage stamps, fossils, wild-flowers, birds' eggs, photographs or anything else can readily lead to some instruction in the use of the library and of works of reference. Debates and discussions on real topics of lively importance to the pupils themselves - the advantages or otherwise of good manners, should boys and girls be allowed to stay out late? a vote for sixteen year olds? - are training in oral expression, lead to a definition of ideas and may, suitably guided, awaken a conscious desire for that precision in thinking which leaves no loophole for an opponent.

Literature. English too, may be the vehicle for emotional education. Novels, biographies, poetry, all portray life, in
which the adolescent is supremely interested. Everything here
depends upon the books which are placed before the youth. No
book should be included simply because it has been acclaimed a
masterpiece, but primarily because it deals faithfully with
personal, emotional or intellectual issues on the level of
development of the boy or girl who is to read it and because of
the satisfaction it offers to the developing instinctive and
fantasy life. This does not prevent the teacher from using
inspirational methods, from communicating his own enthusiasms,
provided he does not insist upon all his recommendations being
immediately followed. On one occasion, in an access of enthusiasm,
the writer recommended a class of 14 year olds to read the Religio
Medici! The suggestion passed unfollowed at the time. Years
later he heard from one of the pupils in that class that he had
just got round to Sir Thomas Browne and was, at the age of 25,
about to follow the suggestion made 11 years earlier.

Modern literature is more likely to appeal, especially in the
early 'teens, than that in which the customs, fashions, conventions,
and language of the past add to the difficulties of interpretation.
Best of all are those few great and simple masterpieces which
appeal to different emotions and interests at different ages and
can thus be used as a bridgehead from which other literary
adventures can begin. Poems such as The Ancient Mariner or
Flannan Isle, books like Little Women, Treasure Island, or Jim Davis
are an admirable nucleus. Nor should the magazines, the bloods
and comics beloved of boys and girls be spoken of in shocked
disgust. It is doubtful whether they are more crude than the
ballads which are now considered meet food for the young; and
they can be used with caution as stepping stones to more complex and subtle literary expressions. Drama, particularly plays like *Junior Miss*, *Dear Octopus*, *Pygmalion*, and the plays which boys and girls adapt themselves from novels and short stories, may serve many purposes in mental development. It can be used to socialise the love of self display, to provide means and models of behaviour and to act as an emotional catharsis for personal conflicts and preoccupations.

The English Subjects. According to the needs, background and attainments of the group, the scope of English teaching may and should be extended over what one might call the English subjects with an increasing emphasis on content, on information and its systematisation into a coherent and useful body of knowledge. History and Geography in their human and social aspects, in their bearing upon life and thought, upon politics and foreign affairs, may be thus approached. The question of what should be included must be answered according to the criterion of relevance to the lives, present and future, of the pupils. Hence a study of the history, geology, topography, industry, social and administrative framework of the district in which the school is situated is likely to mean more and to teach more to the adolescent than is a bare list of the products of Indo-China or the political history of mediaeval Europe.

Science. Many enquiries have shown the interest of boys and girls in scientific and in particular, in biological facts. Life in the modern world demands from every man and woman a degree of technical knowledge unknown before the industrial revolution.
There are signs - the popularity of palmists and astrologers and the sales of lucky charms for example - that superstition is on the increase. The basic syllabus therefore must find a place for grounding in those aspects of physics, mechanics, and biology which have a direct human and contemporary bearing. It is worth remembering that objective scientific facts, things in themselves unemotional, and the neat conclusive logicality of the demonstration of a natural or mathematical law are for many a present refuge when the emotional life reaches a disturbing intensity. Such a study of science should aim to answer the philosophic questions which arise in the 'teens, to provide the knowledge necessary to understand implements of daily use, to fortify against superstition, and to give a basis upon which the technological advances of our civilisation can be comprehended.

Creative Work. The treatment of the emotionally disturbed in recent years has drawn attention to the therapeutic value of handicrafts as a means of relieving tension. In itself this would be a sufficient justification for their inclusion in the syllabus. The additional satisfaction of making something, of conclusively demonstrating to oneself (and others) one's own competence is also not to be despised. The attempt to create, which should be integral to the teaching of all subjects whether manual or verbal, lays the basis on which aesthetic appreciation may be built later. A word of caution is however necessary. We must remember that the finer muscular coordinations are often disturbed in the early stages of puberty and that on this account too a high standard of execution in embroidery, drawing and so on cannot be expected. Coupled with
the increasing self-consciousness and self-criticism of the period this not infrequently leads the boy or girl to turn away from the more subtle and delicate techniques to the broader constructive work involved in such activities as carpentry, rug-making, weaving, and leather work. Such occupations should not be provided as a despised alternative or "soft options" for those who cannot make adequate progress in more intellectual studies. They should be an essential and considerably part of the curriculum for all adolescents. The words

"I too will something make
And joy in the making"

can become for all a living reality, which should last the rest of their lives.

Physical Education. The tables of Chapter V drew attention to the interest of large numbers, of both sexes and of all degrees of mental capacity, in strenuous physical activity. On this may be founded the physical education of the adolescent. Organised group games - played not by the expert few only - and systematic exercises designed to meet anomalies of development and to ensure harmony of muscular control are of importance. Equally essential, though at present often overlooked, are the more social aspects of physical development, dancing for example, and the art of graceful movement. And the whole should be rounded off with a knowledge of dietetics, of the rules of physical health and of hygiene. Making the most of the physical self must be recognised as being as legitimate an object as making the best use of the mind: physical harmony is one of the bases of emotional concord.
Aesthetic Education. The second phase of adolescence, when the tumult in the instinctive life has calmed down somewhat and when the pressing need for new avenues of expression has passed, when the adolescent is more sure of himself and less absorbed in the acquisition of modes of behaviour, is the period for laying the foundations of a wider cultural and aesthetic education on which the adult can build. Music, poetry, painting, architecture, not to be neglected in the earlier stages, are unlikely to have had any purely aesthetic appeal. At sixteen or seventeen they may be discovered by the youth with all the dazzling suddenness of conversion. When the emotional life is thoroughly ripe for them, they can come to exercise a dominating influence and place in the curriculum. If they have been prematurely pressed upon the attention of boys and girls with a categorical "I think these are good for you and you must learn them" they will be passed by on the other side when school is left behind - as indeed is the case with melancholy frequency among people today.

Increasing Specialisation. The basic core of studies outlined above is infinitely adaptable to the needs of the individual child. Much can and should be added to meet vocational and intellectual aims. Quite early in the 'teens the child of high ability will be ready for systematised bodies of knowledge delighted in for their own sake, and, for such, the more or less compartmented syllabus of the academic grammar school is not unsuitable. Even here, however, there is room for a reconstruction and reorientation of the syllabus, an expansion of the time devoted to some

22 Margaret Phillips The Education of the Emotions, Chap. VIII and IX. (London 1937).
subjects and a drastic reduction in the hours spent on others, especially as special abilities and constellations of aptitudes begin to declare themselves. The boy or girl who, in the mid-teens, displays special mechanical, scientific or technical ability and begins to form a vocational ambition which renders a special kind of education appropriate, should be allowed to add more specific studies to the programme. To others, the humanities will make a special appeal. For others, and those the majority, training of a general kind but with real relationship to the field of employment open to them, is a suitable addition - office routine, filing, shorthand, typewriting, bookkeeping, the compilation of simple statistics, the economics of industry and retail trade, the history of the Trade Union movement, the broad outlines of industrial and social legislation.

Religion. A word must be said about the place of religion in the education of the adolescent. It is a subject on which unbiased thinking free of dogmatic assertions is difficult, though here again, it is possible to point to certain fundamental needs. In Chapter II and again in Chapter V we drew attention to the necessity which sooner or later arises for an interpretation of life. The main psychological conditions for the emergence of this need seem to be the maturation of the intellectual grasp to the level at which abstract phrases and concepts can be understood; and an emotional development to the point at which questions of personal survival after death arise. If we are honest in our teaching, whilst we shall recognise the need of the adolescent for reaching an interpretation of all "the heavy and the weary weight / Of all this unintelligible world,"
we shall not seek to impose by influence or prestige, any one interpretation — religious, ethical, scientific or philosophic. Adults should not shrink from a statement of personal convictions; but they should be prepared to state also the grounds on which they are held, to leave the way open to other conceptions, and to present fairly the varying viewpoints of mankind. Corporate worship of an inspirational rather than religious kind, unwedded to dogma or theology and satisfying fundamental emotional and aesthetic needs, is an excellent start and finish to the school day. Moral and spiritual purpose unobtrusively a part of each item in the curriculum, examples of plain living and high thinking, and fine and genuine ideals in life and in literature, will do more to stabilise the spiritual development of boys and girls than official piety and enforced attendance at religious services.

None of these things, the Humanities, Science, Technical or Commercial education is, ipso facto, either "cultural" or "utilitarian". Nor are the conceptions which underlie these two words necessarily antithetic. Nothing could be more grimly utilitarian than a "set book" mugged up to pass an examination! All rests with the teacher and with a firm grasp of the fact that, certainly until sixteen, harmonious mental, emotional and physical development within the bounds of individual potentialities, is the objective of education. Bodies of knowledge, training, skills, are only means to the attainment of that end.

Individual and Group Methods. Remembering the range of individual variation, we see that the needs of each child are differently balanced; and less than at any other time, can youths be fitted to a mass advance. Increasingly, therefore, the 'teens should
see an expansion in all directions, of opportunities to proceed at one's own pace and of following individual lines of development. This is not to advocate a rampant individualism but rather a diversity within the unity of the group. The increased gregariousness of the period and the growing interest in social activities may become the basis of deliberate training for life in a community. Group activities provide opportunities for emotional education in the art of tolerating another's viewpoint, of exchanging opinions without heat, of subduing personal aims to corporate needs, of co-operation to a common end, and of accepting responsibility for others. It is in such activities that citizens are born, not in formal lessons on Civics. By providing differing kinds of community, the home, the school, and the club can all contribute in complementary fashion to development and in their several ways build up habitual modes of behaviour to meet the multiplex demands of adult life.

Co-education. Each in its way, too, may further the sex training of the adolescent which is the core of emotional education and not a matter of biology only. Knowledge of facts unemotionally imparted is important but by itself insufficient. For right development boys and girls need to acquire an unsentimental approach to each other, the ability to work and play together as a matter of course. Such an adjustment is unlikely where segregation is strictly enforced in the teens, as it is for example in single sex boarding schools.

Co-education presents some difficulties. It has been argued that there is a natural tendency sanctioned in some (but by no means all) primitive societies for the sexes to draw apart
at or just after puberty and that familiarity with the opposite
sex breeds contempt. More serious is the contention that there
are a number of sex differences in ability, rate of maturation,
and interests which make a common educational provision impossible.

In a recent research, Moreton cites the replies of
experienced headmasters of coeducational schools, some of whom
agree that there is a tendency for boys and girls in some cases
to draw apart, an observation confirmed by common experience.
But equally frequent are periods of flirtation, shy approach and
so on. For none of these can precise age limits be fixed, and
the phases may alternate in the same individual or group.
Practically, these tendencies do not present a serious difficulty,
since boys and girls may be allowed, if they wish, to separate
out for a time in class and in social activities; and sex
rivalries, tactfully handled and played down, do not reach serious
proportions. The suggestion that familiarity breeds contempt
scarcely bears scrutiny. There is no evidence that scholars from
coeducational schools marry less frequently or less happily than
those from single sex schools. Of men and women questioned by
Moreton, 156 found coeducation helpful in regard to the relation-
ships with the opposite sex as against 10 who found it harmful;
103 found single sex education harmful against only 11 who found
it helpful.

23 "Attitudes of Teachers and Scholars towards Co-education"
See also Valentine contribution to the Year Book of Education
1936 p. 322; and Howard The Mixed School. (London 1928)
Sex Differences. Physical differences between the sexes are
of course marked and increasingly apparent as adolescence proceeds. This means that for games, physical training and the like, some measure of segregation is desirable, though, in the later 'teens, perhaps even this is not invariably or entirely necessary, provided that boys and girls are not pitted against each other. Differences in innate intelligence and in special abilities are not equally well established. There is some support for the suggestion that boys and men are more variable - that is, that there are more highly intelligent and more subnormal boys and men than women and girls - but none for an average superiority in intelligence in either sex. Girls as a whole appear to succeed better in verbal, boys in mathematical and mechanical subjects though it is probable that factors of culture and environment have a bearing here. Furthermore the differences in these respects within each sex group, are greater than any to be observed between the sexes.

The one mental difference which seems to be clearly estab-
lished is that referred to in Chapter IV - the tendency for the aggressive impulses to predominate in the boy and the inhibitive in the girl. Here again the range of individual differences within each sex is great and segregation whilst it might reduce the variability of a group would not by any means abolish it. The aggressiveness of the male to some extent accounts for the boy's greater readiness to experiment and bolder approach to fresh problems. The girl is more apt to be timid and over conscientious. Where boys and girls are educated together,
these differences, skilfully handled, may contribute to the development of each. The girl may learn an experimental boldness and the boy something of conscientious industry.

Differences in the age of onset of puberty and of the consequent emotional developments are more difficult to meet, but it is a difficulty primarily of educating adolescents and pre-adolescents together—a difficulty that must arise in the 'teens, though less acutely, in single sex schools. The practical solution is not segregation of the sexes: it is that from the age of 11 onwards there should be an increasing use of individual methods designed to meet the needs and interests of each child and not a rough procrustean forcing of all to conform and progress evenly together.

Independence. Coeducation will provide a suitable background against which the emotional training of the adolescent can proceed. It is essential also to provide outlets for other powerful drives manifesting themselves in the 'teens. The increased aggressiveness of both sexes, the desire to find a self and to achieve independence, need recognition and careful social training. The authoritarian discipline, which is accepted in middle childhood, breeds resentment, particularly in the adolescent boy. By degrees, independence in choice of studies and in the disposal of leisure time should be conceded. So too the boy and girl should be given increasing responsibility for property, for money, and for the well-being of others. School societies with elected representatives whose authority is respected by the school as a whole, co-operative projects, debating societies, school camps,
games and so on all provide a framework within which the adolescent can try out powers of leadership and self-discipline. None of these measures is likely to be successful if it is carried out without conviction on the part of the teachers. The responsibility and the power conceded must be real. The aim of the teacher should be steadily and by degrees to relinquish the complete control which he or she may accept in childhood and to substitute for it the position of elder adviser whose advice is accepted or rejected on its merits alone.

Such a programme of training has to be carefully planned and applied consistently; and it must be nicely matched to the temperaments and capacities of the adolescents. Too much liberty and too many cares of office produce anxiety and the desire to be free of the burden; too little accords ill with growing independence. Adolescents should be allowed to feel "the weight of chance desires", to experiment and fail, to experiment and succeed. School, club, and home should provide, as well as a microcosm of the striving world, "a mild and pleasant rest named Beulah", a place of refuge from the "long wing'd arrows of thought". Discipline. The way to self-discipline is easy neither for the adolescent nor for those who have to deal with him. This is especially true with most children who have been educated in schools under an arbitrary discipline. There will be occasions when the categorical "Thou Shalt" or "Thou Shalt Not" enforced by power would be a relief and short cut. The young people themselves may even complain, as one group did to the writer that "you are not strict enough with us". Interventions by adult
authority cannot always be entirely avoided; they should however become less and less frequent; and should be only a last resort when the individual needs a firm direction or the public opinion of the group claims it as inevitable.

Discipline has its positive side. The success of the pre-service training units during the recent war must be attributed to the clear way in which they canalised the needs of the adult community for the service and loyalty of youth. The motive was real and urgent. The training given looked forward to a tangible future. Unless education can find a similarly real and compelling motive of self-dedication, the fierce desire of the adolescent to count in the scheme of things will be exploited to perverse ends as it was in the Nazi Youth Movement. Projects of reconstruction and schemes of social betterment offer scope for idealism, room even for a temporary fanaticism, which proves for a season that the "tigers of wrath are wiser than the horses of instruction."

Tolerance is not built from lukewarm enthusiasms and cold water cast upon the hot partizanship of youth; it is as natural for youth to embrace revolution as it is for age to prefer the status quo. One thing is certain: without a good cause to fight for, boys and girls will either embrace a bad one or sink into emotional apathy and feeble cynicism.

III. The Emotionally Disturbed and Educationally Retarded.

We may hope that as education is based more and more on the emotional needs of growing youth and as we come to know more clearly the correct critical periods for introducing this or that educational technique or field of knowledge, backwardness will be confined to those of lower than average intelligence and that
even these will be taught to make the most of their limited talent. In the next few years however, as the facts presented at the beginning of this chapter suggest, the teacher in the Youth College or Modern Secondary School will be faced with the urgent tasks of remedying educational defect, restoring educational morale, and removing or lessening the emotional difficulties which, whether as cause or effect, lie behind these.

**Special Difficulties.** All three are closely interrelated and cannot be solved in isolation. Problem adolescents are likely to have built up evasive techniques over nine or ten years, which, having become habitual, are not readily abandoned. The increased self-consciousness of the period too adds a sting of humiliation to feelings of inferiority. More critical than ever before of their own lame efforts, backward boys and girls are apt to pursue forms of self-assertion more apparently profitable than application to a thankless task: they prefer the leadership of a band of malcontents, or indulgence in petulant and self-exculpatory criticism of teachers, or troublemaking of the kind which does not call for extreme methods but which is irritating and disturbing to others. More likely to escape notice but no less seriously in need of aid, are those who prefer, by quiescence and apathy, to be adjudged lazy rather than backward.

Little progress will be made with such cases until their emotional difficulties are solved and until the self-distrust and sense of inferiority in the use of the simplest intellectual tools are exorcised. A clear and genuine purposefulness in the curriculum, a close and apparent relation of the effort demanded to goals which the boy or girl can see as worth attaining are
more than ever necessary, though, alone, likely to be insufficient. The whole outlook of the adolescent on the self and on life must be re-educated. Within this rubric, there is no one right and universally successful method. With some, a waiting policy is best, a deliberate willingness to give them their heads in the early 'teens and then to seize the opportunity presented by the calmer period of late adolescence. With others, tactful reassurance and praise will do much. Careful manipulation of learning situations so that success is achieved fairly easily in the early stages, a progressive restoration of morale, the avoidance of competition with others, the keeping of a personal (and private) chart of progress, a positive attitude on the part of the teacher which allows no doubt of ultimate success, and an inconspicuous readiness to help at the point where unaided efforts cannot achieve success, are useful methods. The emphasis should be on individual goals and on individual standards, on assignments of work suited to the capacity of John or Mary and not to fifteen year olds as an average group.

Group Methods. Group methods too can have great value with disturbed adolescents. Discussion carried on with numbers just large enough to give a certain amount of impersonality to what is said and yet small enough to remain intimate (not less than four or five and not more than ten or twelve) can be made to serve a therapeutic purpose. The teacher should enter merely as an older member though he or she may steer the conversation tactfully into personal channels, without however making direct personal reference inevitable, or giving the idea that anyone is being 'got at'. By such means, many adolescent preoccupations and sources of conflict
can be brought out into the open without alarming self-consciousness or provoking a defensive reticence. Practical questions such as the use of cosmetics, flirtations, losing one's temper, attitudes to parents, dancing, pocket money, conditions at the office or factory, what is the use of learning this, that, or the other, clashes of temperament, self-discipline, worthwhile aims and ideals and so on can all be fruitfully discussed. The watchful leader in such a group will be swift to seize upon the opportunity (without preaching, for that would be fatal) of decreasing the sense of lonely struggle which perplexes so many boys and girls, of giving reassurance here and countering cynicism there. To do this requires a background of knowledge of the questions which vex the adolescent mind and of the particular personalities who form the group in question. The results will not be immediately apparent: though a shrewd observer may from time to time notice the unexpected smile when an apparently casual word strikes home and makes a rough place smooth.

In the early 'teens such methods are more likely to be successful with girls than with boys, because of their greater preoccupation with personal problems and their earlier emotional maturity. With boys, straight friendly talks that are short and apparently arise by chance are an effective alternative.

Such remedial methods are after all merely an intensification of what is necessary in the education of all adolescents. It cannot be too often reiterated that, even more than the child, the youth must be studied as an individual. This is only indirectly a plea for small classes in the secondary stage. Small groups are an undeniable advantage in some directions, and
especially in that they make it possible for the teacher to study each individual intensively. But even with groups of more than thirty, the devising of individual schemes of work is not impossible; it is in fact more than ever necessary. The Role of Adults. One thing remains to be said explicitly though it has been hinted at before. All important to the adolescent are the adults with whom he or she comes into contact. The reality which must dominate the curriculum should be apparent in them too. Sincerity, conviction, enthusiasm, are of incalculable importance. Men and women who have thought out for themselves a clear set of values and are willing to state and defend them without dogmatism, who teach what they believe in and only what they believe in, who are prepared to meet confidence with confidence, to share doubts as well as certainties, will, no matter what their limitations in other respects, win the affection and interest of adolescents. One is tempted to say that it matters little what is taught, but that it does matter greatly who teaches it. Without a genuine liking for those who teach them the boy or girl may learn to transfer their indifference or dislike of the person to just those values which he represents. More even than the child, the youth needs someone to soften the sting of failure by a kindly word and stamp in the lessons of success by skilful analysis, someone to relieve the strain when life is proving too exacting or destructive impulses are getting the upper hand.

The well-adjusted man or woman can make a great contribution to the emotional development of the adolescent by acting as a
It is perhaps difficult at times to realise that the self-confident, conceited, aggressively poised youth is craving for a clear expression of love from an admired adult; or that the irritating aberrations of behaviour, the noisy showing off, the boisterous vivacity or melancholy surliness are directed to the same end. The teacher or the youth leader, the friendly aunt or uncle, are free of involvement in the past emotional development of the boy or girl in a way that no parent can ever be. They are thus excellently placed to supply the adolescent need for acceptance and for affection. Anyone who cannot find it in his heart to give this to the half formed youths in front of him, who cannot share, at least in retrospect, the crusading idealism of the 'teens, the burning interests, the flashing hope, the bleak despair and all the thousand poignancies of the period had better sell ironmongery or stocks and shares - do anything other than enter a club or a school.
The Importance of a Job: To most adolescents, work is a part of the adult social pattern to which they long to conform; and initial success or failure in finding a job not infrequently becomes highly significant in the finding of a self as an indication of the power to achieve independence. A job is an index of worthwhileness, of the community's need for the efforts of the individual, and a necessary prelude to the achievement of self-support. The extra pocket money which earning provides is a factor in the maintenance of friendships, and the pursuit of interests. To the girl, earning represents often the first step towards emancipation from the home, the ability to buy smarter clothes and beauty preparations. To the boy, it gives the power to stand treats; and, at a later stage, earning capacity is an important part of sexual prestige and attractiveness, and provides the necessary economic basis for marriage. Hence it is to be expected that irregular or casual employment in the 'teens, or, what is worse, unemployment, should produce a feeling of apathy, a complete loss of a sense of the value of time, and a feeling of "It's like as if you were dead." ¹

Among boys especially the thought of a vocation becomes the focus for many fears and anxieties as well as hopes and ambition. The girl who lays long term plans for a career is, perhaps the

¹ Lush The Young Adult in South Wales, p.42 (Cardiff 1941) Men without Work, Pilgrim Trust, (Cambridge 1938) esp. p.151 p.128
exception; but the most thoughtless of boys is inclined to look into the future, though he may not do so far enough or on a very well-informed basis. For both sexes, the first job is an initiation into the adult world and is looked forward to as bringing with it a substantial instalment of the privileges of maturity. It is the subject of endless day-dreams and reveries many of them fantastically divorced from the reality which eventually meets the young person. The world of office, factory or shop is, during the hours of work, a more regimented one than that of home and school. But the luncheon break, and spare moments at the beginning and ending of the day may be an abrupt initiation into life. The whole psychological atmosphere is different; home and school, whatever their short-comings, usually have the interests of the young person as one of their principal objectives: he or she is of importance, as a rounded personality. In the earning world only one aspect of the self is of critical importance it seems— one’s ability to do the job; and where the adolescent is working as a youth among adults, the sense of loneliness, and of impersonal forces in the environment may be overwhelming.

The effect of the sudden change from school to work is often salutary, bringing a rapid maturation in outlook, tastes, habits and behaviour; and as James and Moore have shown, even profound affecting the use made of leisure time. Where the adolescent

† A vivid account of the experience of one adolescent is given by W. Kenworthy in "The First Years at Work" Human Factor, Vol. IX, No. 9, 1935.  
under good supervision which continues to put the needs of the
developing personality first, this critical period may be of the
utmost value. One of the advantages of the old system of
apprenticeship was the stress it laid on the responsibility of
the employer, not merely for the technical training of his
apprentice but for his moral and social development as well. The
modern employer who accepts such a responsibility is the exception.
More often than not, the fourteen year old has been thrown among
adults who know little of his needs and has had no one from whom
advice or guidance could be sought. The results are familiar;
an increased instability and cynicism, an exaggerated sense of
the gulf which separates employer and employed, and a swift
adoption of the attitude that work itself is something barely to
be tolerated.

Blind Alley Employment. Much of this friction, so damaging to
the right growth of character, can be traced to the conditions
which beset the first four or so years of the earning life of the
average child. Pre-war surveys in Liverpool\(^3\) shewed that nearly
half the boys leaving school at fourteen entered "blind alley"
occupations as van boys, shop-boys, billiard markers, errand boys
and so on; and another quarter were unemployed. As the occupa-
tional grade of the father declined, the percentage of boys and
girls entering blind-alley jobs rose - two thirds of the sons and
more than two thirds of the daughters of fathers who were unskilled
manual workers entered posts as shop boys, factory hands, messen-
gers and similar occupations which held out no future prospects.

\(^3\) Caradog Jones etc., Social Survey of Merseyside Vol. III
Chapter VII, (London 1934)
of employment. The proportions of those who found themselves in "progressive" jobs increased throughout the 'teens until, in the 18 and 21 age-group 70 per cent. of boys and 62.4 per cent. of girls were in some kind of work "suitable for adults" and of a more or less progressive nature. But even at that age, 18.6 per cent. of boys and 10.2 per cent. of girls were unemployed, and 10 per cent. of the boys and a quarter of the girls still lingered on in tasks that could lead them nowhere.

The instability of adolescent employment is reflected in figures of labour turn-over - the number of those leaving in one year expressed as a percentage of the number employed. In her enquiry into Labour Turnover in Leeds, Mrs Raphael found that whereas for men aged 18 and over, the figure was 9 per cent. for boys it was 26 per cent.; the corresponding figure for women was 30 per cent., and for girls 48 per cent. An analysis of the reasons given for leaving shewed that 65 per cent. of boys and 76 per cent. of girls left their jobs because of difficulties which could have been avoided - temporary dissatisfaction and disharmonies, misunderstandings and the like.

Vocational Maladjustment. Figures however do not fully reveal the heavy toll of vocational mal-adjustment in adolescence. The dull youth labouring at a job beyond his capacity may scrape through without frequent or glaring mistakes; but constant anxiety or a feeling of inadequacy may lead him to seek

compensation in skylarking or even delinquency. The brighter boy or girl whose talents and capacities are not called out by a routine repetitive task perhaps takes refuge in day dreams, or vague discontent. Lack of satisfaction, anxiety, overstrain, under-employment, a job which makes physical demands which the organism cannot easily meet, all these are sources of unrest. In extreme cases they lead to a physical or mental breakdown, and in less extreme cases, to fatigue, irritability, instability of employment, and failure to adjust to others at work or at home. This is a drain on human happiness and efficiency that we can ill afford.

The present conditions of acute labour shortage, the operation of the Essential Work Order and the higher wages paid to juveniles in industry probably mask some of this wastage. The activities of enlightened employers and of experienced Juvenile Employment Officers are doing something to lessen the dissatisfactions and disillusionments with which many children meet in their first years of industrial life. Neither however can do more than mitigate the problem of the boy or girl who is vocationally maladjusted, or who by the age of 18 or 19 has held a variety of insignificant posts without at the same time acquiring a background of skill and experience which is an industrial asset.

† A discussion of the possibilities of satisfactory compensation will be found in "How People Compensate or Adjust Themselves for Lack of Ability." — Alice Rodger, Human Factor Vol. XI, No. 11, 1937.
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Vocational Interests. Some of the difficulty may be traced to the instability of the interests of adolescents themselves and to their ignorance of the vocational field. Lehman and Witty studying nearly 27,000 American boys and girls between the ages of eight and eighteen, are forced to the conclusion that no phase of human nature is subject to such marked change as that reflected in the expressed vocational interests and preferences of adolescents. Fryer found only a slight relationship between vocational ambitions and vocational potentiality and between interest and proficiency. Miss Freeston in her two surveys of the Vocational Interests of Elementary School Children in this country, in 1938 and 1944, found considerable evidence of conflict between more or less incompatible vocational aims in boys and girls, increasing, especially in the latter, in the critical years from 11 to 14. Further, the proportions of her groups who made "possible" choices declined between the ages of eight and fourteen. The reasons prompting even suitable choices were far from logical in more than half the cases even at thirteen or fourteen, though there was some evidence to show that better reasons are assigned with increasing age. Her later survey suggests that the closer contact between the child and the adult world brought about by

the war, has had the effect of introducing a greater realism into their vocational outlook. In 1938 most of the girls depicted themselves inside the home although most of them would have to do some kind of industrial work. In 1944, many more shewed themselves in industry. There is still evidence of conflicting aims, but it is diminished; and a far higher proportion make choices which it might be possible for them to achieve.

In Secondary School groups the position seems to be no better. Lingwood\(^9\) found that only twenty six per cent. of her Secondary School girls possessed good, correct information about the vocation of their choice, and then only about careers such as teaching with which they had had direct contact.

Valentine and Ritchie in 1927,\(^10\) studying the reasons given by Secondary School boys for their choice of occupation, found that 34 per cent of the reasons alleged were trivial or irrelevant; — the mere ease with which a job could be obtained, or prejudice against manual work, and preference for a clean job. 32 per cent gave as a reason their liking for a particular school subject; another 15 per cent. shew "gleams of the hopes and enthusiasms of youth", natural at that age but dangerous lest a wave of emotion should carry a youth into waters beyond his depth.

Among the examples cited are some which would be laughable were the ignorance they indicate not so serious. "The profession

---


that I have chosen" writes one boy "is that of a lawyer. My reasons are that I have the gift of being a good talker and linguist .... What influenced me was how I got out of scrapes at school or at home with ease by using my tongue and not necessarily telling lies about it". Another writes "a prominent phrenologist said I was suited as an organizer or buyer, and would be very good at figures". Even, it seems, among those who are considering teaching, about which they should know something definite, though the proportions of satisfactory responses given increase with age from 11 to 17, there are never more than 45 per cent. who give good or satisfactory reasons. 11 In another enquiry, this time with University graduates who had already committed themselves to the teaching profession, 26 per cent. of men and 17 per cent. of women adduced "inability to change", "no alternative prospect" and "stop gap" as among their principal reasons for entering the profession. Valentine 12 concludes that about one third of the men students and one fourth of the women give as their main reason for entering teaching, some unworthy motive. In this unreliability and inadequacy of the motives which too often prompts an occupational choice lies a fruitful source of unhappiness, maladjustment and inefficiency later.

The reasons given for his vocational choice by an adolescent may be adequate and entry to the job possible for a child of his


background and ability; yet his ambition may be totally unrelated to the conditions of the labour market. We have seen this occur in the nineteen-thirties with teaching and other professions. Miss Pallister's research with Dundee school leavers shows that it is potentially a serious cause of friction in a humbler sphere. Thirty per cent. of girls wished to become shop assistants, twenty-seven per cent. to enter factories and twenty per cent. offices - a balance quite out of proportion to the needs of the area. Over half the boys wished to enter a skilled trade, whereas in the previous year, only ten per cent. of leavers undertook the necessary apprenticeship. Many boys expressed preferences for occupations in which there were few openings and wished to enter them without adequate preparation. Similar results have been obtained by investigators studying American youth. From whatever cause, it appears that schools have not led their pupils either to appraise carefully their own potentialities or to survey realistically the opportunities which exist in the world of occupations.

The Psychological Background of Interests. The expressed interests and ambitions of the adolescent then, though they should not be ignored, must be examined with caution before being made the basis of a vocational choice. We must consider the part they are playing in the psychic life of the boy or girl.


An interest may be the genuine outcome of talent in a particular direction and thus of great and direct significance. On the other hand, environmental influences — as for instance an artistic or musical family — may stimulate an enthusiasm which rests on no outstanding capacity. Dangerous to future adjustment (and peculiarly liable at adolescence) are compensatory interests — choices of study or vocation which are determined by marked personality difficulties — the repressed solitary child who desires "work with animals", the boy or girl who failing to achieve success in ordinary school work, studies a comparatively obscure field, Egyptology, Ethnology, or the like, to cut a dash intellectually; the unbalanced youth who seeks in psychology the solution of his own conflicts and crises; the diffident, shy girl who wants to go on the stage; the boy in revolt against convention and his parents, who at an early age embraces revolutionary politics.

Allied or at variance with these main trends are other drives operating in the personality. The desire to be like the rest of one's group, is with many a powerful determinant of choice — and not necessarily a right one. Berdie studying University Students found that 73 per cent. of sons of skilled tradesmen had primary or secondary patterns of interests in the skilled trade group; whereas 63 per cent. of the sons of business executives wished to enter business. Such results show the influence

of the home environment; but the desire to conform may operate in more subtle ways. It may determine the choice of an occupation intrinsically unsuitable, just because most of one's friends and relatives have work of a similar kind, or it may prevent one from accepting a job which is at all unusual by the standards of one's group. A desire for security similarly operates strongly with some, particularly with those who come from families in which the maintenance of economic independence has been a source of anxiety. Drives towards activity and work, the full employment of one's energies and abilities, towards self-assertion - either by excelling others, by belonging to a superior social group, by the exercise of power, or by self-display - may all enter.  

Somewhat later in development and powerful especially with the gifted, altruism, protective impulses, humanitarianism and the like, may determine the choice of a career of service to others through nursing or social work.

There is another aspect of interests which is of fundamental importance to future adjustment in a job. Though the expression which they seek may vary, and although any of the psychological factors we have been discussing may underlie and modify them, it is possible to assign roughly the individual's pattern of interests to one of three major groups.  


18 Paper by Davies cit. sup.
in what might be called intellectual activities - books, ideas, culture, theoretical considerations and the like. There are others whose chosen activities are markedly practical, constructive and manipulative or who prefer occupations demanding physical expression. There is a third group who prefer activities which would be described as social; they like working with people rather than with things, they enjoy gossiping, organising and directing the activities of others and so on. These classifications are empirical and far from being hard and fast distinctions. But, by a longitudinal study of the child, it is possible to see in which field his or her activities have principally lain, though it is very important to remember that adolescence may bring about profound modifications in the direction of interests and that interests in the intellectual and social fields are not likely to declare themselves decisively until a comparatively late stage in development.

Sex Differences. In the presence or absence of such drives as we have been considering and their effects, there are marked sex differences, some of them culturally and environmentally determined, others of them innate. The vocational choices of girls - partly because of difficulties in the occupational field itself - tend to be more restricted than those of boys. English and American researches agree that teaching, nursing and office work, semi-skilled factory work, domestic work and shop assistant cover the ambitions of most ordinary girls. Among boys the choice open is wider, but Engineering, Office work, semi-scientific work like 'Chemist', Teaching, and Draughtsmanship, attract them most, though Carpentry and Farming have a considerable following.
The motives adduced show interesting variation. In one large enquiry "Like it" is the most frequent reason given by girls and boys, "Money" is second for boys, "Fitted for it" second for girls and third for boys, and third for girls are various altruistic reasons. \(^1\)

The vocational choice of the girl is influenced by prospect of marriage. Not a few employers are unwilling to train a girl who may leave them before her usefulness repays her training; parents too are more reluctant to pay for extended education for their daughters than for their sons. Even among girls of high ability, marriage is felt as a bar to the continuance of a career by all except rather more than one fifth, \(^2\) and among girls of more ordinary calibre, the proportion would probably be higher, though many for economic reasons, might later continue at work.

That marriage for many will conflict with a career may account for the difference in the vocational outlook of the sexes. Compared with boys, girls have as a rule less knowledge of possibilities and of what is involved in a proposed career; they tend to take a more "horizontal" view, looking rather at the level they wish to be on, than at the ladder they have to climb, are more interested in emotional satisfaction, and less in financial reward, security or prospects of advancement; they are less ready to accept the implications of their own limitations and more inclined to indulge in the pseudo-ambition of the daydream. \(^3\)

---


Vocational Information. The foregoing analysis is sufficient to indicate something of the difficulties which beset the entry of the adolescent into the industrial world; and something of the haphazard, ill-informed motives which prompt so many unsuitable choices. There is reason to believe that after the age of 16 interests achieve more stability, that the adolescent knows a little more about the occupational field and is more likely to make an adjustment to a suitable job. Thus the raising of the school leaving age will do something, by the delay it imposes, to make vocational choice a little more likely to be successful. The indications are that of those who formulate a clear ambition, most do so between 15 and 17, though other factors, such as prolonged education or immaturity, may operate to delay a decision; and there may be a considerable time lag between the appearance of a vocational interest and its acceptance as the basis of a life's work.  

Without adequate vocational information in their possession however, boys and girls will still be liable to mistaken choices. Comprehensive information on careers entering, as an integral part of the curriculum into the studies of adolescents has already been advocated. As a study of the 'Work, Wealth and Happiness of Mankind', it need be no less 'cultural' than ancient history, of no less 'disciplinary' value than Geometry or translation into Latin prose. It has the merit, especially for the boy or girl of average intelligence, of direct and obvious connection with life in the world beyond the walls of their

Begun as a combined history and geography or "English Studies" course in the very early 'teens it can be broadened into a survey of the whole field of work, of its organization and integration, of the economic forces which lie behind it, of the raw materials on which it depends and of the markets in which its products are sold. As a part of such a course of study, particularly as the time of school leaving approaches, careful examination can be made of particular fields of occupation, specific trades and industries. Such an approach should be supplemented by visits to factories, offices, shops and by well-informed but unbiassed talks by outsiders, men and women actually doing the jobs of which they speak. The information given needs to be detailed and accurate but free from "inspirational" persuasion; and it should cover the widest possible field, laying stress not merely upon rewards, but also upon the demands of particular vocations.

The need for this dissemination of information about careers is being realised. Many schools, especially of the Grammar School type, have done something to lay before their pupils the requirements of a range of occupations. Such information will stimulate enquiry, enlarge the scope of ambition, and give a clearer insight into the requirements of various jobs. It will not by itself ensure that John or Mary formulate a clear and practicable plan of action likely to lead to lifelong satisfaction with their chosen career. Vocational adjustment depends, as the work of numerous industrial psychologists has clearly established, upon a matching of the powers and qualities of the person to the demands of an occupation. In this matter our information is far from complete.
and precise, but we do know enough to prevent wild and tragic errors being made.

For a wide range of jobs, maximum and minimum levels of intelligence have been determined, outside which success is less likely. This is perhaps most clearly seen in the case of the professions, in which no one is likely to do well without high enough ability; but it is equally true in another direction, as for example when the highly intelligent girl, who might have become a doctor or lawyer, quickly finds chocolate packing or copy typing intolerably boring. The actual range of ability in any occupation from highest to lowest is fairly great, and the overlap between occupations near together on the scale considerable. Nevertheless from the general level of intelligence of a boy or girl it is possible to suggest one field of occupations in which success is more likely than in others. Table VI.\textsuperscript{23} shows roughly the levels of the various occupational grades.

\textsuperscript{23} This table is based upon that given in A Study in Vocational Guidance, Burt and others, I.H.R.B. Pamphlet No. 33, 1926. See also Cattell "Occupational Norms of Intelligence and Standardisation of an Adult Intelligence Test" E.J.P. Vol. XXV, Pt. 1 for a substantially similar table.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>I.Q.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type of Work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>Over 150</td>
<td>Higher Professional and Administrative.</td>
<td>Lawyer, Physician, Teacher, (University and Grammar), Author, Editor, Scientist, Artist, Managing Director, Civil Service Clerk (Cl. I) Company Secretary, Broker, Chartered Accountant, Architect, Analytical Chemist, Professional Engineer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>130-150</td>
<td>Lower Professional, Technical and Executive.</td>
<td>Teacher (primary), Civil Service Clerk (Cl. II), Accountant, Secretary, Executive Clerk, Dentist, Veterinary Surgeon, Reporter, Social Worker, Factory Superintendent, Surveyor, Merchant, Auctioneer, Buyer, Commercial Traveller, Technical Engineer, Designer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>115-130</td>
<td>Clerical and Highly Skilled Work.</td>
<td>Shorthand-typist, Book-keeper, Bank or Office Clerk, Wholesale Salesman, Musician, Specialist Teacher (Gym. music, Domestic Science,) Small Merchant, Insurance Agent, Electrician, Telegraphist, Druggist, Hospital Nurse, Composer, Engraver, Lithographer, Draughtsman, Photographer, Tool-maker, Pattern maker, Moulder, Machine Inspector, Showroom Assistant, Foreman.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See page for a discussion of the meaning of this term.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I.Q.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type of Work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASS V</td>
<td>85-100</td>
<td>Semi-skilled Repetition Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Cent. of Adult Male Population</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Cent. of Adult Male Population</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASS VII</td>
<td>50-70</td>
<td>Casual Labour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Cent. of Adult Male Population</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASS VIII</td>
<td>Under 50</td>
<td>Institutional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Cent. of Adult Male Population</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Aptitudes. In many occupations while a minimum level of general ability is an essential, success depends as much upon the possession of special capacities of the type we discussed in Chapter V. For example, while a good general education and considerable intelligence are necessary, the youth whose verbal aptitude is low is not likely to do well as a newspaper reporter or as a salesman. Similarly a high degree of manual dexterity and mechanical aptitude are essential to many engineering jobs at the bench, whilst for other tasks, e.g. the design of mechanisms—number ability and mechanical aptitude must be combined with high intelligence and drawing ability. The girl whose manual dexterity and spatial perception are poor will not, probably, make a good dressmaker, whatever other qualities she may have. Even into comparatively humble tasks, special capacities enter, and a job like the routine packing of chocolates or biscuits demands spatial perception and manual dexterity.

Physique. Many occupations make demands also on the physique. This is obvious in the case of tasks demanding physical strength or endurance—like labouring or navvying—or those which involve lifting, carrying or pulling. Not perhaps so obvious are those which require strength of grip, steadiness and sureness of hand, ability to undergo the prolonged fatigue of standing or walking about. Certain fine machine operations, (steadiness of hand, strength of grip) or the work of a bus conductor or a waitress might be cited as examples. Not unusually the physical demands are rather of the nature of contra-indications than positive requirements; flat feet should rule out a job requiring much walking; a tendency to rheumatism eliminates any task
involving exposure to damp; colour blindness an occupation such as engine driver, decorator or dress designer; a disability like epilepsy or petit mal, any work with dangerous machinery. Careful medical examination before taking up work, especially manual work, would do much to minimise the incidence of industrial disease and accidents. How essential it is, is shown by the fact that 19 per cent. of the children covered by the Jewkes' Lancashire survey were medically abnormal, and of over 500 children examined in a London Vocational Guidance experiment more than one third had one or more defects which ruled out certain kinds of employment. Temperament. More subtle is the factor of temperamental adjustment to a job and its conditions. For example, a girl the trend of whose interests has been towards working with people, is more likely to find satisfaction in work like that of a Saleswoman, involving contacts with her fellows, than in working alone handling stores; the boy whose chosen occupations have always lain among concrete objects will be happier handling bricks and mortar than in totting up figures. Those who delight in physical activity are not likely to be happy, or more than moderately successful, in a job that keeps them sitting still. On the other hand, those who are already introverted and prone to day dreaming do not require a job which occupies the hand merely, leaving the mind free to brood. The child of engaging, sunny, co-operative disposition can use it as an asset in a job involving relationships with others; the born leader, ready to assume responsibility can be given a job in which his or her self confidence will become an asset.

24 The Juvenile Labour Market (London 1938)
25 Earle Methods of Choosing a Career, p. (London 1931)
advantage: the submissive and self-distrustful should avoid too heavy a demand upon their self-confidence, otherwise anxiety and breakdown may be the consequence. In this field the range and degree of variation seems unlimited, and the emotional and character developments of adolescence make assessment extremely difficult. Yet it is certainly possible by a study of the interests of the individual to assess whether they lie mainly in intellectual, concrete, or personal fields, to decide whether they are genuine and lasting or whether they are compensatory and perhaps transitory. It is possible, too, to assess roughly the other temperamental characteristics and personality trends which are likely to be of importance in finding a suitable life's work.

Personal Circumstances. There remain two other practical considerations of some importance. In capacity, physique and temperament, one boy may be admirably fitted to become a lawyer or doctor, another might seem to be fit only for a semi-skilled task demanding neither great intelligence nor initiative. If however the first boy has had nothing but the rudiments of education and his parents cannot find the money for his training, then a career in the law is probably closed to him. If he attempts it, some such fate as that of Jude the Obscure may overtake him. The second boy may be the son of wealthy parents the traditions of whose family are against manual work; even if he takes to the bench, he will find adjustment difficult because of the conflict between the two halves of his life. Cases like the first occur less frequently and less glaringly now than they used to and equality of opportunity in education should diminish them. Cases like the second produce the most difficult of all problems facing the vocational
adviser, since questions of social prestige are so closely bound up with various occupations.

Plan of Attack. We may perhaps conveniently summarize this section by quoting the plan of attack for vocational guidance drawn up by the investigators of the National Institute of Industrial Psychology. In order to assist any individual in making a right choice of occupation, we need to know:

1. his circumstances (financial, social, geographical etc.)
2. his physical characteristics (especially disabilities of occupational significance, and such semi-physical characteristics as smartness of bearing, attractiveness of appearance, neatness of dress, and pleasantness of voice.)
3. his attainments (particularly in work, games, and other leisure activities.)
4. his general intelligence.
5. his special aptitudes (such as mechanical aptitude, manual dexterity, number aptitude, and aptitudes for drawing and music.)
6. his interests (especially in intellectual activities, practical activities and social activities.)
7. his disposition (particularly as shown by his attitudes towards himself, towards others and towards his work.)

Rodger: "Planning for Vocational Guidance"
Methods. Under some of these headings information is more easy to gather and more objective than under others. Personal circumstances can be gathered by interview and by home visits, and physical characteristics by a thorough medical examination. We have efficient tests of intelligence both of the type which use words as their medium and of the kind in which ability is gauged through the handling of concrete material or diagrams and pictures. These tests, on which much research work has been carried out in recent years, are either of the pencil and paper type which can be given to large groups of boys and girls at once, or they consist of a number of small tests which have to be administered by a trained tester in a private interview. The former method means that up to a hundred or even more can be tested in an hour by a teacher with the minimum of special instruction in the method of procedure and the results can be marked by a clerk from a prepared key. This is obviously a great saving of time, an important factor in any comprehensive scheme of guidance. The individual tests have the merit of greater accuracy and of permitting the close study of a child. The procedure of administration however, requires a trained psychologist and each case may take upwards of three quarters of an hour. In practice it seems best to use the group tests of intelligence as a screen, and to supplement them in borderline cases by an individual examination.

In attempting to assess special abilities, we must distinguish between aptitude or capacity and attainment or skill. Aptitude refers to something inborn, a capacity which may or may not have been developed by education or training; attainment
or skill is the result of innate qualities combined with experience, training or education. For example, in a school in which the mathematics teaching is highly efficient, a boy of good intelligence and only moderate aptitude for number, may manage to pass the School (or even Higher) Certificate Mathematics with some success. If however he pursues this study at the University level he will find out, probably too late to make a change, that no matter how good his intelligence, his inborn special ability is equal only to a very moderate success. Similarly, good teaching, much practice and a keenly emotional desire to succeed, may lead to outstanding progress in drawing in the teens. A boy or girl who founds a career on this, without a high degree of special flair, is unlikely to scale the heights of even commercial art. It is just in these circumstances that the danger of inspirational teaching lies. Many a boy or girl, through the advice and urging of a beloved teacher has founded a career on an interest which does not rest on marked innate talents.

Tests of innate aptitudes, which are free from the influence of special training and experience, are more difficult to devise than tests of intelligence and somewhat less accurate. However, research into their development is proceeding and we have now instruments of measurement which are more accurate than the unaided and merely intuitive judgments even of skilled observers. Tests of mechanical aptitude consisting of working models which have to be understood by the subject, have been devised by Dr. Cox\textsuperscript{27}. A test, the materials of which are the components of

\textsuperscript{27} Mechanical Aptitude (London 1928)
of a number of common objects, like a bicycle bell or nut, has been used to detect both the comprehension of mechanical principles and the constructive ability to put mechanisms together. Operations involving speed and rhythm of muscular and digital coordinations, like putting pegs into holes, aiming at rapidly moving discs, assembling and disassembling nuts and bolts and so on, have been standardised as measures of manual dexterity.

Spatial perception is involved in many tests which use specially shaped blocks of wood as their materials. Verbal fluency can be tested with material involving speedy word associations, rhyming, and the like. So too drawing, number and musical ability have all been made the subject of enquiry and efficient tests have been devised and standardised by means of which comparisons may be made between individuals.

28 Stenquist Measurements of Mechanical Ability (Teachers College, Columbia Univ. New York, 1923)

On the whole subject of Aptitude Testing see Cattell: Mental Tests (London 1936).

30 It is of the utmost importance to remember that an ad hoc test may or may not measure what it appears to do. The full standardisation of a test is a lengthy, complex and skilled process involving continual experimental choice of materials until a set is found which satisfies two criteria of efficiency as well as possible: (a) that if the test is repeated with the same group after an interval, the results will be closely similar - that is that the test is consistent and reliable; and (b) that it measures what it purports to measure with a satisfactorily high degree of efficiency. This is called the validity of a test and is usually gauged by its agreement with some other measure of the quality in question and may be substantiated and refined by the statistical methods of factor analysis. When a test of satisfactory reliability and validity has been built, it is then necessary to establish "norms of performance." This is done by administering the test to a large and random sample of the kind of subjects for which it is to be used. The scores of this group are then arranged in a frequency distribution or curve from which it is possible to tell by how many per cent. of subjects a given score is likely to be exceeded. Individuals can then be graded according to their position/Contd.
As well as innate aptitude many occupations demand a minimum degree of acquired skill or of attainment in academic subjects. Hence attainment tests are almost equally important as others. The school record of a child is a valuable guide but it lacks comparative objectivity. A boy who in one school would come top of his form in French or Arithmetic and who would therefore be rated as 'good' in those subjects by his teacher, might in a school where standards were higher, only come in the middle or even the bottom of the form, and would in consequence be labelled only 'average' or even 'poor'. The need is thus seen for some comparative measure. This is roughly provided (for some children) by the School Certificate Examination, the passing of which indicates a certain minimum level of attainment. For the child who has not taken such a public examination, and wherever graduations of attainment have to be measured, there exist standardized tests in such things as English and Arithmetic, and most other school subjects.

Interests are more elusive. They can be elicited in the course of an interview and they will display themselves in the field of general knowledge. Of recent years considerable progress has been made especially by Professor E.K. Strong and his followers, in the construction of what are called "interest questionnaires".

30) (Contd. from prev. page) relative to the average score or relative to a large and unselected group. Before reliance is placed on any test for educational or vocational guidance, therefore, we should know its precise reliability and validity and the size and composition of the sample on which it was standardised. On this topic see Vernon H.M. The Measurement of Ability, U.L.F. (London 1940)

31 Strong E.K. The Vocational Interests of Men and Women, (London 1943)
or "interest blanks", which consist of a large number of topics to which the subject is asked to indicate whether his or her attitude is one of strong liking, indifference or disliking. Attempts have been made to refine these instruments to the same degree of validity and reliability as has been attained in the intelligence tests; but so far the results, although promising, have not been outstanding successful. Moreover as we have pointed out previously an expressed interest taken at its face value is not always a reliable guide. Such questionnaires and attitude scales are useful however in indicating extreme cases of individual differences and as a starting point for planned interviewing.

Closely bound up with the assessment of interests is the assessment of temperament or disposition. There exist a number of tests which purport to measure objectively temperamental characteristics and in skilled hands these are valuable clinical adjuncts. They fall into a number of types. The most direct are those in which the subject is asked to rate him or herself on a number of points of character. The difficulty here lies in the fact that few of us are good judges of ourselves, and into any set of answers, all kinds of falsifications, conscious and unconscious, may enter. An attempt has been made to obviate this by the construction of tests which seem to the subject to be measuring something other than temperament or personality. A familiar example is the June Downey Will temperament test, which using such things as the degree with which the subject can disguise his handwriting.

32 Vernon The Assessment of Psychological Qualities by Verbal Methods, T.H.R.B. Pamphlet No. 83
33 The Will Temperament and its Testing. (Yonkers on Hudson 1923)
resist suggestion, work under pressure, and the like, attempts to measure underlying traits. Other tests are similar to the Rorschach Test in which the subject is asked to say what ideas are suggested by a number of suggestively shaped inkblots, thus revealing to some extent the contents of his mind. In yet others of these "projection tests" as they are called, the subject is presented with a picture in which the main character might represent himself and asked to make up a story. Another promising but laborious and cumbersome method is to arrange a series of experimental situations each designed to reveal certain qualities and traits, and then to observe the behaviour of the subject in response to the particular circumstances of each.

All these are subject to at least two disadvantages. Temperament and Character are apt to manifest themselves differently in different circumstances and at different times in the life span. The apparently aggressive adolescent may be compensating for temporary inferiority, and on most other occasions may display a mouse-like quietness and circumspection. Those who are acutely conscious of bad traits may be very much on their guard to conceal them and may successfully do so for the brief period of the test. In the study of character and temperament we cannot yet do without 'longitudinal' studies, a record of the development of the boy or girl, man or woman in the formative years of childhood and adolescence. Life history skilfully interpreted will do much to aid our interpretation of present conduct and our prediction of...
future behaviour; but here again we are up against the lack of objective standards of judgment. Recent research has shown that by breaking down such wide and vague general conceptions as "Character" or "Personality" into a number of traits, there is a gain in accuracy and objectivity in assessment. If then each trait is carefully defined and graded in three, five or seven steps to indicate shades from an outstanding to a very low degree of the quality in question judgment is greatly aided and improved. Finally it is found that two heads or more, are better than one, and that if these are trained heads who are agreed upon the interpretation of the trait terms, experienced in assessing personality, and aware of the limitations and fluctuations of their own judgments, they are not likely to be wildly astray in their assessments.

The best method available at present of assessing interest, character, and temperament seems to be a combination of three things,

(a) The pooled assessments (preferably gathered over a long period) of a number of judges (such as teachers) made as objective as possible by the use of an analytic scale with those terms they are quite familiar and in the use of which they have been trained.

(b) A number of test situations arranged as informally and as realistically as possible. The ideal would be not to let the subject know he was being tested or observed.

(c) An interview with a trained interviewer who understands the techniques and safeguards which should be employed and who can make use either of planned questioning, tests or anything else at his discretion.36

The art of vocational guidance is, however, more than an intensive study of the child. When all the information has been obtained about a boy or girl, we can construct a kind of diagram, or, as it is called, a "profile" shewing the individual patterning of abilities and qualities. To finish the task of guidance, we need to know at least as much about the occupational field. We need, in fact, to have job profiles built on the same scheme and expressed in the same terms. Unfortunately our knowledge here is much less extensive and accurate than that we can obtain about Jack or Jill with our batteries of tests and interviews. We know a good deal about broad categories of occupations; and about certain special jobs and special classes of job. Many progressive firms have developed their own personnel departments which conduct research into the best ways of choosing their employees and matching them with jobs. Our information at present however is fragmentary and incomplete. The first task of a comprehensive vocational guidance service, which as we have seen is a dire necessity, will be to push research systematically forward so that we no longer have to rely upon rule of thumb methods, the vague descriptions in books on careers, or more or less intuitive judgments.

II. What has been done?

The incompleteness of our information and the imperfection of our tools is no excuse for not attempting something more than mere chance placement of the adolescent in a job. It is relevant therefore to enquire what means are now in use for placing adolescents in employment and what plans exist for expansion and research in this most important field. As long ago as 1909 special Juvenile Departments were set up at a number of the Labour Exchanges in
England and Wales; and prior to this, a few Education Authorities had instituted bureaux to assist boys and girls to choose employment. From then onwards, the service has developed on this dual basis with 104 out of 315 Local Education Authorities exercising their statutory powers to maintain Juvenile Employment Bureaux and with the Ministry of Labour handling the task in other areas, usually through an office attached to the Employment Exchange. An essential part of the service has been an active committee in each area consisting of representatives of the Education Authority, teachers, employers, work people, and others specially interested in the welfare of boys and girls.

The work of this service has largely been limited to fourteen year olds leaving what were then called 'Elementary' Schools. For the Grammar School boy or girl, a number of Committees, Employment Agencies, Conferences, Careers' Councils and the like worked before the recent war more or less satisfactorily in various areas. Some schools have appointed 'Careers' Masters' or 'Mistresses', and in others the headmaster gives advice; in yet others very little is done.

The Ince Report. In January 1945, a Committee under Sir Godfrey Ince was appointed to report on the Juvenile Employment Service. The report of this Committee points out as a principal weakness of the present system, that the service is far from comprehensive. There is no obligation upon juveniles or employers to make use of it, and, in practice, jobs are obtained through heads of schools, private agencies and the advertisement columns of the press. No figures to show the extent of this are cited in the report but the survey of five Lancashire towns carried out by Professor and

H.M.S.O. 1945.
Mrs Jewkes give us a clue. They found that, of 2,000 boys and girls, fewer than one third obtained jobs through official agencies, a proportion which is confirmed by figures obtained in Merseyside, though the ratio there was slightly higher. Relatives, parents, friends, especially with girls, school, and their own efforts account, apparently, for the most. Some of this failure to use the Employment bureau must be traced to a (not always unjustified) distrust of the official; some of it to the forbidding appearance of many bureaux; much of it to lack of publicity for the service and a clear demonstration to employers, parents and adolescents, of the advantages which it can offer.

The Ince Report insists on the need for a comprehensive scheme which embraces schools of all types, on the need for close co-operation between the school and the employment service, and on the value of disseminating in the schools and among parents, accurate, unbiased, information about careers. The remarkable thing about the document is that it ignores almost entirely (except for the vaguest of references on p. 45) what has been learnt, by experience, of scientific vocational guidance in large experiments carried out in between the two wars, going no further in this respect than a previous committee appointed nearly twenty years previously! However, it leaves the way clear for future developments along scientific lines, even if it does little to recognize the methods by which success is most likely to be achieved.

38 op. cit. p.
Vocational Guidance Schemes. We may now turn to an examination of the results of Scientific Vocational Guidance. It should be mentioned in passing that most of the work in this country has been carried out either at the National Institute of Industrial Psychology or by investigators loaned by that body to various public authorities. The institute itself has maintained a Vocational Guidance Department since shortly after its foundation in the twenties; and its investigators have carried out schemes on a very large scale in London and in Birmingham. Similar schemes have been, or are, in operation in Edinburgh, Fife, and elsewhere though the recent war has either caused them to cease or seriously impaired their efficiency. Perhaps the two most remarkable contributions to the practical efficiency of psychological methods of placement are the testing of a million and a half men in the American Army in the 1914-18 war and the comprehensive selection procedures adopted by the British Fighting Services towards the middle of the 1939-45 war. These have proved so effective in practice that the methods employed, refined by experience, will doubtless become a permanent part of the peace-time organization of the Services.

As a concrete example of a scheme in operation with school leavers over a considerable period we may take the Birmingham Vocational Guidance Scheme. In all, it concerned 1,639 children.

41 Yoakum and Yerkes Army Mental Tests (New York 1920)
42 Allen and Smith: "The Value of Vocational Tests as Aids to the Choice of Employment", First Report "Employment Work of a Local Education Authority" 1947 (All published by the City of Birmingham Education Committee.)
followed up over a two year period, and 603 followed up for four
years; and has great value since it enables a direct comparison
to be made between children who were given the usual guidance of
an Employment Conference held at school (the Control Group) and
those for whom recommendations were made on the basis of tests,
ratings and planned interviews (the Experimental Group). The
children in the Experimental Group were given a series of objective
tests — tests of ability to manipulate concrete materials, a
group intelligence test, three tests of manual dexterity, two
tests of mechanical ability, five short tests of dressmaking
ability and a test of clerical ability. These tests were given by
specially trained teachers to the children whilst they were still
at school. In addition, the specially trained teachers prepared
temperament rating charts, an analysis of the child's personal
interests, hobbies and, as far as possible, social background; and
the head teacher of each school supplied a full report on the work
and character of each child. In the case of some children, a
special home visit was made, and in the case of others, the Medical
Officer carried out a special medical examination.

When the time of school leaving approached, the psychologists,
the trained teachers and the Juvenile Employment Officer met in
conference and on the basis of the data enumerated above, made
specific recommendation for guidance. This advice was later dis-
cussed with the parents and child and subject to the parents'
consent, efforts were made to find the child employment along the
lines suggested.

The children in the Control Group, received guidance in the
normal way. A school report on work and character was supplied by
the head teacher; in addition in some cases information from the
special medical examination and home visit was also available.
The advice given to the child was arrived at in a choice of
employment conference which considered this information; thus the
guidance given to the Control Group Children represented the best
that could be done without the aid of objective tests and other
special procedure. It is important here to remember that this
experiment makes a comparison between two methods of vocational
guidance - the one aided by the instruments of modern psychology,
and the other more haphazard; it does not draw a comparison
between scientific vocational guidance and totally unguided choice
had it done so the results might have been even more striking.
Results. Seventy seven per cent. of the Experimental Group
entered posts in accordance with the advice given, whereas only
sixty four per cent. of the Control Group children did so. Of
those who entered "accordance posts" in the Experimental Group,
56 per cent. were still in them at the end of two years, and 46
per cent. at the end of four years. In the Control Group 37 per
cent only were in the same posts at the end of two years and only
11 per cent at the end of four. Of the children in the Experimental Group who ignored the advice given them, 11 per cent.
remained in the same job throughout the four year period as com­pared with 26 per cent. of similar children in the Control Group.
At the end of the follow-up period of two years, 87 per cent. of
the posts held by the Experimental Group children were in accord­ance with the advice given, whereas the figure for the Control
Group is 52 per cent. only. At the end of four years the figures
are more striking; 92 per cent. of the children in the Experimental Group were in accordance posts, whereas of the Control
After four years the children were asked to express their opinions on the posts which they were holding. 93 per cent. of the Experimental Group children in "accordance" posts rated them as suitable (60 per cent. as "very suitable"); of the Experimental Group children in "non-accordance" posts 33 per cent. rated them as "suitable" (only 19 per cent. as "very suitable"). Of the Control Group children in "accordance" posts 64 per cent. rated them as suitable (40 per cent. "very suitable") and of those in non-accordance posts 78 per cent. rated them as suitable (50 per cent. "very suitable"). In fact more children in the Control Group found themselves satisfied in posts which were not in accordance with the advice given them.

The opinions of Employers shew a similar trend. Of the Experimental Group children in "accordance" posts at the end of four years, only 4 per cent. are rated as unsuitable and 31 per cent. as "very suitable". Of Experimental Group children in non-accordance posts 15 per cent. are considered "unsuitable" and 23 per cent. "very suitable". Of the Control Group, 7 per cent. in accordance and 6 per cent. in non-accordance posts were unsuitable, and 23 per cent. (accordance) and 37 per cent. (non-accordance) very suitable.

We may perhaps summarize this evidence thus. The children to whom advice was given on the basis of tests and special procedure shewed a greater tendency to enter posts in accordance with the advice given, to stay longer in them, to find greater satisfaction and to give better service to their employers than did the children who were advised on the old methods. In addition, tested children in posts not in accordance with the recommendations.
made do not stay so long, find less satisfaction, are not so highly
thought of by their employers, and tend, as time goes on, to enter
posts in accordance with the advice originally given. In the
Control Group the tendency is the opposite. These children pass
from posts in accordance with the advice given to posts which are
not in accordance with it, and find themselves happier and give
better satisfaction to their employers when they are in posts
different from the kind they were advised to obtain.

The evidence in favour of the scientific procedures and tests
seems to be conclusive. Its general trend confirms the earlier
experiments in London,43 and Birmingham; but what is even more
important it shews how a large scale scheme can be carried out in
a practical effective way with the minimum disturbance to the
schools. Its originators would be the first to admit its imperfections — notably that the information obtained about each child
was not matched by an equally objective and comprehensive analysis
of the jobs available. Later experiments are attempting to remedy
this defect;44 to use a more elaborate battery of tests and to
construct two "profiles", the one listing the relevant qualities
in each child and the degree in which they are present and the
other on similar lines for occupations. In that way a more exact
matching of the two should be possible. The tests themselves
and in particular the assessments of temperament and of interests,
are susceptible of great improvement.

43 Burt et al. A Study in Vocational Guidance, etc.,
44 Macdonald "A Scheme of Vocational Guidance for Use in
   an Educational Area."
Need for Longitudinal Studies. One thing is however doubly underlined by investigations of this kind. No scheme of vocational guidance which is wedged into the last few months of a child's school career can be more than a partial success. What is needed is a comprehensive programme which combines longitudinal study of the child from the time he enters school, with appropriate educational and vocational guidance interlocked and articulated at all stages. In a very real sense the allocation of children to different forms of secondary education at 11 plus as is contemplated in the Education Act of 1944 is a disguised vocational selection, since the type of Secondary education a boy or girl receives inevitably narrows vocational choice later. The determination at the earliest possible stage of aptitudes and interest is thus seen to be one of the most vital problems confronting the educator; but, as we have seen, with the younger child this is difficult, and, with our present instruments, well nigh impossible. It is all the more important therefore to insist that the pass from one kind of Secondary Education to another should be as easy as possible, and that all judgments made of an 11 year old child should be considered tentative and subject to revision.

One of the best practical methods of dealing with this is the Multilateral School, such as we discussed in the previous chapter. In the early years of adolescence such a school could provide a common curriculum differentiated to suit different levels of intelligence. Then by continuous guidance the growing youth could be directed into a steadily increasing range of specialised studies as aptitudes and interests declare themselves.
Such a realistic conception of education ignores the factitious distinction between cultural and vocational studies while at the same time linking the school as a continuum with the world beyond its gates.45

Vocational guidance is one link in the progressive study of the child and the adjustment of education to his needs. Such a scheme of study would include the maintenance of cumulative records, periodic tests carried out by trained teachers, and medical examinations the object of which would be preventive and with a view to later placement in work. Nor should it end with the date of leaving full time schooling. The Ince report wisely recommends that the Juvenile Employment Bureaux should be closely associated with the County Colleges and at least one of the points of contact between the two should be in the sphere of watching over the child at the beginning of his working life so that the best possible adjustment to work is made. The tapering off of formal education in the later years of adolescence must be looked on as a time in which the personality of the youth - his fourfold social, sexual, economic and spiritual self - has to attain integration and harmony. This will be achieved only through the co-operation of the Educator, the Vocational Adviser, and those in industry whose special responsibility is the welfare of the young employee.


In these two books, Dr. Earle convincingly argues the case for the Multilateral School the syllabus of which is based upon continued scientific educational guidance.
CHAPTER VIII

FULL STATURE

Maturity. Like truth, maturity is difficult to define. In some respects it is an inevitable result of growth and thus a biological concept; but man, more plastic in almost every way than the higher animals, is very much a product of his society and consequently maturity must be thought of also in social terms. And, so little do we know of the intricate relationships of nature and nurture in man, that it would be difficult to disentangle completely these two interdependent aspects.

In broad outline, however, the facts of biological maturation are clear. From birth, physical growth continues until the organism attains its maximum height and strength in the late 'teens or early twenties. Closely parallel to this, are a corresponding increase in the absolute power of the intelligence and the emergence of special abilities. Emotionally - though in a less regular fashion - there seems to be development which reaches its peak in the 'teens with intensifications in such innately determined impulses as those of aggression, gregariousness and sex, and with a transformation in the total configuration of the emotional life.

These forms of development can be seen as parts of the preparation of the human being for sexual maturity, for mating and for the protection and nourishment of the young. It is however doubtful whether there exists or has existed for hundreds of thousands of years, any human society in which the attainment of maturity was no more than a mere biological growth. Man's
Inveterate tendency to form communities, and the adaptability of his intellectual-emotional apparatus, have led to a steady development of culture and civilisation, the survival of which has depended on the passing on, to the new generation, of ideas and ideals held by the old. The more highly developed a society becomes, the wider in scope are these other than biological aims of development and the longer and more difficult is the period of learning and preparation required before the young can be admitted to adult status.

We may admit as fundamental that biological maturity must precede or accompany growth in other directions and take it as axiomatic that the training of youth should foster complete physiological development. Without such a foundation, the maturation of intellect and character will be seriously prejudiced; but it is little more than a foundation. Without in addition an overriding concept of social maturity and some criteria for assessing it, education has little point and, indeed, becomes a mass of unrelated skills.

**Intellectual maturity.** The training of the intellect has been accepted as a major objective of education for long enough. Our syllabuses are framed to impart bodies of knowledge and to develop skills and mental habits. Yet maturity of mind is very much more than the possession of an adequate equipment of facts. The man of thirty is probably no more intelligent in a biological sense than he was at sixteen. If he is given tests of reasoning, his performances will show little if any improvement
over what he was able to do ten years previously. Yet his mind is probably very different. Increased knowledge in special fields, experience of the likely results of his actions, acquired skills and techniques, the development through use and practice of specific abilities, and the training which he may have received in special directions, should all have combined to make his mind a more effective instrument of his purposes. In this sense, there is no limit to development except that his grasp of the new, whether in ideas or skills, is limited by the level of his innate abilities.

It has been suggested before that intelligence is the moderator, the instrument by which the total needs of the individuality and the demands of the environment are brought into relationship. The effectiveness with which this adjustment is carried out is thus a measure of intellectual maturity. Such a maturity implies, too, something more positive: the development of interests and special capacities to the fullest extent and the bringing of the whole being into the most harmonious and fertile relationship possible with the material and spiritual world. 

Emotional Maturity. If intelligence is, as it were, the cutting edge of the mind, emotion is the force behind it. Between the two there is no direct correlation in the sense that high emotionality, for example, is associated with high intelligence or that good intelligence implies, necessarily, adequate emotional adjustment. Not infrequently, in fact, emotional development lags behind intellectual. Nevertheless, as we have already seen, the interrelationships of the two are exceedingly
close. Emotional disturbance can inhibit the expression of intellectuality; and the direction of interests as well as their development, is dependent upon forces which are instinctive in their origin. In the emotional life, on the other hand, the function of the intelligence is to provide acceptable outlets for the desires which spring from the deepest levels of man's biological inheritance and to interpret the stimuli which arise from the environment. Thus, on the quality of the intellect will depend, in no small measure, the quality of the emotional responsiveness of the individual.

Perhaps the greatest contrast between the developed and mature adult and the young child is in the nature of their emotional responses. The infant is an April day of tears and laughter, no sooner subjected to a stimulus than violently responding to it with some overt action. A sudden noise frightens him to tears which are the next instant dispelled by the diverting of his attention to a bright, jingling bunch of keys. At one moment a little brother or sister may be the object of fierce, possessive affection; the next, of equally demonstrative hatred, or of sullen jealousy. The withdrawal of a toy provokes him to fury, the present of a sweet raises him to the seventh heaven of delight. A similar impulsive nature in an adult would be a sign of marked immaturity. We expect him to look before and after, to be able, in a much greater degree, to inhibit immediate action in response to an emotional stimulus; and we expect his emotional states to be less transitory and less easily deflected.
The ability to inhibit immediate response and the persistency of the emotional state when once aroused, allow an interval for reflection, and for an adequate choice of response—a choice which should be determined upon intellectual grounds, by the realities of the situation. Hence maturity, implies both the inhibition of undesirable and maladaptive desires or expressions of emotion and the ability to find acceptable and serviceable outlets.

Repression and Sublimation. This process of development takes place, principally, through two complementary psychological "mechanisms", those of repression and sublimation. The infant, the child and the youth must learn to curb certain unacceptable forms of behaviour. He must, for example, control those impulses of pugnacity and aggressiveness which would lead him to make a physical attack on anyone who thwart his will; he must learn that noisy self-assertion is not tolerable; and that over-possessive love or fierce jealousy infringe the rights of others. The impulses which lie behind these and other such desires, however, cannot with safety, be repressed; they are the energies of the mind and if the attempt is made to suppress them entirely, they will cease to be serviceable to the conscious life and issue indirectly in symptoms of mental or physical illness. "He who desires and acts not, breeds pestilence"—and that pestilence more often than not is neurosis. The child whose need for affection is not satisfied, may compete for attention by sheer naughtiness; the failure to find a legitimate outlet for impulses of self-assertion may result in the boastful
lier; a repressed interest in sex which becomes associated with ideas of guilt, may issue in an acute and unaccountable anxiety state. Examples from the behaviour of children and adults might be multiplied. The truth which they stress is, not that repression of any kind is wrong, but that repression should be directed at specific undesirable forms of behaviour and not at the impulses which prompt them. Even more important is it that there should be no repression without a corresponding and adequate redirection of energy into desirable channels. It is this redirection of energy which we call sublimation; and general experience shows that those sublimations are the most effective which most closely correspond psychologically with the natural behaviour provoked by the instinctive-emotional disposition concerned.

Conscious and Unconscious Sublimations. The sublimations of the child are rarely made on a conscious level. They depend either upon mere chance or upon the enlightenment of the adults in his surroundings. Opportunities for self-assertion, for example, can be found in constructive activities, in winning the attention and praise of grown-ups for a piece of work well done, in helping, and in learning to do things for oneself. Play, with such aids to fantasy as sand, plasticine, paper and paint, provides another valuable outlet which has been found of value with disturbed children. Greater mental maturity and greater self-knowledge in adolescence and adulthood, should mean that sublimations can be sought on a more conscious level, and the adolescent should be helped to find in socially valuable
activities - rather than in merely innocuous ones - outlets for the deepest springs of his nature. Aggressiveness and curiosity, for example, may find satisfaction in scientific investigation in which the enemy to be overcome is nature; sex interests may seek direct expression in marriage, collateral outlet in social activities, and a more remote but still serviceable absorption in art, or music, or literature. The woman whose protective and maternal impulses are not satisfied by children of her own, may deflect them to caring for the children of others as a teacher or nurse. The desire to dominate and excel may be directed by high capacity into an organising job or expended in planning a garden or in making furniture as a hobby. Somewhere in the multiplicity of human activities, there is to be found one, or a combination of many, which will give free vent to the emotional forces of each youth, and which will satisfy his deepest needs.

The more or less habitual adjustment of the desires to the adult social environment is one mark of maturity. Where, however, the adaptation is merely habitual - the result of training rather than of a generalised attitude of mind - a marked change in the psychological environment may cause it to fail. We can see this happening in those cases where the loss of a husband or wife is followed by abnormal grief, nervous breakdown or even insanity. Some men, satisfactorily adjusted to their civilian lives, developed neurotic symptoms when they were conscripted into the army. With a few, psychological balance is so precarious, that a change of job, or even of work mates, will bring about a crisis.
Adaptability. The enjoyment of mental health and the attainment of emotional maturity therefore imply adaptability, the continuing capacity to find new sublimations when, for some reason, the old ones fail. The achievement of such an attitude of mind is, in great part, dependent upon insight into one's own personality, a knowledge and frank recognition of the needs which demand expression, and on the conscious attempt to find adequate outlets. The intense preoccupation with the self at adolescence, properly directed and enlarged by measuring that self against equals, may be used to foster this self-knowledge and the maturation of the intellectual power offers a great opportunity for the cultivation of this readiness to seek genuine substitutive satisfactions.

Rational Freedom. This adaptability implies a balanced expenditure of energy. The truly mature adult will fight no longer than he sees reason, recognising that there are few disappointments for which no compensation can be found and setting his heart on nothing to the extent that its loss means the loss of everything worth living for. Such an attitude can only be achieved if the mind is freed of what might be called symbolical reactions. The meaning of this is best made clear by examples. The ignorance and suggestibility of the child frequently lead him to emotional reactions out of all proportion to the real nature of the stimulus. The little boy will fly in genuine terror from a growling figure - whom he knows to be his own father masquerading as a bear. A similar but more complex manifestation is seen in the adult obsessional neurotic in whom, for example, a bird or even a feather will arouse a blind, unreasoning fear. Both the child and the neurotic are reacting,
not to the objective reality of the circumstances, but to what they symbolise to the mind on a more or less unconscious level. In "normal" adults, such symbolisms are much more frequent determinants of behaviour than is generally realised. Much prejudice, many irrational aversions, likings and dislikings at first sight, "intuitive" judgments and the like, may be traced to unconscious complexes and buried memories. It is important that the existence of such disturbing links with the past should be recognised and that they should not be so serious and so powerful as to dominate conscious thinking to any great extent. In this respect, maturity means freedom to see things, events, and people as they truly are and not invested with the unrecognised symbolisms of childhood.

Meaning. Among the most common of these symbolic reactions is that shown by the man or woman who has not truly achieved independence of the parents. If the emotional tie remains powerful, the boy or girl never truly leaves home, even if he or she gets married. Marriage, in fact, though perhaps ardently desired, may appear to the unconscious as a threat of loss of parental affection and provoke serious conflict and anxiety, which finds expression in physical or mental breakdown and thus provides the excuse, which is unconsciously desired, for avoiding it. Less extreme cases of dependence result in home-sickness, or a desire to live near the parents after marriage, even though it would be advantageous to go further away. In yet others, the attachment leads to a series of unsuccessful love affairs, all of which fail because the man or the woman is seeking not a mate but a mother or father substitute.

1 Freud. The Psychopathology of Everyday Life. (London 1914)
Other symbolic reactions may grow up on the basis of frustrations and repressions. A typical example is the vinegarish spinster who is critical of young and attractive women or who delights in prurient scandal. Deeply repressed antagonisms to parents may find a symbolic object in someone who stands in a similar position of authority — for example a business superior or an employer. Still denied outlet, such aggressions sometimes recoil on the possessor in the form of fears of persecution. Thus we get the picture of the man who believes himself to be the victim of unfair discrimination.

The variety of such developments seems endless. Most of them represent a failure to find adequate outlets for crude and unsocialised tendencies in earlier days, and many are singularly resistant to the treatment in any other way than by the revival of the buried conflict from which they arise. The physiological and emotional instability of adolescence frequently provides a mental state in which such buried conflicts become acute. Hence it is not uncommon at this period for serious psycho-neurosis or even some kinds of insanity which rest upon emotional rather than organic bases, to declare themselves decisively for the first time. Schizophrenia, for example, one of the main symptoms of which is an almost total withdrawal from the real world into a fantasy one, is often first diagnosed in the late 'teens or early twenties.  

2 Henderson & Gillespie, A Text Book of Psychiatry p.289 (6 edn. London 1944)
'teens, there is some hope of affecting a cure, whereas if the
disease declares itself later, the outlook is not good. 3

Methods of mental prophylaxis have already been suggested
in earlier chapters. Here it must be reiterated that the
plasticity of the emotional life at adolescence and the attainment
of full mental growth offer the best opportunity of setting rough
places of development right before they have time to become
imbedded in the adult character. Every means should be taken
to provide legitimate and valuable outlets for the instinctive
energies. The boy and the girl, at the risk of fostering
introspectiveness, should be encouraged to seek self-knowledge
and to learn, as far as his or her comprehension extends, the
nature of the primitive urges which prompt them and the ways in
which they may be satisfied. This means the offering of
sublimations and the building up of habits mental and moral;
but it means also the development of independent power to seek
satisfaction, in many different circumstances, the formation of
a general mental set towards adaptability no matter what the
demands made by the environment. The revival in the 'teens of
buried conflicts from childhood offers the chance of solving
them on a conscious level. The child frequently works out his
difficulties in symbolic play; the adolescent can do the same
in talk, in drama, in creative work. An impartial adult who
can act as the recipient of confidences, a listener who now and
then throws in a cheering word; or who, with sympathetic
commonsense, helps to adjust an exaggerated attitude can, by

3 Gladstern, Later Adjustment of Twenty-six Adolescents
Diagnosed as Schizophrenic or Potentially Schizophrenic
being himself an objective reference point, bring the youth to a clear mental stocktaking.

**Maturity of Character.** Intellectual and emotional maturity are essential concomitants to maturity of character, which, like the melancholy of Jacques, is compounded of many simples. It must be remembered that intellectual and emotional maturity can be attained within the framework of many different types of character, even within types which in some civilisations would be unacceptable. We must bear in mind too, that character is very much a product of the culture within which the individual grows up. Hence our assessment of maturity of character is essentially in terms of what is considered valuable in our own society.

We have suggested already that the adolescent is in search of a self, or rather of an integration of selves, vocational, sexual, social and moral. It is the sentiments which comprise these which lie at the core of his character; and dependent upon them, there should be developed a whole series of subsidiary sentiments, some of them abstract ideals of such things as justice, honour, truth, loyalty and so on, others more specific and concrete, such as give rise to, and maintain, interests in specific directions - in a garden, in games, in a collection of antiques, or stamps, and yet others for particular persons, - wife or family, husband, mother, father, children or friends.

4 What follows in the remainder of this Chapter owes a great deal to McDougall 'Introduction to Social Psychology' and 'The Energies of Men', and to Alling 'Personality and Will', especially Chapter VIII.
It is from the complexity and relative dominance of such sentiments that there springs the striking difference in quality between the emotional reactions of a child and those of an adult. The child deprived of a beloved toy becomes angry; he looks like anger personified, kicking, stamping, screaming. An adult who is immature may react with a very similar burst of ineffectual fury which would be stigmatised as "childish". More likely the response will be complicated; and it will be characteristic, not of adults in general, but of John Jones or Mary Smith in particular; it will be felt to be a part of a whole individual and of a piece with behaviour in other circumstances. Anger at deprivation will probably be felt. It may provide the motive power behind energetic and effective action to regain the lost object. On the other hand, ideals of self-control, preoccupations with other things, a recognition that the cause of the loss is beyond human control, or a willed sympathy with another person's point of view, may lead to a complex variety of feelings and behaviour. One may say that emotional responses in an adult are, as well as being delayed, conditioned and sophisticated by habit and sentiment.

Emotional Responsiveness. Furthermore, the existence of sentiments of a specific or of a general abstract kind heightens emotional responsiveness in certain directions. Events, expressions of opinion, natural objects and so on may become complex and powerful stimuli to an adult whose sentiments are developed in particular directions although they would have no meaning whatever to a child. An ancient papyrus to a child
may be a dirty piece of paper useless to draw on; to a dealer in antiquities, it may be a valuable piece of stock in trade; to an Egyptologist, a matter of intellectual interest or even something to be defended with his life. There is in the child a certain predictable uniformity and unsophistication in the kinds of stimuli which will provoke emotion. In the developed adult there is some uniformity too, the end of which is to allow the individual to sympathise with and react adequately to the group to which he belongs. Beyond this core of similarity, however, there extends a wide range of individual differences such that a stimulus which would be indifferent to one man, might provoke another to rage, another to protectiveness and another to fear; an object of veneration and love to one may be hatred and derision to another. It is in the broad similarity of fundamental sentiments that we find so called racial characteristics, and it is in the differences between what might be called idiosyncratic sentiments, that we find the differences between individuals of the same race. In the mature adult character we expect to find the development of those sentiments which are necessary to make him an effective member of the group to which he belongs and a compatible development of sentiments peculiar to himself.

Moral Judgment. Even within such a developed system however conflict may arise. Conflict in the child seems to take place on a more instinctive level as a clash between antagonistic impulses. One can often observe a child torn between, for example, fear and desire, between the impulse to take a cake or tart and fear of the consequences of the theft. The ultimate triumph of either impulse depends largely, not upon ideals, nor
upon any very remote considerations, but upon the relative immediate strength of the two stimuli. If the cake is very desirable and the chance of punishment remote, temptation will probably prevail. The action of an adult in a similar circumstance may be determined in a number of ways. He may be restrained by fear of the consequences, — an essentially childish response. More mature is that in which the temptation is quickly disposed of, or even does not consciously arise, because of an habitual control. Very many of our moral judgments are thus habitual and we are prevented from exhausting conflicts by the cultivation of patterns of reaction adapted to the effortless solution of most of the minor problems of daily life. Some crises, however, arise in the lives of most adults which cannot be dealt with in this habitual way. Then the action taken depends upon the strength and quality of more general dispositions, which reinforce the intellectual perception of what is right. Alone in the face of danger when there can be no question of retribution or even of discovery and when the stimulus to run away is too powerful for merely habitual control, the soldier stands his ground. His perception of the right course is reinforced by an appeal to an abstract sentiment; a powerful ideal of duty, perhaps, or of himself as the kind of person who does not flinch from danger.

It is on the quality of the habitual responses which have been developed and upon the power and content of the sentiments which lie behind them for reinforcement if need be, that much of the value of character depends. Partly, such habits and
sentiments are a matter of training in childhood and adolescence; but partly too — especially with the most highly developed characters — they are consciously and deliberately adopted ideals of conduct. In this way, by an intelligently directed will, the individual may grasp higher and higher conceptions and thus maintain and shape his own character.  

High ideals and developed habits alone will not ensure consistency. For this there needs to be some master sentiment, an ideal which ramifies and permeates all the others and which is the ultimate arbiter. This integrating sentiment has been identified psychologically as the "persistence of motives secured by deliberate willing". As such it has no implication of value and many integrations are possible which would bring effectiveness to the personality. But if we carry the identification of the most desirable master sentiment a stage further and consider it in terms of Western culture, we find that psychologist and poet unite to identify it with the supreme ideal of duty, the Roman virtue of pietas.

In the grasping of such an ideal, adolescence is crucial. The attainment of maximum physiological maturity in the intellectual and emotional life, the chance which this presents for re-educating childish attitudes and disentangling unconscious and hampering complexes and the susceptibility to values of adult society brought about by awareness of impending change, make the

6 Webb E. Character and Intelligence B.J.P.Monog.Suppt.Vol.I.No.3  
8 Wordsworth "Ode to Duty".
character more malleable and impressionable than it is ever likely to be again. The years from eleven or twelve to eighteen or twenty should be an experimental and a hardening-off period during which it is important to protect the youth from the thwartings, frustrations and cynicisms with which he will be confronted later, and to lay before him worthy goals, habits of thought and ideals which he can take as his own. Step by step, keeping pace with a growing integration of character, the protective control of the adult world should be lessened to the point where it can be finally withdrawn. We must recognise that the highest developments of character are not within the capacity of all and that maturity is a conception balanced between the ideals of society and the handicaps and endowments of the individual. There are some who, through defective intelligence or excessive emotionality, through organic disease or uncontrollable influences in early life, will never adapt on an adequate level to our social patterns. The proportion of these is relatively small. The rest, in increasing measure according to their intellectual grasp and the shape of their instinctive emotional disposition, can be trained in habits of volitional control which shall persist throughout life. They can attain something at least of the calm maturity of The Happy Warrior:

"Whose high endeavours are an inward light
That makes the path before him always bright;
Who, with a natural instinct to discern
What knowledge can perform, is diligent to learn;
Abides by this resolve, and stops not there,
But makes his moral being his prime care;......

More skilful in self-knowledge, even more pure,
As tempted more; more able to endure,
As more exposed to suffering and distress,
There, also, more alive to tenderness."